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INTRODUCTION

This report covers a special demonstration program carried
on over a four year period by the staff of the Research and Guidence
Laboratory for Superior Students of the University of Wisconsin.
The programi was based on experiences gained through cooperative
efforts of hundreds of high school students, their parents, their
teachers, and counselors and administrators in 75 secondary schools
which participate regularly in the Laboratory.

The purposes of the Demonstration Project described in
the following pages were stated initially in the paragraphs below.

a. Objectives. During the past five years it has been
possible to carry out research in public school settings on the
feasibility of several procedures for discovering superior students
and making special provisions for their education. Evidence from
post-high school follow-up data of the effectiveness of these pro-
cedures is now available. It is proposed to begin a demonstration
program designed to show teachers, administrators, parents of
superior students, and interested lay citizens what these pro-
cedures are, and how they might be introduced into school systems
of varying sizes. The principal objective is to promote wide-
spread use of superior student discovery and education programs
with an emphasis ou individualized attention to qualities and
needs of each student.

b. Procedures. Demonstrations will be carried on by
means of in-service training programs, workshops, institutes, and
special programs arranged for in cooperation with local school
systems, state colleges and universities, and state departments
of education. Materials will be duplicated and distributed tct
all public schools in the state in institutes, faculty meetings
and in individual conferences. Interested educational leaders
from other states will be invited to attend summer workshops so
that the influence of ehe project may be carried beyond the
boundaries of Wisconsin. The program will be evaluated by means
of a before-and-after survey to determine (1) the extent to which
procedures are instigated in schools which did not hitherto
employ them, and (2) the success of students who have had special
educational experiences as a result of the use of the procedures.
The evaluative procedure will be utilized as a basis for stan-
dardized instruments and evaluative criteria which may be applied
by local, state, and regional groups who wish to appraise the
status and/or development of superior student identificAtion
and education programs in schools.
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It was the purpose of the demonstration project, as it has

been the purpose of the entire Laboratory program, described in

chapter I, to focus on the educational challenges which the indi-

vidual student presents,and to discourage the notion that sweeping

generalizations or standardized approaches will ever be adequate

to meet educational and guidance needs of individual students.

Activities discussed in following sections have been classified

according to type, but it should be remembered that they have

been implemented in different ways and for various reasons, de-

pending upon the particular situations and the particular students

involved.

Persons and agencies which have contributed to the dem-

onstration program are too numerous to list. We are particularly

indebted to the above-mentioned participants and to graduate

students who worked far beyond the call of duty on the project.

Professors on the University faculty and members of the Laboratory

advisory committee have contrihuted many hours without cost to

the project. The Extension Division, School of Education, College

of Engineering, College of Letters & Science, and the School of

Business have contributed funds and facilities necessary to op-

erate the Laboratory. Outside Wisconsin, persons in many states

have worked to provide facilities and secure participants for

regional demonstration workshops which were a major aspect of

the project.

This project was terminated by the Office of Education

15 months prior to the date originally planned. Consequently

the evaluation phase of the_pro$rani which was to be done in the

final year has not been completed. There are many testimonials

available concerning the value of the project, and examples of

these are included in the report. Testimonials, however, are

inadequate substitutes for the solid evidence of change and im-

provement in school practice which the investigators had planned

to obtain. Although examples of school policies and practices

are known to have grown out of the demonstration activities and

materials, the extent of influence of the project remains a

question, Hopefully, in the future, that question can be enter-

tairied.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND

Because the demonstration project reported in this volume

grew out of longitudinal experiences in participating schools of

the Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students, it is

appropriate to provide a description of the Laboratory program.

The Laboratory, which began as a small cooperative pioneering

project of the School of Education and the College of Engineering

in February, 1957, is now an officially recognized part of the

University of Wisconsin. A committee composed of the Deans of

Letters and Science, Engineering, Education, Law, Medicine, Agri-

culture, and representatives of the School of Commerce and the

Extension Division advises the Director of the Laboratory. The

work on the Madison campus is done by the writer and a staff of

twelve graduate students in guidance. At the Wausau branch, which

was opened in September, 1960, the work is done by a former staff

member of the Madison Laboratory and one graduate student.

The seventy-five cooperating high schools were those which

responded to a brief note in the bulletin of the State Department

of Public Instruction to the effect that the University would co-

operate with schools in experimentation onthe discovery and guidance

of superior students. The current participating schools provide

an excellent sample of the secondary schools of the State in terms

of size and geographic distribution. In size, the range is from

schools with ten teachers to one with more than a hundred. This

distribution is significant in view of the fact that most previous

studies of superior students have been carried out in large cities

or in large schools, and the bright student in the small schools

has received scant attention. Students are brought to the Wison

Laboratory from some communities that are more than 250 miles

distant. The schools provide for all travel expenses of the

students and staff members who accompany them.

At the time the Laboratory was opened, a crucial decision

about the method of selecting students was required. It would

have been possible to direct the schools to send only those ninth

grade students whose test scores were above some arbitrarily selected



figure. Instead of using methods ef selection which put too much

emphasis on test scores, the Laboratory staff encourages the

schools to employ their own selection procedures. The following

suggestions are given to the schools in written form, and they

are discussed frequently in conferences and in school faculty

meetings.

Since superior students exhibit their superiority

in many ways, no single score can be used as the

sole criterion on which they Should be selected.

Teachers' judgments, evidence of a high level of

performance in any of the academic fields, students'

written performances, high grades, and evidence

of high motivation coupled with high test scores

can all be used in the identification of potentially

superior students.

In some schools, principals have asked teachers to

nominate their superior students. The principal

fhen joins a committee of teachers to review the

nominations, considers such other factors as those

noted above, and makes a list of all the top

students nominated. Frequently fhe list of most

highly rated nominees, along with the reasons

for their selection, are returned to the teachers

for further consideration.

Combinations of some of the following characteristics

are usually apparent in superior Students.

1. Large vocabularies which are used easily and

accurately.
2. Academic work one or more years in advance of

their classes.

3. They ask many penetrating questions. They

want to know the causes and reasons for things.

4. A wide range of interests but they may con-

centrate heavily on one.

5. Express themselves well in writing and speaking.

6. Spend much time on special projects of their

own such as constructing, collecting and writing.

7. Tendency to figure out what is wrong with an

activiLy and show how it can be done better.

8. Tendency to give refreshing twists even to

old ideas.

9. They like to get answers to problems, puzzles,

and trick questions.

10. Other students tend to turn to them for ideas

and suggestions when something must be decided.

11. They read a good deal and find satisfaction in

thinking about and discussing what has been read.

4



Selection procedures used by the schools have become more

effective over the past four years. Average scores of ninth grade

students sent to the Laboratory are at the 95th percentile on

Form LA of the School and College Ability Test. Their general

performances in school, on other tests, and on written documents

suggest that the schools are selecting students of high potential.

Apparently teachers can recognize superior students when they are

given assistance in doing so, and statements that commonly appear

in the literature to the opposite effect seem to have been prema-

ture and based on inadequate data. There is evidence to suggest

that the process employed at the Laboratory results in greater

awareness by school personnel of the characteristics of the total

school populations from which the Laboratory subjects are selected.

The Laboratory can take only a sample of the students in

any school, demonstrate procedures with them, and encourage schools

to use and expand upon the methods employed. The size of the

sample from each school depends on the population of ninth graders,

but some flexibility is permitted. If schools, after looking over

their students, request an increase in the size of their quotas

and even in some cases reduction of them, they are permitted to do

so.

The students come to the Laboratory for the first time when

they are in the ninth grade. They continue to come for a full day

at least once each year until they graduate from high school.

---\
During their visits the students are tested and counseled. They

write personal documents so that counselors can assess their writing

skills and learn more about their background, problems, and plans,

and the/report on their activities orally and in writing. The

total performance of the day is interpreted to the student, and

all information obtained is shared with him. They are permitted

to attend university classes in the subject area of their choice,

and they are permitted to visit various studios and laboratories.

When a student is beginning to express interest in a particular

subject-field, an interview is arranged for him with an authority

in that field, and the implications are discussed later with his

counselor.

In some cases the students bring samples of their writing,

art work, or other productions to the Laboratory for assessment

by experts in their fields of interest. The professors give gen-

erously of their time for appraisal of the students' performances

and provide constructive criticism and encouragement. At least

one poet and several artists and writers of considerable promise

have been discovered. All members of the university faculty who

have been asked to confer with students, permit visits to their

classes, and appraise their work have responded with enthusiaam.
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After the student returns to his school, a report on each

student is sent to the principal. It describes in two or fhree

pages the students' performances, problems, and plans, and it ends

with a number of suggestions which the school is asked to consider.

The schools usually require each teacher who has the student in

her classes to read the reports and follow the reading with par-

ticipation in a group session in which they are discussed. In

the smaller schools all members of the faculty read the report

and participate in the discussions.

Members of the Laboratory staff visit the school for a

full day shortly after the reports have been sent to the schools.

At this time they meet with parents of all participating students.

Conferences with parents of sophomores and juniors are held if they

are requested. In most cases each father and mother has been

seen separately for a short period to permit collection of re-

search data, and then both parents have been brought together for

a discussion of their child's performances, problems, and plans.

The members of the Laboratory staff also confer with the students'

teachers individtially or in small groups, and the day is completed

with a faculty meeting at which each staff member presents a

report on the student with whom he worked. Vigorous discussion

of particular students and of general methods of identifying

and guiding superior students usually follows.

The Laboratory staff plans to follow these students for

many years through their post-high school education and into

employment. The first small group of trial subjects who had come

to the Laboratory during their four years of high school were

graduated in 1960. Follow-up procedures were tried out with them,

and control groups of subjects from their college classes were

selected. It is anticipated that some 250 new subjects will be

added and that approximately the same number will be graduated

each year. Continuation of Laboratory practices with those cur-

rently in high school and annual follow-up studies of the graduates

of each year assures a large population for research purposes.

The Laboratory was designed primarily for research in the

discovery and guidance of superior students. It serves also as

a place where graduate students in guidance can get supervised

practice in counseling and research in guidance. The wealth of

longitudinal data permits and will continue to permit exhaustive

studies on the characteristics, development, and guidance of the

students. It also permits intensive studies of their family and

school circumstances.
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It was under the conditions described above that practices

and procedures employed in the demonstration program were developed.

It should be emphasized that with all participating schools in the

Laboratory program there is a long-term mutual committment made

to provide a systematic and on-going attack on problems of education

and guidance of superior students. Formulation of suitable ob-

jectives for superior students, and design of feasible ways to

implement those objectives, is regarded by the Laboratory and by

participating schools as a long-range problem not likely to be

solved once and for all by any particular approach.
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CHAPTER II

PROBLEM AND RELATED LITERATURE

Perhaps no adequate program of guidance and education for

superior students can be accomplished without involving special

programming and provisions. Sometimes this programming can be ac-

complished within the existing school curriculum, but sometimes it

may be necessary to innovate and to depart from traditional school

practices. The literature contains many suggestions of procedures

for the discovery of superior students and the enhancement of their

education (Abraham, 1958; Bloom, 1954; Conant, 1959; Havinghurst,

1958; Wagner, 1957; NEA Conference, 1958; APGA-NEA Conference, 1959).

Holt (1960) listed over 700 books, monographs and journal reports

concerning proposed or experimental superior students programs

and suggested practices for schools which were published prior to

1961. Since that time, many others have appeared in Print. Rep-

resentative of recent publications are those by Holmes (1963),

High (1963), Swenson (1963), Bryan (1964), Grollmer (1964),

Harshman (1964), Chausow and Zigerell (1964), and the 1962 Yearbook

of Education. With but a few exceptions these reports contain
discussions of ways to gear school activities to groups of superior

students. Although the need for individual planning and program-

ming is more frequently recognized in recent publication (e.g.,

Cornell and Lodato, 1965; Goldsmith, 1965; Rlausmeier, 1963; and

Rothney and Sanborn, 1966), the literature in general bears ss

relatively little evidence that attention has often been paid

to special needs of individual superior students.

Also with but few exceptions, the reports contain very

little evaluative material concerning the programs described.

Studies by Klausmeier (1963), Aftreth and MacEachern (1964), and

Bovee (1964) are unusual in that they are investigations of the

effectiveness of superior student programs.

Another feature of the literature on this topic is that

it gives almost mo clue concerning the extent to which indiv-

idualized superior student programs are actually carried on in

public schools. Reports typically describe programs tried in

Laboratory situations; or when the programs are carried on in

ordinary school settings, they are often supported by outside funds

and designed and supervised by outside personnel. A recent study



by Hoedt and Rothney (1963) showed that among a sample of high

school principals there was considerable resistance to the use of

certain individualized procedures. The most frequent argument

that high school principals gave against them was that teachers

were not adequately trained to carry them out. The principals

also frequently reported the belief that scheduling prdblens and

heavy student work and activity loads precluded offering special

superior student opportunities. On the basis of these findings

it was suspected that before such activities are likely to be fre-

quently regarded as feasible for public school settings, it must

be shown that they can be carried on with local staff and funds,

and that the results warrant the effort and expenditure. At the

Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students during

the past ten years it has been possible to try out sone of the

suggested procedures and to develop others in 75 schools which

constitute a good sampling of public secondary schools. Effec-

tiveness of the practices are determined fhrough on-going follow-

up studies of superior students who have graduated from high

school and entered post-high school training and careers.

Male sueh studies were continuing, this project was
begun to demonstrate to teachers, school administrators, school

board members, parents of superior students, and laymen that

such procedures are feasible and effective in public school set-

tings, and that they may be effective not only with superior

students but also with other youngsters eXhibiting a wide range

of performances and interests.

The principal objective of this project was to promote

widespread use of superior student identification and education

programa with an emphasis on individualized attention to the

qualities and needs of each student. It was intended that the

project Should result in:

(A) Adoption of nore adequate procedures for
the discovery and guidance of superior
students in nore schools throughout the
state, and eventually throughout the nation.

(B) Adaptation of procedures so as to render
them feasible to schools of varying size,

staff characteristics, and facilities.

(C) More frequent and more adequate cooperation

between high school and college staff members

in articulating the total educational program.

(D) Evaluation by the schools of the procedures
they employ.
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The project was implemented by means of publications,

a series of 300 training sessions for secondary school faculties

in Wisconsin, a series of 16 invitational workshops for key

school personnel from various regions of the United States, and

special appearances at professional conferences. The nature

of these various means is described in the following chapter;

and outcomes, so far as they have been possible to determine,

are discussed in chapter IV.
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CHAPTER III

NETHODS AND PROCEDURES

Research and Evaluation

During the 1963-64 academic year Hunt (1964) sent an in-

ventory (See Appendix A) to a sample of 53 Wisconsin secondary

schools which had participated in activities of the Research and

Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students. This instrument was

designed to secure reports of 22 specified types of superior

student activities, plus information concerning other programs

which had been originated and carried on in the schools. Princi-

pals -were asked also to report numbers of teachers and students

involved in eadh type of activity, to report names of some

students and teadhers who might be contacted later in evaluation

studies, and to provide their own evaluative comments about

each activity tried. On the basis of this preliminary survey,

the instrument was Tefined and the number of specified activities

reduced to 18. With the cooperation of the Wisconsin State

Department of Public Instruction, the revised inventory (See

Appendix B) was sent to all public high schools in the state

during the 1964-65 academic year. Returns were secured from

312 high schools (73.5%). Distribution of responding schools,

according to enrollment, was as follows:

Claasification Enrollment Number of
High Schools

Small schools

Nedium..sized
schools

Large schools

Total

Less than 100
100 - 200
201 - 300

301 - 400
401 - 500
501 - 700
701 - 900

901 - 1,100
1,101 - 1,300
More than 1,300

11

23
56

38
30
35
25

9

14
20

312



The schools were classified as small, medium, or large

according to enrollments as shown on chart. Analysis of the

returns was done to show numbers and percentages of schools within

eaeh size classification which reported specified programs for

superior students and to provide estimates of total numbers of

students and teaehers involved in these programs. Principals'

evaluative comments regarding each specified program tried in

their schools were classified into the following categories:

Positive: (e.g., ". . . not only helps students

acquire information, but also appears to act as a

motivation for more intensive study in school."

"excellent -- both boys are now enrolled at the

university and are doing well. This program really

sets them off." ". . . has been done with much

success. The students find it challenging and the

teachers rewarding." "rhis is an idea we intend

to expand on.")

Ambivalent: (e.g., "Students are doing well, but

this program has forced them to work too hard."

Imbr one student this was a good idea, but for the

other it was not." "Although the program appears

to be successful with students presently involved,

I am still not 'sold' on the idea." "We do not

push this idea, but now and then we allow it.")

Negative: (e.g., 'Overloaded the student." "We

tried this in 1963-64, but discontinued." "rhe

students themselves seem strongly opposed to our

continuing this practice." "This proved to be

very unsatisfactory in our specific case." "This

practice needs review.")

Other: (e.g., "After we implemented this, the

board made a policy against it." "We are in the

first year of this program--need more time for

adequate evaluation." ')ur facilities limit us

in this program.")

Results of this survey are discussed in chapter IV.

Originally they were to be compared with results of a repeat

survey after the close of the five-year demonstration period

to determine the amount of increase in use of the procedures

covered on the instrument. Although this was not accompliihed,

there were nevertheless certain uses to which the initial results

could be put. Several studies were done to follow up students



Who were named in the survey as having been involved in certain

special activities. Exaaples of these are: (1) Follow-up of

students who were accelerated; (2) Evaluation of a procedure

whereby high school students take college courses for credit on

a part-time basis; (4 Evaluation of certain procedures in con-

tacting parents and stimulating parent action; and (4) Evaluation

of a proceOlre for encouraging students to initiate action in

their schools to implement Laboratory suggestions. Results of

these studies were utilized in demonstration programs and work-

shops throughout the four years that the project was supported.

DEMINSTRATION ACTIVITIES

Television program. One of the initial demonstration

programs was au unrehearsed panel discussion covering characteristics

of superior students, identification procedures, and problems

of their guidance and education. The panel consisted of superior

students, members of the Laboratory staff, and a moderator who

was on the staff of WHA-TV, Madison, Wisconsin where the program

was presented in August, 1964.

Teacher training sessions. As a regular part of Labo-

ratory activities in participating schools, a faculty meeting

or in-service training session was carried on every year in every

school. Shortly after students made their annual visits to the

Laboratory, written reports concerning each student were sent by

mail to the school. Each of these reports presented the Labo-

ratory viewpoint concerning the student's individual characteristics

and needs, and each report contained a list of suggestions to

the school of ways it might provide more adequate guidance and

educational opportunities for the student. (Sample copies of

these reports are included in Appendix C.) In the schools, these

reports were circulated and read by faculty members. Thus it

Was hoped to inform every teacher beforehand of issues and topics

to be discussed at the annual training session.

A few days after the reports were sent, a team of Labo-

ratory staff members visited the school for a full day, part

of which was spent interviewing parents of superior students, and

part of which was spent in the faculty training session. Or-

dinarily the suggestions made to the school in written reports

were discussed with both the student and with his parents prior

to the tine the faculty meeting began. Thus Laboratory staff

members could assist the school to share thoughts and viewpoints

of parents and students as well as of Laboratory and school

staff members.
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The training sessions were organized so as to permit

both group discussion and individual conferences with faculty

members. General topics and questions concerning guidance and

education of superior students were covered, and usually also

there was both group atd individual discussion of specific

students. Meetings of this type were held every year in each

of the 75 schools which participate in the on-going Laboratory

program. Over the four-year period of the demonstration program,

300 such meetings were presented.

School visitation programs. Members of the Laboratory

staff made many school visits at the request of local school

officials. Most of these were for requests which could be

satisfied in a single visit or two. Others involved long-term

programs. The most outstanding of these was carried on at

Winneconne, Wisconsin.

At the request of the Superintendent of Schools at

Winneconne, a series of monthly visits to the high school was

carried on throughout the 1964-65 academic year. On the day

of each visit, selected teachers were released from their

classroom duties for the entire day to spend the tine discussing

problems and ideas for educating superior students. Usually

the teacher group was composed of persons in a single subject

field, or in two closely related subject fields (e.g., math-

ematics and physics). The conferences were attended by a team

of two to four laboratory staff members. By the time the

academic year was over, every faculty member had been able

to attend at least two of these day-long conferences. Thus

it was possible to do follaw-up discussion of topics and to

get evaluative remarks of teachers concerning ideas they had

tried.

M4ch credit must be given to the administration at

Winneconne for the implementation of this program. Perhaps

the policy of releasing teachers from class time for this

program was as important to its success as any other feature,

carrying with it, as it did, the implicit message that the

work was important enough to do by the school during school

time. Winneconne has since developed unique innovations in

educational programming for superior students, (See chapter IV),

and the ideas developed there have been discussed in many other

schools.

WORKSHOPS AND REGIONAL CONFERENCES

Beginning in 1964, the Laboratory offered to present a

two-day invitational workshop on identification, guidance, and

education of superior students at no cost to*professional groups

14



or agencies which would furnish facilities and secure participants.

A short announcement of the workshops, containing background in-

formation about the Laboratory and a tentative program was pre-
pared (See Appendix D) and distributed to professional persons
and educational agepties in all states. Announcements also ap-

peared in professional journals and in a newsletter regularly

sent out by the Section on the Gifted of the National Vocational

Guidance Association. Many requests for the workshops were
received,and they were presented as often as it was possible to

schedule them.

Persons who attended the workshops were ordinarily key
educational personnel from sdhool districts, state departments,
and higher education who resided in the area. Usually the
workshops were sponsored by a college or university which furnidhed
meeting rooms and other needed facilities. A member of the staff

of the host institution, wrirking together with school officials

and state department members selected about 40 workihop partic-

ipants by invitation from as many different school districts
as possible in the state or area. At a workshop in Chico, Calif-

ornia, for instance, participants came from San Francisco and

districts north of San Francisco; whereas at a workshop held at

the University of Connecticut, people from Massadhusetts,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island were in attendance.

Students in teacher or counselor training programs
attended workshops held on campuses where they were enrolled.

Case materials from the Laboratory files were the major

vehicles employed. General discussions and background pre-
sentations were included, but a major portion of the time was

devoted to case analysis and discussion of issues, plans, and

activities concerning individual students. A chief purpose

of each workshop was to promote more attention to individual

characteristics and needs and to demonstrate how schools can

assess and respond to individual students. Also demonstrated

was the unique and on-going University-public school relationship

which is a part of the Laboratory program.

A sample copy of a workshop program is included in the

Appendix, as are examples of certain case materials used in the

workshops.
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During the four years that the pxoject was in effect,
two-day workshops were presented at the following locations

Green Bay, Wisconsin
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania

Tampa, Florida
Oswego, New York
Amherst, Massachusetts
Storrs, Connecticut.
Los Angeles, California
Wichita, Kansas
Durham, North Carolina
Honolulu, Hawaii
Chico, California

Invitational workshops were also presented during each of

the national conventions of the American Personnel and Guidance

Association during the 1964-68 period. Public school people from

all parts of the United States and some foreign countries attend

these conventions. Persons from regions near the convention
location were most frequently invited to attend the workshops.

In 1965 the convention was at San Francisco, in 1966 at Minneapolis,

in 1967 in Dallas, and in 1968 at Detroit. At each of theie

convention workshops, about 30 persons were in attendance.

After each workshop was concluded, the Laboratory sent

every participant a packet of materials (See Appendix E) con-

taining superior student identification criteria, copies of

various appraisal instruments used at the Laboratory, and

examples of means used to communicate with parents and school

faculty members. Participants were encouraged to use any or

all materials, or modifications of them, wherever appropriate

in their own school systems.

In total, the workshops were attended by 369 persons

from 32 states and three foreign countries. A mailing list

of workshop patticipants is included in Appendix F and samples

of their reactions to the workehops are also provided there.

On-campus workshops. An on-campus workshop for high

school principals was held at the Wausau Center of the University

of Wisconsin in November, 1967. It was originally intended to
hold this workshop during a summer session, but it became

evident that principals would be more likely to attend if the

workshop was held during a winter month. Hence the change from

original plans. The purpose of the workshop was to share
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practical problems and ideas in implementation of superior student

programs in the high school. Workshop presenters were high school

principals selected by the Laboratory because of exemplary pro-

grams in their schools.

Special programs. Two programs were presented at the re-

quest of professional organizations. The first of these was at

the 1967 Annual Convention of the North Central Association of

High Schools and Colleges, Chicago, Illinois. The program con-

sisted of a presentation panel discussion, and a 42-page.mimeo-

graphed exhibit to clarify the role of the school counselor.

The mimeographed exhibit consisted of case materials, examples

of appraisal methods, and means of soliciting student, parent,

and faculty action employed by the Laboratory. The second

program was presented at the Annual Convention of the Wisconsin

Association for the Professions, Madison, on the topic:

'Vocational Guidance Responsibilities of the Professions."

PUBLICATIONS

A 49-page booklet entitled Identifying and Educating

the Superior Student in Wisconsin High Schools was printed and

distributed throughout the United States. (Copies of the hand-

book accompany this report). Among other things the handbook

contains a section on identifying superior students, discussions

of 16 specific practices which may be employed in their education,

and a chapter on working with parents of stiperior students. All

procedures discussed in the handbook are ones which had been

previously implemented in participating Laboratory schools.

The handbook was distributed to every secondary school

in Wisconsin, to departments of public instruction in all other

states, and on request to many other educators. The handbook

was not copyrighted and recipients were encouraged to utilize

materials it contained.

SUIVARY

The principal means used in the demonstration project

were faculty in.-service training programs and invitational work-

shops described above. These procedures allowed for the informal

discussion and participation highly valued by Laboratory staff

members. Secondary means were publications, formal presentations,

and a mass media program. Several features of the original
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demonstration plan had to be cancelled, since they were to be

accomplished after the date of early termination of the project.

Nevertheless, those aspects of the project which were accom-

plished involved
participation of many educators from nearly

all parts of the United States. Also during the period of the

project more than thirty graduate students have been employed

by the Laboratory to carry on direst work with students, parents,

and teachers. These persons now occupy key positions in public

schools and teacher education institutions throughout the country.

It is expected that the influence of the project will be felt

where they work. Results, so far as it has been possible to

determine them, are presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

It was originally intended to secure systematic evaluation

data on the results of various procedures used in the demonstration.

Evaluation of the entire project was scheduled for the period

September 1968 - June 1969. Since the project was terminated

by the Office of Education prior to that period, most of the

evaluation could not be accomplished. Consecoently this chapter

contains results of the initial survey plus the sketchy evidence

of the value of the demonstration activities available at the

time of this report.

INITIAL SURVEY

As described in chapter III, all Wisconsin secondary

schools were surveyed to determine the extent to which 18 spec-

ified types of superior student activities had been implemented

in the schools during the three most recent years. Results of

the survey are reported below. Activities have been grouped

according to whether they were procedures implemented for in-

dividual students (see Tables1 and 2) or whether they were

programs designed for groups of superior students (see Tables 3

and 4).

A major limitation of this survey was that about one-

fourth of the schools to which inventories were sent did not

respond either to the original communication or to a follow-

up letter six weeks later. (Later it was discovered that some

schools were not permitted to respond by central administrative

policy!) There was no way to determine the extent to which

responding schools represented the total population. It is

speculated that had all schools responded, the percentages

which reported implementing the various procedures would have

been smaller.

Table 1 shows numbers and percentages of large, medium

sized, and small schools which reported having implemented

individualized programs for superior students during the three

years immediately prior to the survey.
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1. Try-out vocational Experiences. Exploratory vocational

experiences may be of particular value to superior students, whose

interests are usually broad and who dhow strong potential in many

areas. Try-out vocational experiences may enable them to relate

what they observe in the career environment to personal values

and objectives not easily identified through discussion and dif-

ficult to inventory by any standardized means. Study of Table 1

shows that fewer than one-fifth of the reporting schools used

this procedure. Actually a significant proportion of the programs

reported were primarily for students in comaercial courses who

did secretarial work in local business firms. The Table also

shows fhat the frequency with which this activity was offered

was related to school size. Larger schools had more often ar-

ranged for such experiences than had smaller schools.

Figures in Table 2 indicate that among those principals

who reported having tried exploratory vocational opportunities,

there was a general feeling that the activity was worthwhile.

About three-fourths of their evaluative remarks were positive.

"It has allowed students to discover what further training night

be necessary and what direction such training might take," said

one principal. nhis (experience) has benefitted students to

a great degree," said another. "Some have even found out that

they are not suited to certain work after trying it out." A

third principal reported that "the department head, teachers,

students, and employers have all expressed great satisfaction

with this program." Only about two per cent of the evaluative

comments were negative.

2. Auditing Classes. Class and activity schedules

of superior students tre often heavy. !tiny times they cannot

enroll in courses they mould lfke to take because of scheduling

problems or course load limitations. Schools can provide

special opportunities for students in areas that are not highest

on fheir priority list for credit courses by allowing them to

audit classes during study hall periods. This may mean that

the student cannot attend the class each time that it meets.

He may have another activity, such as physical education or
driver education, which he attends two or three days per week.

About 15 per cent of the responding principals indicated

that they had provisions in their nchools for auditing classes.

(See Table 1). Again the practice was most frequent among

large schools, which offered this opportunity more dim twice

as often, proportionately, as did small schools. Reports from

schools of all sizes, however, indicated that auditing had

been tried with superior students interested in beginning or

advanced experiences in a variety of areas. Mbst frequently

the students sought part-time experir,nces in fine arts, music,
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industrial arts, speech, debate, dramatics, and typing. The

plan has been tried also for students wishing to pursue either

beginning or advanced laboratory experiences in chemistry,

physics, biology, and foreign languages. Reports of audit

experiences in English, literature, and social studies mere

conspicuously infrequent.

Among those who reported auditing programs, about

two-thirds gave positive evaluations (See Table 2). "Particularly

valuable," said one principal, "for those students scheduled

for five academic subjects to enrich their programs in the arts."

"This is a practice that is very worthwhile," said another with

respect to sn auditing program in physics and chemistry labo-

ratories, "but it is necessary to be very selective when granting

permission to audit." "This is a practice that has been expanded

during the past four years," said a third principal, "and mhich

should be expanded more." "Though art is not a special interest

or challenge to him," remarked a principal concerning a particular

outstanding junior boy, lie feels that he has a broader experience

now." Several principals commented on the need to consider each

case on its individual merit and to be reasonably selective in

this practice. "School management and the matter of where to

draw the line need to be considered," said one.

The questionnaire itself apparently provided a number

of principals with ideas for future trial. With respect to the

auditing procedure, for example, one principal stated plans to

"definitely explore the possibilities in fhis area and try to

do something concrete during the 1965-66 school year."

3. Full-credit Enrollment in Two Simultaneous Classes.

Occasionally schools will allow very outstanding students to

enroll for credit in two classes which meet at the sane time.

By arrangement with the teachers the student attends the classes

alternately and studies independently perhaps more than those

who attend all five days per week.

Only twenty-two schools (7.37. of all high schools re-

sponding) reported having experience with this procedure. The

smaller schools, perhaps because of necessities arising from

scheduling problems, reported implementing the procedure more

frequently than the large schools (See Table 1). Among prin-

cipals who had experience with the program, nearly three-fourths

gave positive evaluations (Table 2), and about seven per cent

gave negative evaluations. Even among those giving positive

evaluations, however, there was some concern expressed regarding

the danger of overloading the student. One interesting negative

comment was: "Not good -- since each teacher felt the student

should spend the most time in his class."
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Table 1

Individualized Programs for Superior High School Students:

Number of High Schools, Students and Teachers Involved

Program School Schools Involved Personnel Involved

Size
Number Percent* Number of

Students

Number of
Teachers

Small 20 14.1 260 40

1. Try-out vocational Medium 25 19.5 657 58

experiences Large 10 23.2 496 29

Total 55 17.6 1 413 127

Small 17 12.0 87 19

2. Auditing classes Medium 20 15.6 98 13

Large 11 25.5 170 12

Total 48 15.3 355 44

Small 9 6.3 54 14

3. Enrollment in two Medium 11 8.5 27 10

simultaneous Large 2 4.6 3 2

classes Total 22 7.3 84 26

Small 26 18.4 209 32

4. Independent studies Medium 31 24.2 306 83

Large 7 16.2 84 15

Total 64 20.5 599 130

Small 2 1.4 3 -

5. Enrollment in Medium 9 7.0 28 -

college classes Large 8 18.6 146 .

Total 19 6.1 177 -

Small 6 4.2 7 -

6. Early college Medium 7 5.4 17 -

admissions
,

Large
Total

5

18

11.6
5.8

11

35

-

.

Small 9 6.3 14 -

7. Early gradua- Medium 17 13.2 63 -

tion from Large 12 27.7 148 -

high school Total 38 12.2 225 -

* Percentages based on total number of schools classified as

Small (N=141), Medium (N=128), and Large (Na43)
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Table 2

Individualized Programs for Superior High School Students:

Principals' Evaluative Remarks

Program Percent of Evaluative Remarks Classified As:

Positive Ambivalent Negative Other*

1. Try-out vocational
experiences

2. Auditing classes 60.7

3. Enrollment in two 72.4

simultaneous classes

4. Independent studies 62.7

5. Enrollment in college 60.8

classes

74.5 9.8

6. Early college
admissions

14.2

10.4

13.9

13.1

50.0 21.4

7. Early graduation fram 30.7 28.2

high school

1.9 13.8

17.8

6.8

16.2

4.3

7.3

10.4

7.2

21.8

7.2 21.4

30.7 10.4

* e.g., "Have not had time to evaluate." "This was done

only as an emergency measure."



4. Independent Study. Perhaps independent studies pro-

grama need little explanation. Typically in such programa

students enroll for credit with a teacher in order to pursue

either introductory or advanced work.

In a few cases, independent studies programa were ar-
ranged for students to explore areas not typically covered in

high school. One school allowed students to enroll for independent

study in psychology. qlost of the students selected work in the

areas of personality theory, perception, intelligence, and mental

illness," reported the principal. "rhe students and teacher felt

that the program was highly successful. Two of the students

are now majoring in psychology (in college) and one plans to

work for a Ph.D. in psychology."

Among the principals' evaluations of independent studies

programs, about sixty-three percent were favorable and about

sixteen percent were unfavorable (See Table 2). Those reporting

unfavorably expressed concern about the amount of teacher time

involved and about lack of follow-through on the part of some

students. Favorable reactions frequently focused on advantages

to the student which accrued from having both the freedom and the

responsibility to plan and work "on his own." "rhe independent

study programa teach much more than the course material," said

one principal. "They teach the student self-reliance." A need

for this type of learning in high school has been stressed in

Research and Guidance Laboratory follow-up reports written by

hundreds of superior students who have gone on to college.

5. Enrollment in College Classes. In the March, 1963,

issue of the NASSP Bulletin, Baxter and Jones reported on a
study carried on in Ohio to appraise a program "Iwherein the
student is not removed completely from the high school en-
vironment, but enrolls for college courses concurrent with his
high school enrollment." Their study involved 179 high-school-
age students who were enrolled part-time on the Miami University

campus. The results indicated that superior high school students
achieved an overall level of academic performance higher Chan

that commonly achieved by lower division college students, that

they performed as well academically as college students of com-
parable ability, and that both the college instructors and the

students involved were generally favorable in their attitude

about the program.

Results of the present study involving 177 students,
also indicate that this procedure may hold considerable promise
for selected superior students who attend high schools within
convenient distance of a college, university, or extension

center. As is shown in Table 2 about two-thirds of the reporting



principals gave positive evaluative comments regarding their ex-

periences with this procedv.e. Only about four percent gave

negative comments.

Again, large schools implemented the program much more

often, proportionately, than did small schools. About eighty-three

percent of all students who took college courses were from large

high schools. This might be accounted for in part by the fact

that large high schools in Wisconsin are nearly all located con-

veniently to colleges, both in terms of proximity and in terms

of transportation.

6. Eariy_sollImissions. The term "early college

admissions" is used here to refer to a specific program of ac-

celeration, the details of which differ.importantly from programs

which accelerate students through high school in less than four

years. Under the early admission plan, selected superior students

can be admitted as full-time students to some colleges before

they receive their high school diplomas.

Early admission is based on mutual agreement of the

college, the high school, the student, and his parents, that in

the student's specific case the plan is appropriate. Major

consideration is given to whethet, in the judgment of high

school officials, the student has exhausted meaningful high

school offerings. Thts means that typically the early admissions

candidate has taken courses "beyond his grade level" while in

high school, but it does not necessarily mean that he has

completed enough units of credit to qualify for high school

graduations.

A student who is selected for early admission may

enroll as a full-time college student after he completes grade

ten or eleven in high school. The work he does in college

applies toward a degree, but at the same tine may be counted

by his high school as credit toward graduation. Upon satisfactory

completion of one or two years' academic work in the college,

the student may receive his high school diploma.

Early admission, like other programs of acceleration,

warrants careful consideration based on the salient facts of each

individual case. It does appear to have the advantage of pro-

viding an "escape hatch" back into high school, and its mechanics

are such that the student need not cram into two or three years

the ordinary four-year high school load in order to graduate

ahead of schedule.
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According to principals' reports, thirty-five students
in the schools surveyed entered college via early admission
during the period covered by the survey (Table 1). About twice
as many large schools, proportionately, implemented early ad-
missions procedures as did small and medium-sized schools.
Based on estimated total enrollments in schools of the three
size classes (about 26,000, in small schools, 68,000 in medium-
sized, and 56,000 in large schools), the data show that on a
per capita basis small school students were given this oppor-
tunity at least as frequently as were students in fhe larger
schools. About two students in every 10,000 from large and
medium-sized schools were involved in this type of program;
whereas about three in every 10,000 from small schools were
involved. Inasmuch as a crucial consideration has to do with
the high school curricular possibilities available to the
student, it might be expected that early admission would be
appropriate for small school students more often on a per
capita basis than it would for students who attend larger schools.

The percent of principals giving positive evaluative
comments regarding early admission (507.) was smaller than that
observed in connection with any of the procedures previously
discussed (Table 2). The percentage of remarks clsssified as
"ambiguous" was larger. The principals frequently made comments
only with respect to specific cases. Ambiguous comments usually
involved two or more cases, some of which were thought successful
and some of which were thought unsuccessful. Only about seven
per cent of the comments were negative. When their comments
were favorable or unfavorable, most principals appeared to agree
that students who participate must be carefully selected on the
basis of individual considerations which cannot well be generalized.

7. Early Graduation from High School. More than two
hundred students were reported as having completed the four-year
high school program in three years or less. About two-thirds
of these students attended large high schools (Table 1). This
type of acceleration was reported by more thantwice as many
schools, and involved about six times as many students, as did
the early admissions program. Yet it drew fewer positive com-
ments and significantly more negative ones from principals than
did any of the prograuspreviously discussed (Table 2). Early
graduation was the only procedure included for which only a
minority (30.77,) of the principals gave positive evaluations.

As was the case with respect to early admission, prin-
cipals' positive evaluative comments were phrased in terms of
specific students. "Sarah is doing an excellent job in college"
said one principal, lyut it is too early to evaluate John as
he is just beginning college work. We feel he is not ready
socially for college." Negative remarks were more frequently
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general in nature, for example: "Re recommend four years of

high school." "I would not recommend this on the basis of past

experiences." "Mile each of the above (named) did well, I

still don't favor the idea of completing high school in three

years."

In summary, the individualized programs specified were

implemented only infrequently, whether in terms of percentages

of schools or in terms of numbers of students involved. In no

case did more than about one school in five report trial of a

given procedure. In no case did the number of students involved

amount to more than a fraction of one per cent of all students

in the reporting schools. Experiences with students who par-

ticipate in the Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior

Students have led to the belief that (early admission and early

graduation excepted) these procedures, employed either singly

or in various combinations, might well be appropriate for most

high school students who perform in the top five per cent ac-

cording to common standards used for their age range and grade

in school. If this belief is correct, then it follows that

most of the procedures could be employed with many times the

number of students who were reported to have been involved, and

in many times the number of schools.

There apparently was more willingness to try procedures

which entail adding to the ordinary high school program than to

implement those which entail deletion from it. Enrollment in two

simultaneous classes, for instance, involves deletion in the

sense that students who do it cannot follow the traditional

pattern of class attendance. They must do one thing (independent

work) in lieu of another (required class attendance). Very

few schools tried such a procedure--and with only very few

students. This WAS the case also with independent studies

when that procedure was used to replace rather than to sup-

plement coursework.

Finally, fhe results were encouraging at least in the

sense that those principals who reported having implemented the

procedures, in general, felt that their efforts had been worth-

while. Only in the case of early graduation were their

evaluative remarks typically other than positive.

CROUP PROGRAMS

Activities listed in Table 3 have been classified as

group programs because they are designed to serve more than a

single individual. By and large they are "standardized"
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Table 3

Group Programs for Superior High School Students:

Number and Percent of High Schools Involved

Program

...=-

1. Short-term symposia,
workshops, institutes-
(Less than 1 semester)

2. Long-term seminars
(Semester or academic

year)

3. Advanced classes which

go beyond ordinary school

offerings

4. Substitution of higher

level courses for those

ordinarily taken in a

given grade level

5. High school correspondence

courses

6. College correspondence
courses

7. Summer courses specif-

ically for enrichment.

28

School Schools Involved

Size Number Percent

Small 29 20.5

Medium 32 25.0

Large 13 30.2

yotal 74 23.7

Small 7 4.9

Medium 29 22.6

Large 13 30.2

Total 49 15.7

Small 32 22.6

Medium 39 30.4

Large 20 464
Total 91 29.1

Small 37 26.2

Medium 40 31.2

Large 10 23.2

Total 87 27.8

Small 27 19.1

Medium 35 27.3

Large 16 37.2

Total 78 25.0

Small 15 10.6

Medium 10 7.8

Large 7 16.2

Total 32 10.2

Small 35 24.8

Medium 58 45.3

Large 27 62.5

Total 120 38.4



Table 3 continued

Program

8. Advanced placement
(CEEB)

9. College summer academic

institutes (e.g. NSF

institutes)

10. Parent participation
in providing enriched

educational experiences

11. Use of facilities out-

side of school during

school time

School Schools Involved

Size Number Percent

Small 4 2.8

Medium 4 3.1

Large 14 32.5

Total 22 7.0

Small 42 29.3

Medium 77 60.1

Large 32 74.4

Total 151 48.3

Small 27 19.1

Medium 35 27.3

Large 16 37.2

Total 78 25.0

Small 5 3.5

Medium 28 21.8

Large 10 23.2

Total 43 13.7



Table 4

Group Programs for Superior High School Students:

Principals' Evaluative Remarks

Program Percent of Evaluative Remarks Classified As:

Positive Ambivalent Negative Other*

1. Short term symposia

2. Long term seminars

3. Advanced classes

4. Substitution of
courses

5. High school cor-
respondence study

82.4

81.6

86.8

77.0

4.0

6.1

6.5

6.8

66.6 10.2

1.3

8.1

3.2

4.5

12.3

4.2

3.5

11.7

15.3 7.9

6. College correspondence 68.7 12.5 12.5 6.3

study

7. Summer courses 74.1

8. Advanced placement 63.6

9. College summer 87.4

institutes

10. Parent participation 73.0

11. Use of facilities out- 69.7

side the school

7.5

18.2

7.2

7.6

11.6

6.4

9.3

9.2

9.1

3.9

13.0

9.4

* e.g., 1Rave not had time to evaluate." 'This was done

only as an emergency measure."
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procedures, repeated again and again for different groups of

students. Rather Chan being based on specific characteristics

and needs of a single individual, they are based on more general

thoughts about what superior students need.

As the figures in Tables 2 and 3 show, most group

activities were more commonly implemented than was true of the

individual programs. In no case, however, did more than half

of all responding schools indicate that a procedure had been

implemented. Typically, group programs were accomplished more

often in the larger schools than in the smaller ones, as was

true of individual programs.

Figures in Table 4 show larger percentages of positive

evaluations of the group programs than was typical of individual

procedures. Ambivalent responses were less frequent as were

responses in the "other" category.

In general, then, the results dhowed greater tendency

of the schools to attempt group procedures and more frequent

positive evaluations of group procedures. This was perhaps to

be expected, since schools ordinarily design programs to meet

needs of groups. The results indicated also, however, law

proportions of the total number of reporting schools involved

in any of the procedures. The only procedure that even ap-

proached use in half of the schools was the NSF-type summer

institute. This type of program is not actually offered by

the school, but rather by colleges and universities which

invite high school students to apply. Thus the results were

thought to demonstrate need for more frequent implementation

of the programs covered.

TEACHER TRAINING AND SCHOOL VISITATION PROGRAMS

The Laboratory has consistently worked to promote

special programs and provisions for superior students in par-

ticipating schools. Results have heen many and varied. In-

dependent study, part-time college attendance, variations in

class enrollemnt and attendance requirements, special projects,

seminars, advanced classes, and summer courses exemplify types

of provisions made. Sometimes the provisions have been designed

with a single student in mind, and sometimes they have been

instigated for groups. Perhaps an outstanding example is the

Independent and Free Study Schedule (See Appendix G) devised
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by the faculty at Winneconne, Wisconsin. The schedule provides

needed flexibility in the school program for superior students.

Experience with the schedule has led to the belief that it may

serve needs of many other students as well.

THE WORKSHOPS

Due to the early termination of the project no formal

attempt has been made to evaluate invitational workshops which

were a major feature of the demonstration project. The writers

received many letters and written comments from workshop partic-

ipants, however, and samples of these are included in the Appendix.

It is questionable to assume that this type of information pro-

vided much evaluative data. One always wonders what those who

did not write would have to say. Also there is the important

question of how workshop participation affected subsequent

practice in schools from whence the participants came. Nothing

is known about this.

A mailing list of all workshop participants is included

so that future evaluation can be done if desired.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

In the absence of systematic evaluation data, there is

little to be said here which may be classified as "conclusion."

Personal experiences of Laboratory staff, both in connection with

this project as well as in the total Laboratory program, have led

to the following remarks and recommendations.

1. As the initial survey showed, provisions of the

type this demonstration project was to promote

have not been common in secondary schools in

Wisconsin. Nor are they to be common in schools

of other states. It is suspected that only a

very small percentage of all superior students

are fortunate enough to attend schools where

systematic attention is paid to their special

educational and guidance needs. The U.S. Office

of Education, state departments of public in-

struction, and colleges and universities should

continue to provide vigorous leadership and

support to improve education for this important

group of students. In this day it seems fashionable
to concentrate energies and resources on other

groups in the total population. Such concen-

tration is needed, but it should not result in

neglect of superior students, or of any other

group. Leaders in education should, by their
behavior as well as by their words, show equal

concern for educational needs of all pupils in

all schools. To concentrate on one group to

the exclusion of others is to violate a fund-

amental goal of American education.

2. Mbre state and regional demonstration agencies

are needed to work longitudinally with schools

in improving educational opportunities for

superior students. Schools are likely to be

slow to change. One-shot consultations and
short-term contacts seem less likely to bring

about change than a systematic approach to
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schools which involves long range association,

regular contact, and follow through on the

part of both the school and the demonstration

agency.

3. Throughout the demonstration project the lab-

oratory focused on the individual student.

Basic principles involved in the program of

appraisal, counseling, parent contacts, com-

munications with school staff, and action taken

are principles which apply alike to all school

pupils. Mbre efforts dhould be made to demon-

strate to schools how fhe individuality of the

student--whether he is a superior student or

not--should be considered in planning his

education. Schools should be encouraged more

frequently to provide flexibility in their

policies (e.g., the Independent and Free Study

Schedule in Appendix G) and procedures so that

individual needs of all students can be met

more adequately.
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APPENDIX A

Programs to Provide for Superior Students



March 11, 1964

As you know, we are concerned with the programs being carried

on for enrichment of all the superior students in Wisconsin high

schools. At this time, we are interested in learning about special

programs for superior students in your school. The questions on

the following pages are designed to determine:

1. Which programs you are presently using and are planning

to continue next year.

2. What programs you are presently using but are planning

to discontinue next year, and the reasons for dropping them.

3. What programs you are not presently using, but have used

within the last three years. Wt would like to know why you

dropped them.

Wt would also like the names of several of the students and

teachers involved in the programs you are presently using, or have .

used within the past three years. Wt will probably ask this sample,

of people to give us more detailed information at a later date.

The last item in the questionnaire will give you an opportunity

to boast about programs in your school about which you are partic-

ularly proud.

We would appreciate it very much if you would complete this

material as soon as possible, and return it to us. Thank you

again for your co-operation.

Sincerely,

Dr. J.W.M. Rothney
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23. This last item is included so your school can boast a little about

any programs you have started that have not been mentioned. Describe

the program, name some of the teachers and students that have been

involved, and estimate how many teadhers and students have been

participating in the program in the last ehree years.



APPENDIX B

High School Inventory



HIGH SCHOQI. INVENTORY
!

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR SUPERIOR STUDENTS
;

A COOPERATIVE PROJECT OF THE WISCONSIN jrATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

AND THE RESEARCH AND GUIDANCE LABORATORY FOR SUPERIOR STUDENTS
_

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

e

;

823 Irving Place
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

, Telephone: 262-2877, 262-2879

The State Department of Public Instruction, in conjunction with members of The University of

Wisconsin School of Education, is interested in learning at this time about special programs for superior

students in your school. The questions on the following pages are designed to determine:

1. What programs you are presently using or have used during the past three years.

2. The names of some teachers, parents, and students who have been directly involved

in these programs.

3. Your evaluative remarks concerning programs you have tried.

4. Comments you wish to make regarding programs you have not tried.

Your report will not be used to evaluate your school. Rather it will be used to help determine what

educational provisions specifically for superior students are being attempted throughout the state and

what opinions are held about them by administrators. You are encouraged to report even the most explora-

tory and experimental programs, together with whatever evaluative remarks.you are able to make at this

time. The sample of teachers, parents, and students whom you name in connection with specific programs

will probably be contacted later for more detailed information.

It will be appreciated if you will follow the instructions for clinpleting the follnwing report and

return it as soon as possible in the envelope provided.



Name of High School: Name of Principal:

Location: Who is answering this questionnaire?

City Name

County i What is your relotion to the school?
!

i

i

Type of school: Union Free Village

Approximate percentage of rural students

Suburban

Organization of the school: Combined junior and senior high school

Four-year senior high school

Three-year senior high school

Junior high school

Kinds of Curricula offered:

Town City

Core College Preparatory

Traditional Commercial

Combination General

Other (Explain) Technical or trade

Comprehensive

Other (Explain)

Enrol Iment: 9th

10th

11th

12th

Total

2

Number of faculty members



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Items 1-18 which follow are statements which may o; may not be true with respect to your school.

Each statement is numbered and printed in upper-ose letters. At the left of each item are spaces ( )

which you may use to indicate whether the statement has been true for your school this year or any of

the three previous years. Check your answer. :

i

2. For Cmy statement you check "yes," please complete subitems which follow.

3. For any statement you check "no," you may wish to supply salient remarks under subitem d or e, but

you need not complete a, b, and c unless specifically called for.

4. Please complete items 19-23 at the end of the questionnaire.

3

..

a



( ) ( ) 1.. TRY-OUT VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCES ARE ARRANGED FOR H1GH-ABILITY

Yes No STUDENTS INTERESTED IN PARTICULAR OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS.

a. Example-

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students Teachers
:

d. Your evaluative remarks-

( ) ( ) 2. STUDENTS USE FACILITIES OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL DURING SCHOOL TIME WHEN

Yes No THEIR CLASS WORK IS SATISFACTORY (e.g. libraries, museums, etc.).

a. Example-

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students Teachers

d. Your evaluative remarks:

4



-- ( ) ( ) 3. SUMMER COURSES OR OTHER ACTIVITIES ARE OFFERED BY THE LOCAL

Yes No SCHOOLS SPECIFICALLY FOR ENRICHMENT.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students .T.achers

d. Your evaluative remarks:

N... ( ) ( ) 4. STUDENTS WHO DEMONSTRATE SUPERIOR PROFICIENCY IN A SUBJECT ARE

Yes No EXCUSED FROM TAKING CERTAIN COURSES, SO LONG AS THEY TAKE OTHER

MORE ADVANCED WORK.
-,

a. Examples:

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students Teachers

d. Your evaluative remarks:

5



( ) ( )
Yes No

5. STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES, AND OTHER.

SHORT-TERM (LESS THAN ONE SEMESTER) PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE

TOPICS NOT ORDINARILY COVERED IN COURSE WORK, OR TO EXPLORE IN

GREATER DEPTH TOPICS WHICH ARE INTRODUCED IN CLASSES.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students
Teachers

d. Your evaluative remarks:

( ) ( ) 6. STUDENTS ENROLL IN SEMESTER OR YEAR-LONG SEMINARS WHICH ENCOURAGE

Yes No GREATER DEPTH, SCOPE, AND ORIGINALITY IN SUBJECT MATTER LINES.

a. Example:

b. This may be done ( ) instead of, ( ) only in addition to regular class work (check

one).

c. Estimate ;ile total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during ',he past three years.

d. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students
.. Teachers

e. Your evaluative remarks-

6



N. ( ) ( ) 7. A STUDENT WHO HAS A STUDY HALL AND ANOTHER ACTIVITY (SUCH AS

Yes No PHYSICAL EDUCATION OR DRIVERS' EDUCATION) ON ALTERNATE DAYS

AUDITS A CLASS INSTEAD OF GOING TO STUDY HALL.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of stydents ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years. ;

1

c. Supply a few names of students;and teachers who participated:

Students
I Teachers

d. Your evaluative remarks.

. ( ) ( ) 8. STUDENTS ENROLL IN TWO FULL-CREDIT CLASSES WHICH MEET AT THE SAME

Yes No TIME, AND ATTEND ALTERNATELY OR AS ARRANGED WITH INSTRUCTORS.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

C. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students
Teachers

d. Your evaluative remarks:

7



I
zz

( ) ( ) 9. STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAMS IN WHICH THEY

Yes No ENROLL FOR CREDIT WITH A TEACHER, BUT FOR WHICH NO SCHEDULED

CLASSES ARE HELD.

a. In what areas/

b. This may be done ( ) instead of, ( ) only in addition to regular class work (check

one).

c. Estimate the total number of studerits ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during tlie past three years. i
:

d. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students
Teachers

e. Your evaluative remarks:

.. i.M1 .1 IS OM.

( ) ( ) 10. STUDENTS ENROLL IN CLASSES WHICH GO BEYOND USUAL HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

4r...,
Yes No OFFERINGS.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students
Teachers

di, Your evaluative remarks:

_



( ) ( ) 11. STUDENTS ATTEND COLLEGE SUMMER ACADEMIC INSTITUTES SUCH AS THOSE

Yes No SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of students who have participated during the past three

years

c. Supply a few names of students who participated:

d. Your evaluative remarks:

IMMEMINIMIP

( ) ( ) 12. STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM OF THE

Yes No COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD.,

a. In what academic fields?

b. Estimate the total number of students ( ), of teachers ( ) who have participated

during the past three years.

c. Supply a few names of students and teachers who participated:

Students Teachers

d. Your evaluative remarks:

9



( ) ( ) 13. STUDENTS TAKE HIGH SCHOOL COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE.

Yes No
a. What areas?

b. This may be done ( ) instead of, ( ) only in addition to regular class work(check

one).

c. Estimate the total number of students who have participated during the past three

years:

d. Supply a few names of students who participated:

. Your evaluative remarks:

( ) ( ) 14. STUDENTS TAKE COLLEGE COURSES BY C.ORRESPONDENCE WHILE STILL IN

Yes No HIGH SCHOOL.

a. What areas/

b. This may be done ( ) instead of, ( ) only in addition to regular classwork (check

one).

c. Estimate the total number of students who have participated during the past three

years:

d. Supply a few names of students who participated:

e. Your evaluative remarks:

10



*". ( ) ( ) 15. STUDENTS TAKE COLLEGE COURSES, AT A COLLEGE, WHILE STILL IN HIGH

Yes No SCHOOL.

a. Example:

b. Estimate the total number of students who have participated during the past three

years:

c. Supply a few names of students ir o participated:
i
,

1

d. Your evaluative remarks:

,....-.( ) ( ) 16..STUDENTS ENTER COLLEGE UNDER EARLY ADMISSIONS PLANS SUCH AS THE

Yes No PLAN APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.

a. Estimate the total number of students who have participated during the past three

years:

b. Supply a few names of students who participated:

c. Your evaluative remarks:

11



( ) ( ) 17. STUDENTS COMPLETE FOUR YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL IN THREE YEARS OR LESS,
Yes No AND RECEIVE THEIR HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS.

)
Yes

a. Estimate the total number of students who have participated during the post three

years:

b. Supply a few names of students who participated:

c. Your evaluative remarks:

( ) 18. THE SCHOOL SECURES ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF PARENTS IN PROVIDING FOR
No ENRICHED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES.

a. Example:

b. Names of some parents who have participated:

c. Your evaluative remarks:

12



Please complete the following:

19. DESCRIBE ANY SPECIAL MEANS YOU USE TO HONOR SUPERIOR ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

IN YOUR SCHOOL.

r

20. DESCRIBE ANY SPECIAL MARKING SYSTEM YOU USE FOR ASSIGNING GRADES FOR SUPERIOR

STUDENTS.

ca,

13



..

21. DESCRIBE ANY PROCEDURES YOU USE TO IDENTIFY SUPERIOR STUDENTS. ANY COMMENTS

ABOUT HOW AND WHEN YOU DO IT WOULD BE HELPFUL.

-

14
..



22. LIST ANY SPECIAL ORGANIZATIONAL ACtRITIES IN WHICH STUDENTS PARTICIPATE BUT

WHICH ARE NOT MENTIONED IN ITEMS ABOVE (e.g. SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH PROGRAM,

JUNIOR ENGINEERING TECHNICAL SOCIETY, SPECIAL READING GROUPS, ETC.). DESCRIBE

THE ACTIVITY WHEN APPROPRIATE. NAME A FEW OF THE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS WHO

HAVE PARTICIPATED DURING THE PAST THREE YEARS.

-

i

15

4



23. THIS LAST ITEM IS PERHAPS THE MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL. IT IS INCLUDED SO YOUR
SCHOOL CAN BOAST A LITTLE ABOUT ANY PROGRAMt YOU HAVE TRIED THAT HAVE NOT
BEEN MENTIONED ABOVE. DESCRIBE ME PROGRAM BRIEFLY. NAME SOME TEACHERS AND
STUDENTS INVCLVED, AND ESTIMATE HOW MANY TEACHERS AND STUDENTS HAVE BEEN
PARTICIPATING DURING THE PAST THREE YEARS.

16



APPENDIX C

Sample Reports to Schools



FIRST GUIDANCE LABORATORY REPORT

February 8, 1968

Appleton Junior High School Suzanne
Birth Date: June 9, 1953Appleton

Suggestions to the School

1. Suzanne should be considered seriousl either for acceleration or

for unique enrichment experiences durin: this and coming ears.

Suzanne's written and oral performances at the Laboratory showed

exceptional development and maturity--even among superior students. It

seems unlikely that she will either need or profit from all her high

school years unless special opportunities are introduced into her program.

Suzanne herself would probably respond enthusiastically to an accelerated

program. She shows enough personal maturity to warrant acceleration.

She looks forward eagerly to getting through school, and there is little

question that in most subjects she would handle academic work far in

advance of ninth grade requirements.

Will the school give careful thought to a plan for Suzanne's high

school years? If this is done, and if a really worthy program is devised,

it will require some departures from traditional ways of teaching even

the top students in Appleton.

2. For the remainder of this year, could Suzanne be released from class
sessions she does not need to attend and could she be relieved of
assi nments she does not need to do in order to free some time
during the school day to pursue other interests.

Both Suzanne and her teachers may sense times when she has little to

gain by class participation or by doing certain assignments. Would dhe



Suzanne -2- February 8, 1968

exercise worthy options if, at thP6,- :imes if she were released from

the regular class requirements? One experience she wants but has

been unable to get this year is work in the art laboratory. Could

she go there at times when she can get away from non-essential course-

work? 04, would Suzanne have other ideas about how to use released

time?

Other schools have found released time programs to be successful

with superior students. When this discovery has been at last made,

the rewards are high for the student and suprisingly good for the

faculty. Suzanne's English teacher may know of released tine oppor-

tunities ahead'in that class.

3. Will Suzanne's counselor discuss with_her again her plans for

high school--and then pull what strings are necessary to ac-

comodate those plans.

A note in the school records of Suzanne's program plan suggests

that her proposed art courses in grades 10 and 11 "... may not be pos-

sible because of no solid block for study halls." Is this reasoning

really valid for Suzanne? Although a school regulation may be wise

for the general po?ulation to which it is applied, it can be unwise

in a given case. A regulation limiting the number of courses to be

taken, or requiring a study period, may not be wise in Suzanne's case.

4. Will Suzanne's Russian teacher and a high school Spanish teacher

discuss with her a elan whereb she can carr on with her stud

of Russian while at the

Spanish?

same time etti at least two ears of
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Suzanne has thought tentatively tat she might go into a career

in foreign languages. Ti-,erefore her desire to study two while in high

school seems legitimate, but scheduling problems and course load limits

may preclude this. Must she choose Spanish only at the expense of

follow-through in Russian? She believes this to be her only alternative.

Perhaps some way can be devised whereby she can work independently at

least part of the time.

Some schools have found part-time class attendance, plus increased

independent work to be a suitable solution for superior students.

Would it be for Suzanne?

5. Suzanne needs remedial work in spelling.

She knows Ws, and it must become obvious to all who read what ihe

writes. Perhaps her spelling errors are only pesky, since they do

not interfere with her extraordinary ability to communicate her thoughts.

But pesky they are. Who knows how to help her learn what she somehow

missed in earlier years of high school?

M.P. Sanborn



CUMULATIVE TEST RECORD
(1967-68)

Student Suzanne schoolAppleton

Last Testing Dflibruary 8. 1968 G-ede 9

Month Day Year

NOTE: STUDENTS SCORES ARE COMPARED WITH OTHER LABORATORY STUDENTS, NOT WITH

STUDENTS IN GENERAL.

TEST FORM GRADE STUDENT"S 1 LABORATORY NORMS

SCORE t SCORE 'PERCENTILE VALU

WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL THINKING
(rhis test requires the student

to do critical thinking about

social problems.)

AM 10

1

78
74

68

75

50

25

WISCONSIN INVENTORY FOR
TALENTED STUDENTS

Verbal Test (rhe test

consists of 100 vocab-

ulary exercises and
analogies in various

forms.)

Quantitative Test
Crhis is a 50-item

test. The items begin
with arithmetic and
move to advanced
mathematical reasonin

9
88 53

41

31

75

50
25

72 75

60 50

49 25

IIR 21 75 .

18 i 17 50
i

t 14 25
32 75

27 50

TERMAN CONCEPT MASTERY
(rhis is a very difficult
verbal test of 190 items T 12

drawn from many fields.)

87 75

. 70 ,50

56 25

WITS ANALOGY EXERCISES (This

is a 30-item exercise in
producing rather than re-
cognition of analogies.

III 10

III 12

15 75

12 50

8 25

17 75

14 50

11 25

INTERPRETATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

SuzannO.s verbal score exceeded any previously obtained. She

showed very unusual knowledge of words and their meanings. Her

math performance, though high average for superior student, was

much inferior and perhaps reflects her disinterest in mathematics.

,



THIRD GUIDANCE LABORATORY REPORT

March 1, 1067

Poynette Nigh School
Mark

Poynette
Birth Date: June 3, 1950

Suggestions to the School

1. Hark's school grades are lower than would be expected in view of

his very strong test performances at the Laboratory. If the reason

for this could be discovered and dealt with would improvement in

his schoolwork result?

Hark received one A, one B, cnd three C's in his academic sUbjects

last semester. These grades are lower than in previous years, and they

are substantially lower than might be ;Tedicted on the basis of oral,

written, and test performances. He is estimated to be in the highest

one-fourth of all honors students in terms of his test scores, but he

is in the lowest one-fourth in terms of school grades. Is it important

now to consider why this discrepancy exists? Maik's record is good

in comparison with high school students in general, and in the long

run it may be of little consequence that he has more C's than he should

outdo high school record. On the other hand, if his present grades

are the beginning of a trend, or if he will be liepending on scholar-

ship aid for college, it may be of considerable value to begin aow to

discover Imp his work can be improved.

Hark himself did not seem particularly disturbed by his semester

grades, but he provided some ideas of his own which he felt might be

explanatory. It was to his credit that he did not attempt to shift

responsibility away from himself, but rather descrilnu tharacteristics

he thought he had which did not lend themselves to good grade-getting.



Mark
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According to his own view, one .ght be that he works too slowly

to keep up in daily assignments ana to complete tests adequately when

time pressure is on. He perceiver; himself as rather slaw and methodical

in his work. Another factor could be that he needs special help with

sone aspects of mathematics theory and literature interpretation. He

does not feel adequate in these areas. A third factor may be that he

is easily distracted from classroom activities and assignments that

involve what he considers to be routine and unnecessary. (He may be

quite adept at identifying the unnecessary.) A fourth possibility

vas that he felt too muth the pragmatist to invest himself in certain

didactic claa: activities. He likes to work in laboratories, to make

things, to practice his music, and to engage in projects that yield

tangible results or products. Finally Mark suggested that he often

did not feel "an the same wave-length" with some of his teachers.

Perhaps he misunderstands what is expected of him at times. It would

probably be a mistake to regard Mark's viewpoint as completely accurate

and objective, of course, but it would probably also be in error to

regard it the reverse.

Here are some tentative hypotheses offered by the guidance department:

1. Test norms are obtained across schools. Class grades are

given within schools. Possibly-high grades are more dif-

ficult to get at Poynette than at other schools fromikence

students in the norm group come.

2. Mares test performances nay lead to inappropriate expectations

because tasks called for on the tests are not representative

of tasks called for by his classes.

3. Mark could be in a temporary slump as a result of a heavy

fall schedule of classes and activities. Perhaps when he

gets to his studies he is too weary to do themi well.



Mark
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4. Mark is a teacher's ch14, *1 may get undue pressure from

several sources to get 1_;.ades.

5. Nark may use C's as a form of "protective coloration" in

his peer group.

Some of the ideas above are probably contrary to fact. Maybe all

of them are. Sone could be checked out (e.g., #1) by use of school

records. Others could be evaluated by parents and teachers who knaw

Mark best.

Perhaps faculty members could provide other hypotheses concerning

Nark's scholarahip. It may be useful to get ideas both from teachers

who give hini high grades and fram those uto give him low ones. .1111,t

not try a case conference involving parents and staff. By working

together it may be determined whethtr and what steps need to be taken

to inprove Mark's performance in school. Be is a pleasant and optimistic

boy--videly-read and with curiosity and interest in many areas. Be is

now and will continue to be an outstanding learner whenever his curiosity

is piqued and his enthósiasm tapped. It is doubtful that bis interests

are limited to only a few fields, but it is suspected that in any area

of study he will be nore vulnerable to certain approaches than to

others. Now does he learn? Uhat causes him to vamt to?

M.P. Sanborn



CUMULATIVE TEST RECORD

(1967-68)

Mark
Poynette

Student
School

Last Testing Date March 1, 1967 Grade 11

Month Day Year

NOTE: STUDENTS SCORES ARE COMPARED WITH OTHER LABORATOKY STUDENTS, NOT WITH

STUDENTS IN GENERAL.

TEST FORM GRADE 1STUDENT"S LABORATORY NORkts

1SCORE SCORE IPERCENTILt_

WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL THINKING

Crhis test requires the student

to do critical thinking about

social roblems.

AM 10 66

78
74

68

75
50

25

WISCONSIN INVENTORY FOR
TALENTED STUDENTS

Verbal Test (rhe test

consists of 100 vocab-

ulary exercises and
analogies in various

forms.)

Quantitative Test
(This is a 50-item

test. The items begin

with arithmetic and

move to advanced
mathematical reasoning0

TERMAN CONCEPT MASTERY

Crhis is a very difficult

verbal test of 190 items

drawn from man fields.

9

11

61

82

53

41
31
72

60
49

IIR 21
17
14

IIR 11

32
43.4... I 27

22_

75

50

25
75
50
25
75
50
25
75

50
25

12

75
50

WITS ANALOGY EXLACISES (This

is a 30-item exercise in

producing rather than re-

cognition of analogies.

III 10

III 12
1

1 17/24

15
12

8

17

14
11

75

50

25
75

50

25

INTERPRETATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Mark's test performances at the Laboratory consistently places

him very high relative to other superior students. His mathematics

work indicated a need for more study of theoretical concepts. He

is accurate, but he tends to be unorthodox in his solution of math

problems on the test.



FIRST GUIDANCE LABORATORY REPORT

September 15, 1965

Oconomowoc High School Steven

Oconomowoc
Birth Date: Nay 19, 1951

Suggestions to the School

1. How can Steven be helped to_ learn about his age mates?

Steven wants to be a minister. Though ninth-graders usually change

their life goals several times before they are adults, Steven may be an

exception. He states that he has been deeply impressed by his own

pastor and would like to become a person of the same sort. It is dif-

ficult, fram this vantage point, to know what this means in terms of

Steven's personal ideals. It is suspected, however, that if Steven

is going to be an effective minister he must accomplish many social
;

learnings in the coming years.

One type of learning apparently needed would have to do with the

dynamics of interpersonal acceptance and rejection. According to Steven's

awn reports he has had many social "hardships" and a "large number of

enemies." Good manners, propriety, an# forbearance may enable him to

ncome through" difficult social situations, but will these qualities

alone enable him to learn how to improve his relationships with people

in the futute? What kind of "secular" knowledge and understanding can

we help Steven gain that will amount to special equipment for a life

in the ministry?

2. nalpmey_profit from wider reading_experiences than he has

bad thus far.

His answers to questions at the Laboratory regarding his reading

experiences indicate that although Steven is a competent reader, he
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has not given himself the breadth of re.ading experience shawn by many

superior students his age. He appears to be well-enough developed

verbally to undertake a challenging reading program. Could he be guided

by a teacher who would help him select good literature--both classical

and contemporary--covering a wide variety of topics and representing

a number of points of view? Is Steven ready to read such books as

latSseto_j&L,t4rath
Arundel, The Caine Mutiny, South Pacific, The Turn

of the Screw, The Death of a Salcisman, Cry, The Beloved Country, The

great Gatsby, Our Town, Babbit? A little James Thurber, G.B. Shaw,

and Ring Lardner might be a good idee, too.

Steven's test performances indicate that he is better-developed

verbally than many superior students in his age range and grade in

school. His written work and his comments during the interviews in-

dicate that he tends to think seriously and struggle with important

ideas. These are very promising qualities with which to enter high

school. Can we nourish them in ways that will be both academically

and personally rewarding to Steven during the coming four years?

M.P. Sanborn



Student

CUMULATIVE TEST RECORD
(1967-68)

Steven School Oconomowoc

Last Testing Date Aerktemhera5,19115_ G-ede

Month Day Year

NOTE: STUDENTS SCORES ARE CONPARED WITH OTHER LABORATORY STUDENTS, NOT WITH

STUDENTS IN GENERAL.

TEST

WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL THINKING

(This test requires the student

to do critical thinking about

social roblems.

FORM 'GRADE ISTUDENT"S ' LABORATORY NORMS

'SCORE SCORE 'PERCENTILE VALU

I10

78
74

68

75
50

25

WISCONSIN INVENTORY FOR
TALENTED STUDENTS

Verbal Test (Ehe test

consists of 100 vocab-

ulary exercises and
analogies in various

forms.)

Quantitative Test
Crhis is a 50-item
test. The items begin

with arithmetic and
move to advanced
mathematical reasonin

TERMAN CONCEPT MASTERY
(rhis is a very difficult
verbal test of 190 items

drawn from many fields.)

. 12

54 53

41
31
72

60
49
21
17

14
32

27

75

50

25
75

so
25
75

so
25
75

87
.70

56

75

50

25

WITS AFAOGY EXERCISES Crhis

is a 30-item exercise in I III 10

producing rather than re-
cognition of analogies.

III 12

15
12
8

17

14
11

111101111

75

50

25
75

50

25

INTERPRETATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Steven's verbal performance reflects much sore strength than his

mathematical performance does. Part of this nay be due to the fact

that his scores are compaied with those of nany students who .had

algebra in grade eight. But Steven's interests tend tc be in the

more verbal direction also. He may need special attention in.mathi,

Sh:
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RESEARCH AND PRACTICE IN THE DISCOVERY, GUIDANCE

AND EDUCATION OF SUPERIOR STUDENTS

A Workihop Presented by the University

of Wisconsin, School of Education, and

a Demonstration Project of the

Cooperative Research Services of

the U.S. Office of Education

The Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

at the Untversity of Wisconsin has now been in operation for more

than eight years. During that time members of the Laboratory staff

have carried on longitudinal guidance and follow-up work with more

than 1,800 young people from 90 participating junior high and high

schools. The Laboratory program has involved systematic testing,

counseling and guidance with the students; a series of interviews

with their parents; and annual visits to their schools, were topics

relative to participating students as well as to superior students

in general are discussed in teachers' meetings and in-service training

sessions. The Laboratory maintains contact with every participant

during the years following high school, and the intention is to

continue this follaw-up throughout much of their adult life.

The workshop is planned to disseminate among secondary

school personnel some of the ideas, concepts, and questions

which have thus far grown out of experiences at the Laboratory

and which appear to have implications for secondary school

practice. Both findings of research on groups of superior students

and results of experimental practices with specific individuals

will be discussed. A heavy emphasis will be placed on individual

characteristics and how knowledge of these may be employed in

programming for the student. Part of the workshop time will be

used for general presentation of topics and to entertain questions

and comments the workshop participants may have, and part will be

devoted to study and discussion of actual cases taken from Laboratory

records.

Participants

It is suggested that participation be limited to about

thirty persons. Mbst will be counselors but some administrators,

teachers and college representatives may also attend. There are

no special provisions for transportation, meals, and lodging of

the participants. It is suggested that school districts which

send personnel to the workshop meet these expenses.



Staff

JOHN W.M. ROTHNEY (A.B. University of Alberta, Ed.)!. and

Ed.D. Harvard) has taught in public schools and at Harvard, Wellesley,

the University of Southern California, Hawaii, and the University

of Wisconsin, where he is now Professor of Education and Director

of the Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students. He

has been a consultant in research for several colleges and untver-

sities, the Progressive Education Association, and many public

school systems. During World War II he did research for the Air

Corps on the selection of flying personnel. Dr. Rothney has

written some 70 articles and is author of eleven books including

guidance Practices and Results, The High School Student, and

coauthor of The Elementary School Child, Counseling the Individual

Student, Guidance of American Youth, and Measurement for Guidance.

He won an American Personnel and Guidance Association award for

the most outstanding research.

MARSHALL P. SANBORN (B.A., Colorado State College;

M.A., State College of Iowa; Ph.D., University of Iowa).

Prior to entering university teaching and research,

Dr. Sanborn had ten years' experience as a high school teacher

and counselor in Nebraska and Colorado. During his graduate work

he served as research assistant in an Instructional Materials

Laboratory and in the Iowa Testing Programs at the University of

Iowa. He has been on the instructional staff of the University of

Colorado, State College of Iowa, University of Iowa, and the

University of Wisconsin. He has authored several articles appearing

in Education magazine, the Personnel and Guidance Journal, the

Vocational Guidance Quarterly, and the Review of Educational Research.



program, fig Atjzspiss.1 Schedule

lst lay

General SessionMORNING:

9:00 - 9:15 Orientation

9:15 -10130 "Procedures and Problems in the Discovery and

Guidance of Students" (Dr. Rothney)

10:30 -10:45

,Superior

Break

10:45 -11:50 plscussion Session CDr. Rotbney, Dr. Sanborn)

11:50 - 1:00 Lunch

AFTERNOON: Small Group Sessions

1:00 - 3:45 ask: and Discussion of Case Mkterials: Some

Characteristics of Superior Students (Group 1,

Dr. Rothney: Group 2, Dr. Sanborn)

2nd Daz

MORNING: General Session

9:00 -10:00 "Programming for ,Superior Students" (Dr. Sanborn)

10:00 -10:30 Discussion. Session (Dr. Sanborn, Dr. Rothney)

10:30 -10:45 Break

MORNING: Small Group Sessions

10:45 -11:50 Ltudt and Discussion of Case Materials: Special

Provisions for !mita Students (Group r7077
Sanborn: Group 2, Dr. Rothney)

11:50 - 1:00 Lunch

AFTERNOON: Small Group Sessions

1:00 - 3:00 Continue Study and !Discussion of Case Materials

(Group 1, Dr. Sanborn; Group 2, Dr. Ragnemi)

AFTERNOON: General Session

3:00 - 3:45 Evaluation (Dr. Rothney, Dr. Sanborn)
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Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

UNIVERSITY or WISCONSIN

1922 University Avenue
liaison; Wisccnsin

HINTS ON SELECTION OF MI.RIOR STUDENTS

Note: Since superior students exhibit their superiority in many ways, no

single test score should be used as the sole criterion on which an should

be selected. Teachers' judgments, evidence of a high level of performance

in any of the academic fields, students' written performances, high grades,

and evidence of high motivation coupled with high test scores can all be

used in the identification of potentially superior students.

In some schools principals have asked teachers to nominate their

best students. The principal than joins a committee of teachers to review

the nominations, considers such other factors as those noted above, and

makes a list of the top students. Frequently the lists of most highly

rated nominees, along with the reasons for their selection, are returned to

the teachers for further consideration. Such procedures have resulted in

the sending of very superior students to the Laboratory.

Combinations of some of the following characteristics are usually

apparent in superior students:

1. Largevocabularies which are used easily and accurately.

2. Academic work one or more years in advance of their classes.

3. They ask many penetrating questions. They want to know

the causes and reasons for things.

4. A,wide range of interests but they may concentrate heavily

on one.

5. Quick to recognize relationships and understand meanings.

6. Express themselves well in writing and speaking.

7. They are willing to spend time beyond the usual assignments

or schedule) on things that interest them.

8. Spend much time on special projects of their own such as con-

structing, collecting, and writing.

9. Tendency to figure out what is wrong with an activity and show

how it can be done better.

10. Tendency to give refreshing twists even to old ideas.

11. They like to get answers to problems, puzzles, and trick questions.

12. They usually get good marks.

13. Show less patience than most students with routine procedures

and drills.

14. Other students tend to turn to them for ideas and suggestions

when something must be decided.

15. They read a good deal and find satisfaction in thinking about

and discussing what has been read.



1.;esearch and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

Pftrpose of the Laboratory

The Laboratory provides a research oi.d service program designed to

assist anyone who is interested in the discovery and guidance of

high school students who exhibit superior performance in any area.

This is the tenth year of operation.

Procedures

Ninth grade students are selected by schools. They are counseled and

tested during each of their four years of high school and followed

into their post-high-school training and careers. Reports are made

annually to parents and to the schools.

Staff

The Deans of Agriculture, Engineering, Education, Law, Letters and

Science, the Associate Dean of Medicine, and representatives from the

Extension Division and the School of Commerce advise the director.

Work with the students, parents and schools is done at Madison by

Dr. John Rothney and Dr. Marshall Sanborn of the School of Education

and graduate students who have had teaching and counseling experience

in public schools. At the Wausau Branch, Mr. Stankowski directs the

program and is assisted by three experienced project assistants.

Schools

Some 75 schools representing a good sample of Wisconsin high schools

in terms of size and geographical location have been participating

in the program. Some 2000 students have been sent to the Laboratory

up to this time.

Schools working with the Madison branch include:

Albany Clintonville Middleton Random Lake

Ashland Delavan Mbnona Grove Sauk Prairie

Baraboo De Pere New Berlin Sheboygan

Beaver Dam Ft. Atkinson Oconomowoc St. Croix Central

Black River Gays Mills Oostburg Three Lakes

Falls Glenwood City Oshkosh Viroqua

Burlington Green Lake Ozaukee Waterloo

Butternut Hayward plymouth Wauwatosa

Cedarburg Lancaster Port Washington Winneconne
Wisconsin Dells

Cost

Four-fifths of the cost is borne by the University of Wisconsin.

School fees pro-rated on basis of size of school provide for

one-fifth of the expense.
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Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

FOR THE PARENT OF THE STUDENT PARTICIPATING IN THE LABORATORY

The purpose of the Laboratory is to help you and your sons or
daughters to find outAhelinds of things that they can do best and to

encourage the deielopment of their-talents to the utmoSt.We believe

that this can be accomplished through the careful study of each

individual over.a period of years.

-
, _

The cbunseling and interpretation of test results to your son

or daughter at the Laboratory and to the teachers can provide everYoni

concerned with much valuable .inform4tion. a result, your child.,

should, be: aided in.preparing for his ftitUre education :and vocation.

We feel....that.jphese.;Seryices.are of gieat Were

obtained from a private guidance clinic the coSt woutl-lbe apprO244tely

one hundreci d011ars annually.
.

The Laboratory does not award scholarships. They-are awarded

by comit,tees and,uniyersities,or,by private concernsand

other ag*ies...fTherLaboratbfyAoes recommera_that,scholarshipi

awarded to.worthy.students but the ;family,muit,.establish thif.thee IS

financial-need.. _-The,needds_uSually determined fro* the report-.by,;,...

parentsc9Nke, C011egeicholarShip:Seryice,- Forms for this seriiice-irt-

availaGie at,yOursChoOl, VI*lreqUesis. for scholarShip ai are:i*rea0-..
a. ao " a r

in numbilind the.coTpetiiion.is very high-.. Only,those'StUdents-WIth,

superior recordi Of marks, test scorei and "actOities iroifaiiiteip,
with much financial need are likely to get.saitantiii

support..:
.

'

MeMbers of the Lahoratory stiff who may confer,iiith-you.abont_

the LabOratOry work.with your son or daughter axe: ROthiey,

Professor,of ducation Dr M Sanborn Associate Professor of Iftcation;

Mr. Houg, Mr. Brahe, Mr. Ragus, Ars. Giardini, Mr. M011enhoff,

Mr. Besedi, Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Misky, Miss Holmquist, Miss TheiSen',"

Mr: Peterson, Mr. Ehrmeyer, Mr. Schauer, Mr. Cozy, Mr. Whalen, Mr. Lewis,

and Mr. Bradley, Research Assistants. It is hoped that at least one

interview-with both parents Can be arranged each year when we visit

Your school.

If you want to write, the addresa is:

Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students
University of Wisconsin
970 Observatory Drive

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Area Code: 608

Telephone: 262-2877



WHAT STUDENTS DO AT THE LABORATORY

1. All students have two interviews with a counselor. The first

covers the student's program, plans, ambitions and problems.

In the second, at the end of the viiit, the counselor goes

over the performances of the day with the student and considers

plans for the future.

2. Each year the students write an essay. Counselors consider

their written performances with them.

3. Students are permitted to visit a university class of their

own choosing. They write a keport on their reactions to it.

4. Seniors may have a conference with it professor in the field in

which they have shown greatest interest.

5. All students take some tests. Since many of the common tests do

not have high enough ceilings it hag been necessary to develop

some which contain items of known difficulty and challenge. All

test scores are interpreted to the Student and his parents in

terms of percentile. No IQ scores are used.

6. When students show high promise.in any area they are encouraged

to collect samples of their work which are submitted to university

professors for evaluation.

7. Students fill out several information forms on activities and

interests whidh are used for counseling and for researdh.

8. Many students have a chance to visit with former students of

their high school who are attending the university.

9. Vocational and educational materials are provided.

10. Assistance is given when students seek admission to colleges and

efforts are made to help them to finance their education with

sdholarships and jobs.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Research and Guidance Laboratory

FIRST YEAR INYOBNATION

Name Date
day month year

School and Location Interviewer
last name

Home Address Grade Birthdate

Father's name *Telephone Number

1. Are you living at home with your father and mother?

2. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
Tell me about them.

3. Does anyone else live with you?

4. What is your father's occupation?

5. Haw much education did he have?

6. Does your mother work outside the home?

7. How much education did she haw?

8. Is there anything that you consider to be special about your family?

9. Tell me the names of same of your friends. (Circle names of 3 closest
friends.)

10. /f I were to ask them what kind of person you are, haw do you think
they might describe you?

11. What do you do when there is nothing that you have to do?



12. What do you do during the summer?

13. What courses are you taking at schcol this year? What were your

grades at the last marking'perio0

14. How many study halls per week do you have?

15. If you could spend all of your time on one of your current subjects,

which oue would it be?

16. Why?

17. Second choice?

18. Why?

19. If one subject were to be dropped from your current high school program,

which would it be?

20. Why?

21. Second choice?

22. Why?



23. What courses are you planning to take next year?

W01

24. In what group activities -- school, church, or community -- do you

participate? (Consider activities of last year if this is early in

the school year.)

25. Any offices in these activities?

26. Are there activities in which you would like to participate, but

for some reason can't?

27. /f not, why not?

28. Is there anything about your health that prevents you from doing

anything you want to do?

29. What occupation are you considering most as a career?

30. Why are you considering it?

31. What other occupations are you considering?

32. What has your father said about your plans for the future?



p.

33. What has your mother said about your plans for the future?

34. If you could do as you pleaspd, what would you like to be doing ton

years from now?

35. If you wore given the opportunity to finish high school in three years

by doing extra work, would you take it?

36. Why?

37. Why not?

38. Would you like to be in classes composed only of better-than-average

students?

39. Wby?

40. Why not?

4l. If you could have any three wishJs, what would they be?

42. Any additional information which you think will help us know you

better?

43. Do you have any questions you would like to ask during the interview

that you will have with thu counselor?

44. To whom in yout school have you gone when you wanted to talk over your

plans and your problems?

Name Position

45. Any comments or questions: (over)



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Research and Guidance Laboratory

SECOND YEAR INFORMATION

Name Date

School and Location Interviewer
(last name)

Home Address Grade Birthdate

Telephone Number

1. Is there any change in your family situation since we last saw you?

2. What courses are you taking this year? (List them and give best estimate

of marks.)

3. How many study halls per week do you have?

4. If you could spend all your time on one of your current subjects, which

one would it be?

5. Why?

6. Second choice?

7. Why?

8. If one subject were to be dropped from your current high school program,

which would it be?

9. Why?



10. Second choice?

11. Why?

12. Do you have enough time to complete your assignments in school?

13. How much time, on the average, do you spend in doing school work

each night?

14. In what group activities - school, church, or community - do you

participate?

15. Any offices?

16. What do you do when there is nothing that you have to do?

17. Any activities in which you would like to participate but can't?

18. Why choose them?

19. Why can't you participate?

20. What courses are you planning to take your third year?

21. What courses during your fourth year?



22. Is there any subject in particular you are looking forward to taking in

your next years in school?

23. Why?

24. Given the opportunity to finish high school in two years instead of three

by doing extra work, would you take it?

25. Why?

26. Why not?

27. Would you like to be in classes composed only of better-than-average

students?

28. Why?

29. Why not?

gt

) 30. What real advantages are there in being a better-than-average student?

31. What disadvantages?

32. Who are your closest friends this year (circle 3 closest friends)?

33. If I were to ask them what kind of a person you are, what do you think they

would say?

34. What qualities would they like most about you?

35. Is there anything about your health that keeps you from doing things you

;mat to do?



36. If you have a part-time job, what do you actually do on the job?

37. What occupation are you considering most as a career?

38. Why are you considering it?

39. What other occupations have you considered during this past year?

40. What has your father said about your plans for your future?

41. What has your mother said about your plans for your future?

42. If things worked out just the way you wanted, what would you like to be doing

ten years from now?

43. If you had any three wishes, what would they be?

44. To whom in your school have you gone when you wanted to talk over your plans

and your problems?

45. Any comments or questions?

Position



Name

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Research and Guidance Laboratory

THIRD YEAR INFO524ATION

School nnd Location

Date
day month- year

Interviewer

(last name)
Home Address Grade Sirthdate

Telephone Number

1. Any interesting experiences since your last visit with us?

2. Is there any change in your family situation from what you told us
last year?

3. What courses are you taking this year? (List them and give an es-
timate of antics.)

4. How many study halls per week do you have?

5. How many hours homework do you do on an average evening?

6. Any problems about getting your homework done?

7. If you could spend all your ttme on one of your current sUbjects, which
one would it be?

8. Why?

9. Second Choice?

10. Why?



11. If one subject were to be dropped from your current high school program,

which one would it be?

12. Why?

13. Second choice?

14. Why?

15. List the courses you plan to take during your senior year.

16. What do you plan to do the year after high school gradustionl

17. What has your father said about your plans for the future?

18. What has your mother said about your plans for the future?

19. What occupation are you considering most as a career?

20. Why?

21. What other occupations have you considered during the past year?

22. Why?



23. List school, church, community activities 24. Offices held in activities

25. What do you do when there is nothing that you have to do?

26. If you have a part-time job, what do you actually do on it?

27. Is there anything about your health that prevents you from doing anything you

would like to do?

28. Give me the names of your closest friends.

29. If I were to ask them what kind of a person you are, how do you think they

would describe you?

30. What real advantages are there in being a better-than-average student?

31. What disadvantages?

32. Does any person expect too much from you? Comment.

33. Does any person expect too little from you?

34. If you could change your school in any way, what changes would you make?



h.

35. If you had three wishes, what would they.be?,

36. To whom in your school have you gone when you wanted to talk over your

plans and your problems?

Name Position

37. Any questions or comments?



Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

GUIDE TO THE SENIOR YEAR INTERVIEW

Name
Date

School and Location
ffilk

Day Month

Interviewer

Year

Home Address Birth Date
Day Month Year

Telephone
Grade

Father's first name

1. Any interesting experiences since your last visit with us?

REVIEW OF FAMILY SITUATION

(This review is necessary for scholarship and admission applications)

2-3. Father's occupation? (Be as specific as you can about location and

activity and what he does on his job.)

4. Mother's occupation?

5. What does she do on her job if she works outside the home?

6. Names of older brothers and sisters. (Give their occupations if

employed. If they are in school or college give the grade or year.

If they are college graduates name the college.)

7. Names and ages of Lo.....LE brothers and sisters.

REVIEW OF mom RECORD (Grades 9-12)

8. Number of English courses taken and now taking. Give names of Ehglish

courses if the names differed from the usual Ehglish 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Circle honors courses. .
1416.



..2

9. Looking back at all the guglish you have had in high school, what comments

would you make? (Try to think of the subject field itself, not about

teachers.)

10. Would you choose an occupation in which high performance in Wal...sh was

the main requirement? Why or why not?

U. Names of mathematics courses taken and now taking. Circle honors courses.

12. Looking back at all the mathematics you have had in high school, what

comments would you makerr7triTrhink of the subject field, not about

teachers.)

13. Would you choose an occupation in which high performance in mathematics

was the main requirement? Why or why not?

14. Names of science courses taken and now taking. Circle honors courses.

15. Looking back at all the science you have had in high school, what

comments would you make?--(Errik of the subjects, not the teachers.)



16. Would you cbtose an occupation in which high performance in science

was,the main requirement? Why or why not?

17. Names of social studies (include history) courses taken and now taking.

Circle honors courses.

18. Looking back at all the social studies you have had in high school,

what comments would you make? (1En1 of subject field, not the teachers.)

AMIDINEn.

19. Would you choose and occupation in which high performance in social

studies was the main requirement? Uhy or why not?

20. Names of foreign !Enamel taken and now taking. Circle honors courses.

21. Looking back at all the foreign languages you have had in high school,

what comments would you make? (Think of the subjects, not the teachers.)



22. would you choose an occupation in which high performance in foreign
languages was the main requirement? Why or why not?

23, Other subjects taken (list them with number of units of each)r

24. Looking back at these subjects,what comments would you make? (Think

of the subjects, not the teachers.)

25. Would you choose an occupation in which good scholarship in

was the main requirement? Tilly or why not?

TrateS3-------

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

REVIEW Cr SCHOOL, COMMUNITY, AND OTHER ACTIVIITES

26. Activities in which you participated 27.Number of Yedre 28.0ffices held

29. List any ,special honors or aCtimities.

=me,



4.
30. Looking back at these activities, what comments would you make?

31. Has participation in any of the activities influenced your choice of
an occupation? If so, tell which one and how it has influenced
youe

32. About haw many hours Elsweek of non.required reading do you do?

PLUS FOR THE FUTURE

33. What do you plan to do next year?

34. What steps have you taken toward your plan?

35. What occupation are you planning to enter?

36. Why did you choose that one?

37. What other occupations are you considering?

38. Why did you choose them?

39. Does your mother agree with your educational plans?

40. Does your mother agree with your vocational plans?

41. Any comments on the two questions above?



-6.

42. Does your rather agree with your educational plans?

43. Does your father agree with your vocational plans?

44. Any comments on the two questions above?

45. who, if anyone, helped you to make up your mind about the place you have

considered for post-high school training?

GENERAL

46. Is there anything about your health that keeps you from doing wtat you

would like to do?

47. What special problems have you met because you have been a better-than-

average student?

48. What special problems have you met because you were chosen to come- to the

Laboratory?

49. Are there any matters about your education or future-plans that we should

discuss during our interview?



Name

Date

Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

CLASS VISIT

Class you wish to visit

Location of class

School

Grade

Professor

CLASS REACTION

(continue on other side)



-pame of student School Grade
t

Date of student interview Date of parent Interview
-&tudent counsolok Parent interviewer -..

Jy4ended went conference: Mother only ( ) ftther only ( ) Both 1 ) Other
U.Other than parents, explain:

The following topics are often
covered in parent interviews. Any
one may or may not be considered at
any session, and others may be
added:

1. Work and study habits
2. Choice of subjects
3. School activities
4. Community and church activities
5. Use of leisure time
6. Occupational choice
7. Choice of post-high-school education
8. Financing college
9. Reading nractices

10. Test interpretation
U. Nature of the Laboratory program
12. Part-time employment

Counselor's recommendation for discussion
with parents.

1.

Parente' remarks and reactions

1. Was topic.discuesed? ( Yes ( ) No

2. Was topic discussed? ( ) Yes ( ) No

3. Was topic discussed? ( ) Yes ( ) No



Counselor's recommendation for discussion

with parents.

5.

Parents' remarks and reactions.

4. Was topic discussed? ( ) Yes ( ) No

5. Was topic discussed? ( ) Yes ( ) no

6. Was topic discussed? ( ) Yes ( ) No

Additional interviewer comments: (Note particularly if promised to take any action

on any area so that a check can be made the following ;year.



Name

School

Grade

Age

- One hunded forty-five teachers of English, Social Studies, Science, Languagegi.ane.

Applied Arta in 30 colleges in Wisconeln named the following books as those they

would like*their students to have read before coming to college. How many of

them have .you read?

Adler, HOW TO READ A BOOK

Allen, ONLY YESTERDAY
Austen, MANSFIELD PARK
Austen, PRIDE-AND PRWUDICE
Bronte, Charlotte JANE EYRE

--mbrontet Emily, WUTHERING HEIGHTS

Budk, Pearl, THE GOOD EARTH

Butler, WAY OF ALL FLESH.
Carroll, ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Carson, THE SEk AROUND US

Cather, DEATH. COMES FOR THE

ARCHBISHOP
Cervanted, DON QpIXOTE
Chesterton, FATHER:BROWN

- Clark, THEOX-BPW INCIDENT
Conrad, HEART OF DAMN=
Conrad, LORD JIM
Conrad, VICTORY.
Cooper, LEATHERSTOCEING TALES

Crane, RED BADGE OF COURAGE
Dante, INFERNO
Defoe, RCGINSON CRUSOE
Dickens, DAVID COPPERFIELD
Dickens, GREAT EXPECIWIONS
Dickens, TALE OF TWO CITIES

Dostoevsky, CRIM AND PUNISHMaff

Doyle, SHERLOCK HOLMES
Dumas, THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO

Dumas, THE THREE MUSKETEERS
Eliot, ADAM BEDE
Eliot, THE MILL CN TRE FLOSS
Emerson, 1ZSAY3
Faulkner, THE BEAR
Faulkner, INTRUDER IN THE DUST

--Fermi, ATOMS IN THE FAMILY'
Fitzgerald, THE FMERALIST

PAPMS

(*Compiled by the
WISCONSIN-COGNCIL OF TERCHERS OF ENGLISH)

Fitzgerald, THE GREAT GATSBY

Flaubert, MADAME BOVARY
"Franklin, AUTOBIOGRAPHY

"Galsworthy, MAN OF PROPERTY
Goldsmith, SHE STCOFS TO catiqun

Greene, THE POWER AND THE-GLORY

Hardy, THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRIDE-

Hardy, THE RETURN OF TIM NATIVE

Hawthorne, THE SCARLET LEITER .

Hawthorne, THE HOUSE OF SEVEN --

GABLES
Hemingway, FOR WHOM THE BELL Tc"

Hemingway, THE OLD MAN AND THE S.

Homer,'ILIAD
Homer, CODS&
Hudson GREEN MANSIONS
Hugo, LES MISERABLES
Huxley, BRAVE NW WORLD

James, THE TURN OF THE SCREW

Kipling, JUNGLE BOOKS
Lewis, C.S., OUT OF.THE SILENT

FLAW
Lewis, BABBIT
Lewis, BAIN STREET
London, CALL-OF THE WILD
Marquand, THE LATE GEORGE APLK[

Eelville, MOBY DICK
iller, DEATH OF A SUMMAR
Nordhoff and Hall, MUTINY ON THE

BOUNTY

O'Neill, EMPEROR J
Orwell, NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR
Orwell, ANIMAL FARM
Parkman, OREGON TRAIL

--Pasternak, DOCTOR ERIVAGO ."

Paton, CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY

Plato, DIALOGUES



aigh School Reading List

.10111MMVAVMIN

Plutarch's LIVES
Poe, TALES
Reade, THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH
Remarque, ALL QUIET ON THE

WESTERN FRONT
Roberts, NORTHWEST PASSAGE
Rolvaag, GIANTS OF THE EARTH
Rostand, CYRANO DE BERGERAC
Sanburg, LINCOLN
Sarton, SIX WINGS
Sarton, MEN OF SCIENCE IN THE

RENAISSANCE
Scott, QUINTIN DURWARD
Scott, IVANHOE
Shaw, PYGMALION
Shaw, SAINT JOAN
Shaw, ANDROCLES AND THE LION

Sheridan, THE RIVALS
Sienkiewicz, QUO VADIS
Steinbeck, THE GRAPES OF WRATH
Stevenson, TREASURE ISLAND
Stranchey, QUEEN VICTORIA
Swift, GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Thackeray, VANITY FAIR
Thoreau, WALDEN
Tolstoy, WAR AND PEACE
Twain, LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
Twain, HUCKLEBERRY FINN
Verne, AROUND THE WORLD IN

EIGHTY DAYS
Virgil, AENEID
Whyte, W.H., ORGANIZATION MAN
White, E.B., ONE MAN'S MEAT
Wilder, OUR TOWN



High School Reading List

Now that you have completed the Reading Check List, answer the,follpwing.

questions about your general reading.

1. About how much time do you spend each week reading things you do not haie-

to read as part of your school assignments? Check the appropriate blank.

Hours: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 More than 12

2. What have the members of the school staff done to encourage your readi4 '

beyond required class work?

3. What encouragement have you received.in your home?

4. List below the magazines and newspapers you read most regularly.

5. What section of the newspaper do you read first?

6* Then which sections do. you read?

7. What reading did you do during tife past summer?

8. List below the titles of the books you have read in the last two months..

9. What do you like to read best? Be specific about the nonfiction and

fiction areas you read.



ACTIVITIES REPORT
(Revised 1965-66)

Name

City

Grade

Date
Month Day Year

The purpose of this exercise is to learn about what kinds of things you have

done during the past year. Listed on the attached sheets are many of these

things. Opposite each one are the four letters 114 M, Y, N.

*D - means almost everx day

*M - means about a few days a month

Y - means only two or three times a year

N - means you have not done this within the past year

If you have done these things :_alm(_astda, make a circle around the D.

If you have done these things a few times a month, make a circle around th,

If you have done these things .....x........1__reetimesina....7...onitIooxlititelastear,
ma:.

a circle around the Y.

If you have never done these things, make a circle around the N.

*NOTE: Where the activity is seasonal, such as ice 'woke?'

in the winter, answer in terms of almost every day,

a few days a month, two or three times a year, or

never during the season.

EXAMPLES: Talking with friends DMYN
Collecting stamps DMYN
Going to another state . ****** DMYN
Working our coefficients of alienation . . . DMYN

You will have plenty of time, but work carefully. Mark every item. There

are no right answers. Everyone will probably check the list differently.

After ou have finished o back and underline names of activities that_nu

consider very important to you. At the end of the lists there is space for

you to write additional activities. Add as many things as you want. You

might also want to describe some of the activities you have marked. At the

next interview the counselor will talk to you about the items you have marIsc



Swimming (in Beeson) DHYN
Reading adventure stories DMYN
Playing a musical instrument DMYN
Drawing pictures DMYN
Collecting snapshops DMYN
Attending meetings of student committees DMYN
Woodworking DMYN
Doing housework DMYN
Attending meetings of scouts DMYN
Caring for animals DMYN
Listening to TV or radio humor programs DMYN

12S
13R

Playing baseball (in season)

Reading nonfiction . .... ... .

1414 Taking music lessons

15A Decorating my room

16C Collecting records

17K Serving as an officer of a club

18H Making model airplanes

191) Cooking
20K Attending meetings of church youth groups

22X Watching television mysteries

23S Playing basketball (in season)

24R Reading comic books

2514 Singing in groups

D HYN
....DMYN

.. . .DMYN
DMYN
D MYN
D MYN
DMIN
D MYN
.DMYN

D MYN

D MYN
D MIN
D MYN

27C Collecting photos of movie stars or pop singers . . DMYN
28K Attending meetings of school organizations . ....DMIN

33S Playing football (in season) DMIN
34R Reading mysteries

DMYN
35M Attending meetings of a choir DM
36A Painting pictures DMYN
37C Collecting coins DMYN
38K Belonging to cheerleaders DFIN
40D Sewing

DMYN
421 Watching sports .DMYN.

43s
44R
45m
46A
47c
48K
49R
5ox

5is
52R

53m
54A
55C

Fishing (in season )
Reading sports stories
Playing in a band .

Drawing cartoons
Collecting natural objects
Working on a school pape-
Working with radio, TV or sound equipment

Playing with young children

........
.. ...

M Y N
M Y N
M Y N
M Y N
14 Y N

M Y N
M Y N
14 Y N

Bowling (in season) DMYN
Reading biographies .

DMYN
Attending meetings of a chorus DMIN
Drawing maps DMYN
Collecting scrapbodka DMYN



)17s

58R

59m
61c
62x

.64R

65m
66x

68s
69R
7om

Playing pingpong . . .......... . . . . DMYN
Reading historical novels

DMYN
Attending meetings of church choir DMYN
Collecting stamps ........... DMYN
Going to school

DMYN

Reading classics
DMYN

Playing in an orchestra ...... DMYN
Watching musical entertainers

DMYN

Ice skating (in season)
DMYN

Reading war stories
DMYN

Playing in small instrumental groups DMYN

725 Playing on school sports teams . . .. .. 11 . DMIN
73R Reading animal stories . . . ........ . . . . .DMYN

75XDoodling 0 ................ ..DMYN

76s
77R
78m

79x

8os
81R
82x

Playing tennis (in season)
DMYN

Reading about ways people make their living DMYN
Solo singing

DMYN
Meeting new people

DMIN

Hunting (in season).
DMYN

Reading love stories
DMYN

Social dancing
DMYN

838 Track (in season)
DMYN

85X Making things at home ..... ....... DMYN

86s
87R

89s
9oR
91x

92s
93R
94x

Playing on out-of-school teams

Reading western stories
DMIN

Skiing . . . ........ . . . . DMYN
Reading movie magazines

DMIN
Flaying cards

DMYN

Horseback riding
DMYN

Reading plays
DMYN

Taking pictures
DMYN

95S Playing pool and billiards

96R Reading about mechanical developments

97X Going to parties

98S Volleyball
995 Archery

100S Rollerskating

103X Writing pen pals

104X Working with machinery

105X Playing checkers . . .

106X Working out cross-word

107X Working on puzzles

108X Working with a chemistry set

109X Writing stories ...............
110X Playing chess ...........
111X Writing poetry

114S Golf .........
725S Wrestling

D MYN
D NYN
D MYN
DMYN
DMYN
D MYN
D MYN....... . DMIN

........... . DMYN
puzzles DMYN

D MYN
D MYN
DMYN
D MYN
D MYN

. DNYN
D M Y

17F3RE YOU CONTINUE WITH THE CID= LIST, PLEASE GO fixr AND UND'k.,...

,NATIE OF THE ACTIVITIES THAT ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU.
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Other things you do that are very important to you but are not given

in any of the lists above 1111011

Other sports you play

Other kinds of musical activities you engage in

(uter clubs or other organizations you belong to

Other things you collect

Did you have a job during the mat summer?

Part-time ...nal time How long? (weeks)

Type of job

Describe what you actually did on the job

Did you like that kind of work?

Do you now have a part-time job? How long have you had it?

Type of job

Describe what you actually do on the job

4m.Ir

Do you like the work?

If you don't have a job now, do you want to get one?

What kind?
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Name

Schooi

9* Grade Essav

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Department of Counseling

& Behavioral Studies

Date

You will be given this hour to write an essay about yourself entitled,

"The Dominant Forces That Have Directed My Life." Perhaps it would help if

you keep tbe following questions in mind while you write.

1. In what ways have certain persons influenced my life most?

2. What other factors have caused me to be the person I am?

3. How will the above two factors aid or hinder me in attain-

ing what i hope to become?



Research and Guidance Laboratory Ior buDerior otucten
UNIURSITY OF WISCONSIN

Madison

TENTH GRADE E3SAY

Name

School

Date

The purpose of this assignment is to make you aware of the variety

of things that influence us in our "growing up" and in developing plans for

our future. Besides being an assignment in writing about a very interesting

person, YOU, the autobiography will help you decide "What kind of person

am I?" "How did I get that way?" and, "What do I hope to become?" Keep

these three questions in mind and write freely about yourself. Include

anything that you feel helped make you what you are. You will have about an

hour to write.



Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

University of Wisconsin

JUNIOR ESSAY

(45 minutes)

Name

School

Ette

Do you think you should be permitted to make more decisions?



SENIOR STUDENTS

Name
School
Date

This is your fourth visit to the Research and Guidance
Laboratory for Superior Students. In the tine allotted to you
please write a statement as long or short as you like on how
you feel about your experiences at the Laboratory.



SENIOR STUDENTS

Name
School
Date

This is your fourth visit to the Research and Guidance Laboratory

for Superior Students. In the time allotted to you, please write a

statement as long or short aB you like on how you feel about your

experiences at the Laboratory.



Research and Guidance Laboratory for Slmerior Students
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

SENIOR SCHOOL REPORT

In the time allotted write about your high school experiences (grades

9 to 12). The three questions below are guides but in the last one

you are free to write whatever comes to mind.

1. Looking back at your high school experiences, suggest ways in which

high school might have been made more valuable?

2. How could your experiences have been made more interesting?

3. We would like to haw any comments you would like to make about your

school experiences over the last four years. Use the space in any

way you wish. Write on back of this sheet if you need more room.



Research and Guidance Laboratory XUr Purim-ay&

PROPESSOR VISIT

Nave School

Date Grade

Nave of professor

Professor's office address

Professor's professional field

In vhat specific area of this field are you most interested?

PRaFESSOR VISIT RUCTION



Research and. Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students

UNIVERSITY CF WISCONSIN
Madison 6

END OF YEhrl i401."1;

Name

School

DIRECTIONS:

1. Give all marks for grades"9 through U.
:2. Give latest mark available for grade.12.

%3: Circle marks in. acc*14rated or honora courses:
. .

.

'Grade
.

Subjects
10. 11 12.

.
.

'brade
Subjects

'. 10

..

'glish

1 divics or

Citizenship

.

-

11111111111111

.

, 11111

a. 1,ecl.i.
.

I Social Science

. .

111111111111111111 World History St 11111
_ NM

11111111111111.

U,..Z. History MIRrench
.

,atin 11111111111111111110 General Scien

.erman
11111

Biology
_

_

-.
panl sh IMIMIIIIIIIMESEIIt . I

111111111111B PhYsics '1111111111

eneral Math. III

....

., .

lgebra .
_-Physical Educ.

__

lane Geometry.

.

,

.

11111
.

Art .

.

... .

idiranced Algebra

igonometry

c

am 01:11111110
111111111111111

111111111111

Typewriting

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

. .

.

. . In
.

.

.

.

----
Letter IquivaTeats if numbei's are wed:

A



RESEARCH AND GUIDANCE LABORATORY
University of Wisconsin

OUTSTANDING FICTION FOR COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS

Austen, Jane. Pride and Prejudice
The romances of the Bennet girls and the ardent desire of their

mother to have them all well married.

Balzac, Honore de. Pere Goriot

The subtle transformation of Eugene de Rastignac from naive provincial

to Parisian gentleman.

Bellamy, Edward. looking Backward
The author's idea of what life will be like in the year 2000.

Bronte, Charlotte. Jane Eyre

An unassuming English orphan becomes a governess and falls in love

with her employer.

Bronte, Emily. Wuthering Heights

A story of intense and frustrated love, of hate and of revenge set

in the wild moors of England.

Buck, Pearl. The Good Earth

The trials and problems of a Chinese peasant and his wife.

Butler, Samuel. The Way of All Flesh

The son.of a clergyman breaks parental ties, thereby freeing himself

to make his own way of life.

Cather, Willa. 116? Antonia

The hardships of a Bohemian immigrant girl in pioneer Nebraska.

Cather, Willa. The Song of the Lark

The daughter of a Swedish immigrant minister in Colorado grows up

to become a great opera singer.

Cervantes, Niguel del Saavedra. Adventures of Don Quixote de la Mancha

The adventures of a mad Spaniard vho imagines he lives in the age of

heroic knights.

Collins, Wilkie. The Wonstone
A celebrated jewel is stolen from an idol in a Buddhist temple.

Conrad, Joseph. Lord Jim

A man's attempt to live with himself after an act of cowardice.

Crane, Stephen. The Red Badge of Courage

A boy moves from cowardice to courage in the War Between the States.

Dickens, Charles. Riszkillammakell
An autobiographical novel reflecting the life in England in the early

nineteenth century.
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Dostoevski, Fyodor. Crime and Punishment
A sensitive intellectual is driven by poverty to believe himself exempt

from moral law.

Dreiser, Theodore. An American Tragedy
This novel is a powerful document on the theme of social inequality

and lack of privilege.

Dumas, Alexander. The Count of Honte Cristo,

An adventure story of a man's unjust imprisonment, escape, and return

to a new life.

Eliot, George (pseud.) The Mill on the Floss

Impulsive, loving Maggie and her plodding brother, Tom, find in death

the solution to their emotional conflicts.

Fitzgerald, F. Scott. The Great Gatsby

Lives of wealthy persons in the New York area during the "roaring"

twenties are carefully portrayed.

Fuller, Iola. The Loon Feather
Oneta, au /ndian girl, tells of the decline of Indian civilization.

Galsworthy, John. The Forsyte Saga
The chronicle of three generations of an upper middle class English

family.

Gilbreth, Frank B. and E.G. Carey. Cheaper by the Dozen

Two of a family's twelve children tell how life was precarious but

never dull.

Glasgow, Ellen. Vein of Iron
A family "vein of iron" runs in Ada, imiomitable daughter of a Virginia

family.

Guareschi, Giovanni. Little World of Don Camillo

The half-humorous, half-serious feud between an Italian village priest

and a communist mayor.

Hardy, Thomas. The Return of the Native

The powerful influence of Egdon Heath turns to tragedy the love of

Clym and brings ruin to others as well.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet Letter

Puritan New England, its stern morality, and the relentless workings

of conscience in one who seeks to conceal guilt.

Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Nan and_ the Sea

Santiago, an old Gulf fisherman, battles with a monster marlin.

Hersey, John. A SinAle Pebble
An American engineer finds Oriental philosophy a greater obstacle

thalthe wild Yangtze River.

Heyderdahl, Thor. Kon-Tiki
A true-adventure story of six young men who set sail across the Pacific

on a primitive raft.



Hudson, William H. Green Mansions

Romantic fantasy set in a South American jungle.

Hugo, Victor. Les Miserables

A powerful story of an unfortunate thief in the underworld of Ftris.

Hulme, Kathryn. The Nun's stsLa
Sister Luke, a missionary nurse in the Congo, finds she.cannot achieve

the humility she needs to be An ideal nun.

Kipling, Rudyard. Kim
The adventures of an orphan son of an Irish soldier during the days

of British rule in India.

Lansing, Alfred. Endurance: Shackleton's Incredible Voyage

A dramatic account of an escape from a sinking ship in the Antractic

Sea.

Lewis, Sinclair. Arrowsmith

A young doctor must decide between worldly success and money and his own

desire to devote his life to scientific research.

Llewellyn, Richard. How Green Was !Az Vallev

A young Welsh miner watches his idyllic village become a scene of

tragedy.

Maugham, W. Somerset. Of Human Lidlonme

A young man searzhes for a way of life.

Melville, Herman. lisa Dick
An old sea captain vows revenge on the white whale that caused him

to lose his leg.

Mitchell, Margaret. Gone With the Wind

Scheming, beautiful Scarlett O'Hara and unscrupulous Rhett Butler

make this story of the War Between the States adventurous and absorbing.

Monsarrat, Nicholas. The Cruel Sea

The story of the courageous crew aboard the Compass Rose in the Nbrth

Atlantic during World War II.

Nordhoff, Charles B. and James Norman Hall. Bounty Trilogy

The great trilogy tells of men who mutinied against an insufferable

sea captain.

Orwell, George. Animal Fhrm

A satire on communism and the totalitarian state.

Page, Elizabeth, The Tree of Liberty

A vast American panorama of the lives of three generations -- from

the days of the colonies to the Western plains.

Paton, Alan. 911, the Beloved Countrx

The personal tragedy of a humble Zulu parson seeking his son and sister

in Johannesburg.

Poe, Edgar Allen. Complet2 Tales and Poems

The outstanding tales of mystory and suspense from the pen of c:17:

my:tery writers of all time.



Rawlings, Marjorie. The IIELLBE
A story of the Florida countr:r and the conflicts in a boy's mind

as he has to face many unpleasant aspcts of adult life.

Remarque, Erich Maria. All Quiet on the Western Front

Through the mind and eyes of a German private, the reader shares

life on the battlefield during World War I.

Richter,. Conrad. The Sea of Grass

Warfare between cattlemen and homesteaders.

Roberts, Kenneth. Northwest passage
Major Robert Rogers' tough expedition in 1759 searches for an

overland passage to the Pacific.

Rolvaag, Ole. Giants in the Earth

The life of Norwegian settlers in South Dakota.

Saroyan, William. The Human Calla:

Incidents in thrine of a family during World War II.

Scott, Sir Walter. Ivanhoe
The days of Robin Hood and of Saxon and Norman feuds come alive.

in this story of medieval England.

Shellabarger, Samuel. The Prince of Foxes

The story of intrigue of Italian princes during the Renaissance.

Shute, Nevil. On the Beach
A lonely girl and a U.S. submarine commander bravely face the

world's short future after a cobalt-bomb war.

Sienkiewiaz, Henryk. Ouo Vadis

The conflict between the licentiousness of the first century and

the purity of the Christians.

Steinbeck, John. The Grapes of Wrath
American farmers in the Dust Bowl in the mid-thirties.

.Gevenson, Robert Lewis. Kidna-oned

Scotland after the rising of Prince Charlie is the background of

this adventure story.

Stewart, George. Storm

A moment-by-moment account of the formation of a hurricane at sea.

Stone, Irving. Immortal Wife

The biography of Jessie Benton Fremont, wife of the 19% century

American explorer John Fremont.

Stone, Irving. Love Is Eternal

The misunderstanITZ7Sorrows, and devotion of Abraham Lincoln

and Mary Todd.

Thackeray, William. yanity Fair

A closely knit story of a social climber in Victorian London.



To lstoy, Leo... Anna Karenina
ss:

One of the greatest novels ever Trritten tells the, story of two 10
affairs, one tragic,. the other happy.

Tolstoy, Leo. War and Peace f

A fascinating study of people and their relations to each other in:linee14-'1.7:"
during the Napoleonic War.

Turgenev, Ivan. Fathers and Sons
A straightforward novel 71/Tni dramatizes the: oonflict and differemeetrbe=-

tween sgenerations in Russia.

Twain, Mark (pseud.). Huck lee.= Finn
A Missouri boy's adventures on the HisaissippL,

Undset, Sigrid. Ifrir- sdatter
A vivid descrtfon of Sándinavi le ringt hat fourteentsibieenturr.i.

Utis, Leon. Exodus(
The,love of an American nurse and an Israeli freedom fighter grows:Ai 'a.

new nation is. born.

Wharton, Edith. Ethan From
A bitter, starl---FIRory of people trapped in a marriage tromithich they

can1t escape although love is long gone.

Wilder Thornton. The Bridge of San Luis Rev
The story of five travelers who were victims of the collapse of a bridee

built over a deep chasra in Peru.

Wouk, Herman. The Caine Mutiny
A criSis a')oard a World War II destroyer caught in a trphoon leads to a

dramatic courtmartial.



PROVISIONS FOR SUPERIOR STUDENTS

IN SOME WISCONSIN HIGH SCHOOLS

Check those that are

done in your school

Advanced sections in courses are provided and advanced

courses are offered.

2. Some students do advanced work in college texts.

3. .Students are .pezmitted to take more than the usual course load.

4. Independent study programs are arranged. Teachers arrange

consultation periods for students working on special projects.

5. College-type seminars designed to introduce topics not

ordinarily covered in course work, or to explore course

topics in greater length are offered.

6. Participation in advanced placement program is encouraged.

7. High school or college level correspondence courses are taken

for enrichment.

8. College courses are taken at a college while students are

still in high school.

9. Auditing of classes is substituted for study halls.

10. Enrollment in two classes meeting at same hour is permitted

for enrichment or when there are schedule difficulties.

11. Book clubs are organized.

12. Honor study halls (unsupervised) are provided.

13. Students act as tutors in fields of special competency.

14. Classes for enrichment are offered locally during the summer.

15. Encouragement to attend summer institutes is given.

16. Students are encouraged to participate in many contests,

science talent searches and scholarship competitions.

17. Specialists in the community supplement regular programs,

work with students on special projects, or evaluate students'

work.

18. Try-out vocational experiences are arranged.

19. Early admission to college is arranged for a few selected students.

.11.1Mb
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20. An honors banquet for high achieving students and their

parents is held annually.

21. Graduates in college return to the school to tell students

about experiences in college.

22. Schools publish products of students' in special annual.

23. Follow-up records of graduates are kept.

24. Conferences with both parents are held at least once a year.



GUIDANCE LABORATORY REPORTS

Suggestions to the School

1. Perhattlerry's Englis:i teacher coul3 assist him in establishing a

stud lan throu h which he could devote a few of the seven study

halls he has each week to a study of what good writing is how to

incor orate some of these oints into his own writin and how to

attain a better command of the English Isolative.

Jerry reviewed the essay he wrote and his performance in the verbal

areas. He concluded that there is much room for improvement in the way

he develops his thoughts and the words he uses to express his ideas.

Of course one recognizes that the school year has just begun and undoubtedly

Jerry will have many opportunities to practice and improve his writing skills.

Yet the ideas contained within this suggestion have been emphasized because

there are indications that Jerry might be more likely to accept specific

suggestions on how to improve his verbal skills, than to take the definite

steps which are needed in order to put these suggestions into practice.

He was encouraged to make note of unfamiliar words encountered in his

reading and include them in a personal glossary which he could study --

during his free moments.

2. Could the guidance department arrange for Loree to talk to representatives

of the occupational fields she is considering?

Loree still has some doubts as to what occupation she should pursue.

She fears getting well into an occupation or its lengthy preparation before

discovering that it does not really satisfy all of her interests and wants.

Te some extent this might be due to a lack of understanding of the type or

training required, the skills involved and the actual daily activities of

the occupations she is considering. While at the University she had the
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opportunity to discuss such points with a professor of child psychology.

It would be well for her also to speak to someone in the practice of

clinical psychology. She should talk to someone in the field of medicine.

She seems most interested in psychiatry. Is there someone in this field who

would be willing to talk to Loree? Has she given any consideration to

psychiatric nursing? Although she shows less interest, she might not have

completely dismissed the idea of teaching in a school for the deal. Could

arrangements be made for her to visit such a school? Such opportunities

might greatly facilitate a decision she will soon have to make.

3. Would there be an o'iortunit for Matt as well as for same other

interested students, to develop an editorial forum in the school

newspaper?

Matt mentioned that some students had independently produced a

GRIPE sheet in Cumberland High. Although the overall result of that

unsupervised enterprise may not have been constructive, is not the type of

interest and energy that generates it and the skill fundamental to develop-

ing it worthy of strong encouragement in the school? Perhaps en Open Forum

page in the school newspaper could be devoted to essays, letters, and

editorials dealing with issues that are meaningful to the students. Faculty

could help, both through teaching and through example by participation in

the forum, to develop in students the ability to identify meaningful issues;

to formulate reasonable points of view on them; and to recognize, criticize,

and accept points of view different from their own. There would have to be

same "give and take" in a project of this sort. All "give" and no "take"

won't work.



4. Could Ann work independently on some prolect or course of study in

lieu of attending her current history class?

Pacing a class for both brighter and slower students is a problem,

particularly in a subject like history where all the students have studied

the subject one or more times in the lower grades. This seems to be the

problem with Ann who fsels she's already gone into history as deeply as it

is now being studied. She indicated that if she could drop one subject

from her current program it would be U.S. history, because "I've had it

three times already." If her history teacher feels she is capable of

handling an independent study program, possibly she could engage in some

original research on the history of Cumberland. One boy at the Laboratory

is intervieving "old timers" in doing the history of a nearby town. Possibly

the State Historical Society would take an interest in such a project,

since the opinions and attitudes (social and cultural history) are

notieceably scarce in their archives.

5. Pe needsto be reinforced in her convictions regarding honestyjgd

honor in schoolwork.

Peg is somewhat disturbed by the dishonesty she observed in other

students. This is a reasonable reaction if we assume that she is trying

very hard to be an honors student, and to become this through persistent

effort and high standards of honesty. Can she be reassured that her efforts

to maintain high scholastic standards will meet with rewards which far

exceed that of any immediate advantage that another student may seem to

gain from a dishonest approach? To concern herself over this behavior of

others might somewhat hinder her own free expression and acceleration.
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6. Steven can continue to rofit_SIssluCLIITAmutomEtymphich will

114C1ILELILAIIWA_U2_22.cperiences-

Steven's discussions of books he has read reveal that he can deal

with very advanced material and that he reacts thoughtfully to what Ile

reads. In order to broaden his philosophical base, perhaps little can be

done that would be more effective than a guided reading program. Books

such as John Steinbeck's GrEaLsif Urath, or Alan Paton's Cry the Beloved

Country or Pearl Buck's The Good Earth are recommended to expose Steven

to sone of the realities they depict. He nay discover in Ayn Rand's Atlas

Shrugged a point of view he would want to ponder and criticize. His

interests in science and theology might be nourished through Werner Keller's

Thelnak_21,Mislon, John Zachary Yoang's pzitstacsssiliatce,
or Leslie Weatherheaes Psychology, Religion, and, Healin11. For exploration

in the value.of humor, how about James Thurber's Fables for Our Time, or

Ring Lardner's Caddy's Diary. The above readings are suggested with Steven

specifically in mind. Could teachers who know him supply other suggestions

especially for him? He is capable of handling high-level material.

There are some drams selections that could be excellent reading for

him. Outward Bound, The Red Shoes, The Cocktail Party, Death of a Salesman,

.t1210gmajlesalesiEltEtra, pigh Tor, Both Your Houses, Beckett, and many

others of good quality are available in inexpensive editions and can be

read in short tine. Steven as well as other advanced students may find

drama reading and discussion an entertaining and educational activity. .
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7. Perhaps 1-fr. hiiha J.1.1d Don's .p.punsolor cculd.begill developing a

special mojE.Les-Lk science _Sex- Dr:T. arrinrc._ his senior rear including

a chemistry course at North1m3

Certainly Don has been offered exceptionaX opportunities to study

experimental chemistry in high sdhool, and it would appear that he has

made excellent progress. However, Don seems to have a somewhat limited

view of the possibilities for future independent study as evidenced by*his

own statement, "I have been studying chemistry since I was in fourth grade,

and I'm running out of things to study. What is there left to take in

high school?" He did not seem to think the senior science courses in'

,physiology and conservation would be very useful to him as. a future research'

chemist. Is there a possibility that Don's schedule of classes for next

year could be arranged so that he could take'a college chemistry or mathe-

matics course. at Northland?

Don seemed very pleased to learn that it is possible for high.

school students to win scholarships for outstanding research work through

such contests as Westinghouse Science Talent Search, and he requested

information about entering such contests. He was also encouraged to

submit plans for research projects to the Research and Guidance Laboratory.

They will be forwarded to the appropriate department at the University of

Wisconsin for their evaluation and recommendations. Perhaps Kr. Mihalek

might like to discuss some possible research topics with Don.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
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MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRID`. CLASS VISITS

(11:00 Class Visits)

ANTHROPOLOGY
591 Van Hise
Prof. Elder

ART HISTORY
The Fine Arts of China

58 Bascom
Prof. Chou

BOTANY
Introductory Botany

Aud Agr Hall
Prof. Whittingham

CHEMISTRY
General Chemistry
1361 New Chem
Prof. Sorum

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Steel StruCtures
2265 Engr.
Prof. Johnson

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
575 Van Hise
Prof. Hall

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Electromechanics
2317 Engr.
Prof. King

ENGLISH
Honors Course in Soph. Lit.

66 Bascom

FRENCH
3rd Semester French

283 Van Hise

The Civilization of India.

Development of painting, sculpture, and

related arts in China from T'ang to Ch'ing

dynasties.

Living organisms: their structure,

functional capabilities, development,

perpetuation, and evolution; open to

freshmen; high school chemistry or con-

current registration in college chemistry

strongly advised.

Introductory college chemistry; for chem-

istry course students, chemistry mojors,

chemical engineers, and students majoring

in areas related to chemistry;

Principles of stress determination and

proportioning of structural steel members

and connections; background of specifi-

cation requirements; correlation of theory

and practice; welded, bolted, riveted

connections; plate assemblies and ortho-

tropic systems.

The Modern Novel.

Basic field concepts underlying lumped

circuit elements and circuit problems.

A chronological survey of major English

literary genres; e.g., drama, lyric poetry,

criticism, the novel, through the intensive

study of representative practitioners;

lectures, discussions, reports, conferences

Selections from standard French prose

writers and material about France; grammar

review, oral practice.



GENETICS
Heredity
145 Birge

Prof. Abrahamson

GEOGRAPHY
Physical Geography
315 Science
Prof. Psuty

GEOLOGY
General Geology
B 10 Commerce
Prof. Laudon

GERMAN
370 Van Hise

HISTORY
History of Greek Civilization

181 Bascom
Prof. Edson

MATHEMATICS
Calculus and Analytic Geometry

B 102 Van Vleck

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mechanical Design
105 Mech. Engr.

MUSIC
First Year Theory

202 Bernct

PHILOSOPHY
Elementary Logic
101 Psychology
Prof. Kearns

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Urban Politics
104 Van Hise
Prof. Gardiner

PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to.Psychology
105 Psychology
Prof. Sackett

Applications to plant and animal improve-

ment and human inheritance.

Landforms, Soils & Mineral Resources.

Geologic processes in operation on and
beneath the surface of the earth.

First semester German.

Greek History for pre-historic times to

the decline of the Greek city-state.

Introduction to differential and integral

calculus and plane analytic geometry,
selected topics in advanced algebra and

analytic trigonometry reviewed as needed.

Kinematics and dynamics of mechanisms;

graphic and analytic solutions of problems

relating to mechanical systems; motion,

velocity, acceleration, vibration,
balancing, introduction to control systems;

related lab experiments.

Basic notation; intervals; scales and

modes; rhythm; contrapuntal harmony,
written and keyboard; sight singing and

ear training; selected music for harmonic

and form analysis.

Introduction to the study of the formal

characteristics of logical truth and

inference.

Organization and politics of city govern-

ments, changing political structures'and
leadership patterns in urban areas;

consideration of urban policy problems.

Study of behavior including its develop-

ment, motivation, frustrations, emotions,

learning, intelligence, personality,

thinking and social behavior.



SOCIOLOGY
Introduction to Sociology

5322 Social Science
Prof. Silva

SPANISH
Elementary Survey of Spanish Lit.

494 Van Hise

Staff

VETERINARY SCIENCE
Control of Infectious Diseases

201 Dairy Cattle
Prof. Easterday

Interrelations of personality, society and

culture; social processes, structures,

functions and institutions.

Intoduction to the study of Spanish

literature, readings, discussions, literary

history. From 12th to 17th centuries.

Spoken entirely in Spanish.

The nature of diseases andwinciples

involved in their prevention.
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Charles W. Baker High School

BALDWINSVILLE ACADEMY AND CENTRAL SCHOOL

Baldwinsville, N. Y.

October 7, 1966

Dr. John Rothney
Ptychology Department
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Dear DT. Rothney:

I attended the conference for the Superior Child at

Oswego this past summer. I was very much impressed

with the four-page Autobiographical Questionnaire which

you use in grades 9-12.

I would appreciate receiving a copy of this autobio-

graphical form and also permission to use it in my

counseling. Thank you very much.

Sincerely yours,

Allan S. Datz
Guidance Counselor

ASD:art



HUDSON COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

A.B. Ogland, Superintendent

Hudson, lasconsin
54016

May 4, 1965

Dr. Marshall Sanborn
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

'near Dr. Sanborn:

Thank you for your part on the program of the W.A.S.S.P.

on April 26. The remarks you gave the group and the

material presented were ver7 interesting and valuable.

We feel you added greatly to the success of our entire

program.

Sincerely yours,

W.G. Hefting

mk



GASTONIA CITY SCHOOLS
Supplementary Services Center

318 West Seventh Avenue
Gastonia, North Carolina 28052

April 25, 1967

Dr. John Rothney, Director
Research and Guidance Laboratory

for Superior Students
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Dear Sir:

It has been several weeks since the conference at

Quail Roost, and I realized that I had not expressed

my appreciation to you and Dr. Sanborn for sharing

your experiences with us. So, this letter will serve

two purposes - first, thank you for an excellent con-

ference; second, a favor.

You mentioned that there were "brain teasers" or

analogy items that you used in screening or selecting

students for your program. I don't recall whether

these were used on a formal or informal basis. I an

interested in learning more about this procedure, and

I would appreciate any further information you could

provide me on the subject. I would be particularly

interested in the items used. Axe they published,

for sale?

We are in the process of negotiating with the federal

government for a Title III proposal to benefit academically

talented students in our system. The information requested

above will be very helpful if you are able to provide it.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

WLS/ja

Respectfully yours

William L. Stroupe,
Guidance Consultant



HATBORO-HORSHAM SCHOOLS
Senior High School

227 Meetinghouse Road

Horsham, Pennsylvania 19004

November 9, 1965

Dr. Marshall Sanborn

The Research and Guidance Laboratory

for Superior Stud,ants

Untversity of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Dear Dr. Sanborn:

On behalf of the Montgomery County Personnel and

Guidance Association, I am sending you our thanks

for your part in our Workshop this past week. The

full impact of this Workshop may not be realized

for quite a while; but we counselors are already

inspired to attempt the implementation of the many

things me learned in such a short time.

We hope that you will be able to re-visit us and

bring further details of the follow-up studies.

PSP/er

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Patricia S. Point

Counselor



ARLINGTON PUBLIC SCLOOLS
23 Maple Street

Arlington, Massachusetts 02174

Telephone: 646-1000

October 25, 1966

Dr. Marshall P. Sanborn
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

Dear Dr. Sanborn:

I was very happy to be able to attend the workshop

on gifted students that you presented at the University of

MAssachusetts on October 20 and 21, 1966. Both Dr. Rothney

and you certainly gave an indication of the depth of the study

you have been working on. I was particularly impressed with

the esprit de corp that you apparently have been able to

engender between public schools and the university. I wish

we could do the same.

Best wishes for your continued success.

LEA/fk

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence H. Anderson, Ed.D.

Assistant Superintendent



BRIEN MtMAHON HIGH SCHOOL

Highland Amenue
Norwalk, Connecticut 06854

838-4721

November 7, 1966

Dr. John Rothney and

Dr. Marshall Sanborn
Guidance Laboratory
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

Dear Drs. Rothney and Sanborn:

Thank you both for the enjoyable and informative workshop

on Superior Students. The presentations and discussions

were enlightening and helpful in recognizing problem areas,

programs and progress in this important area.

We will be very pleased to make extended use of the

duplicated materials concerning the cases studied and

any other literature, forms and information that may be

available concerning the Guidance Laboratory.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur L. Hillis
Counselor



NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE

AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Commission of Secondary Schools

April 19, 1967

Dr. Marshall Sanborn
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Dear Dr. Sanborn:

We are very grateful for your contribution to our recent

annual meeting. Many highly favorable reactions have

reached us concerning the sessions.

Your efforts and interest in the role of NCA are deeply

appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Gordon Cawelti
Executive Secretary

GC:sd



BURBANK UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTR/CT
Division of Special Services

245 E. Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, California 91503

February 8, 1967

Marshall P. Sanborn, Associate Director

Research and Guidance Laboratory for

Superior Students
University of Wisconsin
970 Observatory Drive
Madison, Wisconsin

Dear Dr. Sanborn:

On April 5th at our Counselor Association Meeting, I will have

the opportunity to tell about the University of Wisconsin,

Research and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students.

I have been urging that more time and study be given to superior

students in our district and so far this is the first break-

through to get an audience.

Last summer at San Fernando Valley State College you told

about this program and also shared with us some of the responses

to students on the different questionnaires. Would it be pos-

sible for you to send a copy of one or two student questionnaires

with responses included? I feel the need for counselors and

teachers to understand more fully the range and depth of per-

sonal, social and academic concern of most superior students.

If there is any other information you wish to have conveyed in

a meeting like this, please feel free to send it along.

Thank you very much for the materials just received.

Very truly yours,

Patricia Bradley
Counselor
Dept. of Individual Guidance

PB/erc



WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
Wichita, Kansas 67208

Phone Murray 3-7561

January 27, 1967

Dr. Marshall P. Sanborn,
Associate Director
Research and Guidance Laboratory

for Superior Students
University of Wisconsin
970 Observatory Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Dear Dr. Sanborn:

The school counselors of this area and our faculty at Wichita

State wish to express appreciation for the fine workshop of last

week. Some plans are even now underway to implement greater

cooperation between public schools and the university in

developing better counseling for superior students. I'm

sure you will agree that is a rather prompt reaction to the

ideas you brought.

I'm SO glad you saw Kansas last week instead of this one.

Had the storm we developed Wednesday evening have come a

week earlier, you would not have talked of our balmy weather.

Hope you and Dr. Rothney had a pleasant flight home.

As your research and publication progresses, you will have a

group of extremely interested professors and counselors in

Kansas following your progress. Perhaps a follow-up conference

will be possible someday.

Again, our deep appreciation.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Burgess
Professor of Education

n/ss



KINSTON GRADED SCHOOLS

Office of Superintendent

Kinston, N. C.

March 2, 1967

Dr. Eugene Burnette

Supervisor
Education for Exceptionally Talented

State Department of Public Instruction

Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Dear Dr. Burnette:

The recent meeting at Quail Roost was one of the most enlightening

professional gatherings that I have ever had the opportunity to

participate in. It certainly was a stimulant to the "gray matter."

I suppose there are many ways that a neophyte, such as I, can

appraise this meeting. Selfishly, I find myself evaluating in

terms of what it means to me as an educator, supervisor, former

teacher, and one who is very interested in the education and full

development of the superior student.

1. The sessions served to develop an awareness of the

many different counseling and guidance needs, as well

as the need for different types of academic programs

for the superior student.

2. The case study sessions seemed to enable one to

become more aware of the depth and breadth needed

in case studies for superior students.

3. It was evidenced during the discussions that the

involvement of the student, school, and parents in

the guidance and counseling procedures incorporated

elements of the "whole child" approach to learning.

This, as a result, will probably teach the child

how to make better choices in living, as well as in

learning. In this manner, they not only learn more

about themselves, but will have a better understand-

ing in their relationship with others.

4. As for myself, I am more aware of (1) the many needs

of the superior student, (2) the crucial need of

better trained counselors and teachers in this field,

(3) ways of identifying these students other than the

general testing procedures which are often used in our

schools, and (4) a need to better prepare myself in

supervising and coordinating such a program.



Dr. Eugene Burnette 2 March 2, 1967

Let me thank you again for inviting me, and as you plan pro-

grams of this tn.: in the future, I would welcome the opportunity

to participate. We are fortunate to have your leadership in this

department.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Mary W. Owens

Elementary Supervisor

MWO/ga

cc: Dr. John Rothney, University of Wiaconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

Dr. Marshall Sanborn, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
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What it is

putp____ose

WINNECONNE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

Winneconne, Wisconsin

Independent end Free Study Schedule

The 111,1ep3-..de:1..:
1:tudy and Free Schedule Program

is set up to alIow students who are doing excep-

tional work in one or more courses to be excused

from attending these classes regularly so that

they might work on other projects more beneficial

to them during that time.

1. This Independent Study-Free Schedule Program is

based on the assumption that we should be pro-

viding each student with the educational oppor-

tunities through an extension of the classroom

that will be most beneficial to him during his

high school years.

2. It can further be assumed that certain students

frequently need challenging opportunities

that they cannot get through regular class

attendance.

3. This schedule should provide an opportunity for

advanced study in a specific subject area in

which the student is talented and interested.

At the same time, the student will keep track

of what is going on in the class he is missing

but not necessarily be doing all of the assignments.

4. This schedule will allow the student to pursue

subject natter by nathods not ordinarily used

in t'le classroom.

5. This schedule should allow the student to focus

on special problens or issues within a given

subject area that are of special interest to bin.

,Procedure 1. We art; beginning with the students in our

Superior Student Program. We feel they have the

capabilities needed to successfully execute this

program and they are interested in it. We

have met with them.

2. They have written statements indicating their

interest in the program and also telling to

what extent they felt they could participate

(dhat classes they felt they could niss and

how often). In some instances, they indicated

what projects they would like to work on in

place of attending classes regularly.

3. The program was explained to the faculty.
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4. Mt. Feira or Mt. Van Straten will meet with each

of the students individually to discuss in

more detail vith them the extent to which they

will participate in the program and projects

they are interested in pursuing.

5. Then, a meeting will be held including the

student, principal, counselor, and the student's

teachers to discuss his participation in the

program and to plan a course of action to be

followed in putting the program into effect.

6. The student will meet regularly with his teachers,

individually, Ito discuss his progress and plan

future courses of action in light of his past

progress.

7. The student will meet occasionally with his

counselor to discuss his participation in the

program and any problems which nay arise.

8. A student and teacher evaluation of the program,

including each student's participation in it,

will be made at the end of the year or whenever

it is felt necessary.

Further Suggestions

1. Students should probably not work on more than one

major ptoject at one time.

2. This project, however, may be relevant to more

than one of the student's subjects and, thus

be considered by more than one teacher.

3. Teachers may wish to refer other students to

the Guidance Department that they feel could

profit from this Independnet Study-Free Schedule.
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FOREWORD

All schools have some students who are, or could be, exceptionally

good learners in any of the usual school offerings. They may not be

geniuses or gifted or talented or creative in any of the usual definitions

of the term, and their test scores may even fall below levels commonly

used as indicators of such classifications; but it is generally known

that they are, or could be, highly proficient in reaching the objectives

high schools set for their students. It is students of this kind who are

the subjects of this report. Of course, if they are also creative or

talented in other areas it makes for additional challenges for the school,

and we shall certainly be concerned with their development. If, however,

the student has demonstrated that he can learn at a significantly higher

or faster level than his fellow students, the school is obligated to pro-

vide learning opportunities he needs while he is in high school and to

offer him the guidance most likely to insure continuation of superior

performance after graduation.
In this pamphlet we shall describe the manner in which some Wis-

consin high schools with student populations ranging from 150 to 2,300

have identified and provided for their superior students during the past

ten years. The fact that they have done so without exhorbitantly ex-

pensive additions to personnel and materials indicates that any Wis-

consin high school faculty which is willing to meet its obligations to

superior students can do so.

r
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INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet was prepared at the Research and Guidance Laboratory

for Superior Students* at The University of Wisconsin, for distribution at

no cost to high schools of the state.
The Laboratory began in 1957 to work on a cooperative research and

service basis with some 90 schools representing all geographic areas

of the state and ranging in enrollments from 150 to more than 2,000. This

work has continued for the past ten years. During that time some 2,400

students have attended the Laboratory for one day during each of their

secondary school years. Some are currently attending, and some are

being followed into their post-high school careers.
Members of the Laboratory staff have conducted some 7,500 inter-

views with parents of participating students and presented 800 in-service

meetings with faculties of schools they attend. About 2,000 teachers

have visited individually with Laboratory staff members concerning su-

perior students they had in their classes. Three hundred university

professors have permitted superior students to visit their classes and

250 have carried on interviews with 1,200 young people who were con-

sidering careers in their respective fields.
Complete cumulative records have been kept on each student, con-

taining records of the activities noted above, test scores, writing sam-

ples, reports on preferences, reactions to school experiences, and evi-

dence of outstanding performances in any area. Each year after their

graduation from high school the students report about their post-high

school experiences, on questionnaires and in interviews with the Lab-

oratory staff. Some 1,300 Laboratory subjects now provide follow-up

data each year. The students in the first group are now in their sixth

year beyond high school.
It is from this wealth of data that materials for this pamphlet were

drawn. Space does not permit descriptioa of ali procedures, but an at-

tempt ilas been made to extract from the many studies and observations

those that suggest promising methods a school can use in identifying

and educating superior students. Brief case reports have been substi-

tuted for elaborate statistical tables in the illustration of recommended

procedures. It is particularly important to note that all procedures de-

scribed herein are actually employed in some Wisconsin schools.

*Some persons object to the name superior student. The Laboratory staff is not

completely pleased about it either but it was chosen because it seemed to be

better than such terms as gifted and talented. As long as one uses the words

superior and student together and recognizes that the term refers primarily to

superiority in academic pursuits it seems less objectionable.

1



II

IDENTIFYING THE SUPERIOR STUDENT

Traditionally the identification of superior students has been done
by administering an objectively scored test or battery of tests, setting
an arbitrary cutoff point, and declaring that those students whose scores

fall above that point were superior, talented, gifted, or even geniuses.
The use of this procedure fails to give consideration to the fact that
superiority can be exhibited in other ways than on tests and that tests
can provide only relatively short and limited samples of achievement in

highly structured situations. It also fails to consider the fact that teach-

ers who have worked on identification of superior students are more
likely to recognize and respond to the special challenges they discover

during the identification process.
Despite what has been written about inadequacies of teacher judg-

ments in identifying superior students, there is considerable evidence

to indicate that if they are given some instruction about what to look

for and provided with some cautions about avoiding common errors, they

can do the task very effectively. No procedure is perfect, and some
good students are likely to be overlooked under any system; but a pro-
cedure such as the one outlined on page 3 has the merit of looking
at students from several angles rather than depending on short and limited

samples that the use of tests alone provides.
When teachers are to become involved in identification of superior

students, guidelines similar to the following may be utilized. Teachers

may be reminded that a superior student may not necessarily meet all

the following criteria, but he will usually meet some combination of

them:

1. Uses large vocabulary easily and accurately.

2. Is effective in spoken and written communication.

3. Has a rich reading background, and shows evidence that he thinks

about his reading and likes to discuss it.

4. Shows a wide range of interests, or in exceptional cases a heavy

concentration on one.

5. Spends time beyond usual assignments or schedules on things that

interest him.

6. Spends much time on special projects of his own.

7. Performs significantly above grade level in school subjects.

8. Usually receives good marks in school classes.

9. Tends to figure out what is wrong with an activity and show how it

could be done better.

2



10. Gives refreshing twists to even old ideas.
11. Shows little patience with routine procedures and skills.
12. Asks penetrating questions, particularly about causes and reasons.
13. Likes to seek answers to problems and puzzles.
14. Is quick to recognize relationships.

One high school identifies its superior students each year in the fol-
lowing manner:

Step 1. All ninth grade teachers are asked to nominate (with criteria
similar to the above in mind) all students they consider to be
superior learners in their classes. They are cautioned to con-
sider for nomination even those students who cause disciplinary
difficulties and those who may be apathetic if, despite these
characteristics, they have shown that they can learn well.

Step 2. Counselors list students nominated by teachers and note the
number of tiMes each student has been named.

Step 3. Scores on tests of mental ability and achievement are ex-
amined for each student, and his school record is used to de-
termine whether or not he has been on the high honor roll, the
regular honor roll, or has not been on it.

Step 4. The list of nominees, with the number of times nominated, test
scores, and standing is resubmitted to all teachers.

Step 5. Teachers rate any students they would like to renominate on a
CHECKLIST (see below) devised for the purpose. Teachers
are encouraged to interview the students before they rate them.
At this step the teachers may also nominate any other students
they feel were overlooked during initial phases.

Step 6. A guidance committee composed of four teachers, two coun-
selors, and the vice principal study all the records (ratings,
test scores, number of nominations, honor roll membership, and
written comments by teachers) of all the nominees and select
those whom they consider to be most superior.

Step 7. Final selections are reported and discussed with teachers at
a faculty meeting.
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CHECKLIST

Student's Name Date

Circle a number on the scale at a point you think the pupil under con-
sideration rates in the characteristics named. The scale numbers should
be interpreted as follows: "1" indicates below average, "2" indicates
average, "3" indicates above average, "4" indicates well above aver-
age, and "5" indicates exceptional.

Low High
High academic achievement 1 2 3 4 5

Advanced vocabulary and reading level 1 2 3 4 5

Expressive fine arts talent 1 2 3 4 5

Wholesome personal-social adjustment 1 2 3 4 5

Physical competence 1 2 3 4 5

Superior intellectual ability 1 2 3 4 5

Effective work independently 1 2 3 4 5

Persistent curios ity 1 2 3 4 5

Strong creative and inventive power 1 2 3 4 5

Special scientific ability 1 2 3 4 5

High energy level 1 2 3 4 5

Demonstrated leadership abilities 1 2 3 4 5

Well-developed mechanical skills. 1 2 3 4 5

Please comment or list other reasons you have as to the "why" of your
choice.

Is this student your 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th choice? (Circle one)

Teacher's signature

The procedure described above has the advantage of giving con-
sideration to opinions of all ninth grade teachers and keeping them in-
formed about the school's special efforts to recognize students' superior
performances in all fields. It also gives due consideration to superior
test performances. (The average IQ of students selected by the process
described above for one year was 131 and the average percentile rank on
a general achievement test used at the school was 95.) The procedure
also recognizes good academic performance in several areas by using
the honor roll membership criterion.

When a procedure such a§ this is used there is always the difficulty
of overlooking the nonconforming student or the very bright student who
does not perform at a high level in classes. It has been observed that
as teachers become more aware of this possible difficulty, they tend to
nominate such students and to provide comments in defense of their
nominations. They may indicate evidence that one of their students is a
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superior learner even though they do not feel that they have successfully
motivated him in school. The procedure could possibly result in failure
to recognize a highly creative student or one who perfoims at an ex-
ceptionally high level in a single area; but again, as the teachers be-
come more aware of these difficulties, they are less likely to overlook
such students. And the procedure described above gives them an op-
portunity to present evidence in justification of their nomination of a
particular student.

After nominations have been made the counselor interviews the stu-
dents, using such questions as those in the First Interview Form which

appears in the Appendix. He may want to use some demanding tests or

exercises such as those listed in lie Appendix under the headings of

Exercises in Relationships and Oral Problem-Solving Test to get further

evidence of the student's mental performances. And he may decide to

use any of the other instruments described later in this report to sup-
plement information about the student.

Having compiled and interpreted the data, the counselor is now ready

to meet with the particular student's teachers in a large school or with

all members of the faculty of a small school to present his findings and

interpretations. Consideration then may be given to suggestions for

action to provide the best possible program for the student.

RI

PRACTICES IN THE EDUCATION OF SUPERIOR STUDENTS

Following are brief discussions of a number of practices which have
been implemented in a few Wisconsin high schools to improve education
and guidance for superior students. Some of the practices described are

group programs. Others represent school adjustments to unique indi-

vidual situations. Whether group or individual, however, each practice

was intended to introduce enough flexibility and opportunity into the

high school years to provide special challenges and experiences for
students whose developmental needs go beyond ordinary high school

expectations.
In general the practices described do not require special staff or

facilities in the high school. An attempt has been made to present ideas
which could be implemented even in smaller schools without unreasonable
burden on budget and staff. The practices frequently involve use of re-

sources and persons outside the school, however. Many times there are

very appropriate out-of-school opportunities for superior students nearby,

and little need be done other than to take advantage of them.
This handbook is not intended to describe specific methods whereby

schools might implement special practices. How ideas are implemented
necessarily must vary from school to school, and within schools, from
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situation to situation. It is intended here to present the ideasall of

which have been successfully carried out in Wisconsin schoolsand to

provide illustrations taken from actual case records of superior high

school students to show some of the ways schools have responded to

unique qualities and needs of their top students.

1. Students participate in independent study programs in which they

enroll for credit with a teacher, but for which no scheduled classes

are held.

Whenever a good student needs to study in an area or at a level not

available to him in the school class schedule, independent study may be

an appropriate course of action. Because of their proclivity for out-of-

school learning, because of their tendency to take heavy course loads,

and because of their varied and specialized interests, superior students

frequently need challenging opportunities they cannot get through regular

class enrollment. In a few Wisconsin high schools independent study

has been utilized successfully to:

1. Provide opportunity for advanced study in a specific subject area in

which the student is highly developed.

2. Allow the student to pursue subject matter by methods not ordinarily

used in the classroom.

3. Permit focusing on special problems or issues within the subject

area.

4. Allow completion of courses which cannot be scheduled because of

conflicts.
5. Encourage the student to work at a faster pace than is generally ex-

pected of students.

The case of Johnny on page 10 illustrates use of independent study

for a student who was highly advanced in a specific subject. Several

examples given on later pages are of cases in which independent study

might well have been utilized to free the student to pursue subject mat-

ter according to his own methods and at his own depth. In one high

school, a number of students have taken mechanical drawing on an inde-

pendent study plan. These were students who intended to take engi-

neering in college and were having difficulty working mechanical drawing

into busy high school class schedules.
School people who have tried independent study programs often sug-

gest that students who participate should be carefully selected. Even

the best high school students may often lack experiences necessary
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for highly successful independent study on the first trial. If students
are selected on an individual basis, however, and if reasons for inde-
pendent study are clear to both the teacher and the student, then con-
ditions necessary for a worthwhile experience are likely to be ensured.

There is some merit, of course, in having certain students do inde-
pendent study even though they do it inexpertly. The process they go
through may be as important to their learning as the subject matter they

cover. In one school, a systematic attempt is being made to give all
students opportunity for independent work. Students are released from
scheduled activities on a rotational basis so that at any given time a
few are free to use school facilities for independent projects. In another
school; honors students enroll for certain courses which do not meet all
days of the week. In return for spending less time in class the students
are expected to do more independent work. This procedure has been re-
garded as very successful both in terms of what the students learn about
the subject and in terms of faculty and student attitudes about the pro-

gram. Once students learn how to use the freedom which independent
study allows, they may make rapid strides in subject matter coverage by

the method.
It is frequently argued that independent study takes too much teacher

time. Some schools solve this problem by releasing teachers from classes

to supervise independent students. This is a reasonable solution so
long as the teacher has enough independent students to warrant release
from class. But independent study for a few students in smaller schools
has been done even when there is no provision to adjust teacher load.
The more independent the program is, of course, the less teacher time
it takes. Superior students may frequently profit from study experiences
in which they take nearly all responsibilityeven including setting up a
study plan and identifying course objectives. When this is the case, the
time demand on the teacher should be slight.

2. Students who demonstrate superior proficiency in a subject are ex-
cused from taking certain courses, so long as they take other more

advanced work.

Adequate planning for superior students must involve consideration
of what they do not need as well as of what they do need. This has
been recognized to a limited extent for many years in many schools. By
using ability grouping, some schools attempt to gear course work to
levels of competency. In schools where grouping is not practiced, it is
common to excuse good students from certain basic or remedial courses
in favor of work at more advanced levels. Thus an eighth grader who
shows high proficiency in mathematics may be permitted to take algebra

in lieu of eighth grade mathematics. Options such as this are available
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in many schools in science, mathematics, and English. But after basic

levels are passed, options seldom exist. If a person shows prior pro-

ficiency in algebra, for instance, it is unlikely that he will be excused

from that course in favor of a more advanced one.
In any school, at any level, and in any subject field there is an occa-

sional student who has developed beyond prescribed school course con-

tent. Usually development of such depth is limited to a single subject

area in which the student is particularly interested and able, but some-

times the development is obvious in several areas. When this occurs,

the student's competencies should be recognized, and means should be

developed for him to pursue study at levels and in directions commen-

surate with his readiness. In lower grades this may often be done simply

enough by allowing the student to take courses designed for higher grade

levels. In one Wisconsin community the elementary, junior high, and

high schools cooperate in allowing students to travel between schools to

attend classes at appropriate levels. A few schools cooperate with

nearby colleges and extension centers (see Section 14) where advanced

courses are available. Correspondence study and independent study

have also been used as alternatives to standard course work. Yet the

need for this type of school adjustment far exceeds the number of times

it has been accomplished.
Consider the following statement made several years ago by a talented

boy from a small Wisconsin community:

8

"Poetry and literature have to be an...experience unique to

each individual, so that nothing 'is' great, but all 'are' great
relatively. If I am affected, then I am affected, and no snobbery
of what ought to be can change it. If anyone can really feel any-

thing from reading 'Trees' which 'is' a lousy poem, then they

feel it. The teacher's job should be to make the student aware

of his own feelingsthe student's feelingsfree him from thinking

that he should like anything simply because he ought to like it.

I suspect that most people think they ought to like 'Trees' be-
cause it looks religious and who wants to be anti-religious and
because 'teachers' have palmed that kind of drivel off on them

so much they think it isn't poetry if it isn't saccharine sweet and

mock re ligious.
"The teacher can help by providing a context, a point of view,

and logical analysis, but the poem itself comes from inside the

individualeach unique experience never again the same even

for the same poem and the same individual. The best poems will

force themselves into our consciousness long after the reading,

and we will say, 'So that's what it meant,' or, 'Now I see.'

"I can't weep for Adonais, but I did weep for the Nez Perce

Indians when Chief Joseph surrendered in Harvey Chalmers' Last

Stand:
'I am tired of fighting. Our chiefs are killed. The old men

are all dead. It is the young men who say yes or no....It



is cold and we have no blankets. The little children are
freezing to death. My people, some of them have run away
to the hills and have no blankets, no food; no one knows
where they areperhaps freezing to death. I want to have
time to look for my children and see how many of them I

can find. Hear me, my chiefs. I am tired; my heart is
sick and sad. From where the sun now stands I will fight
no more, forever.'
"I write this all out to show that it is not the recognizably

'poetic' that necessarily has power. It can be almost anything
in a context where emotion is allowed and there is a personal

meaning. This is one moment of intensity that focuses all that
comes before and all that will come after. Whatever the facts are
I don't know, but I know how I felt."

The boy who wrote this statement has since gone on to college and

received his degree. Throughout his high school and college years he

displayed the kinds of insights and sensitivities obvious in the above

quotation. Yet throughout high school and college, no special attempts

were made to provide him with educational experiences designed to

take advantage of his current level of development. He took the same

courses in language arts and humanities, used the same texts and ma-

terials, and did the same assignments as other students. His marks were

good, because with a minimum of effort he could turn out work of superior

quality relative to that ofhis classmates. He regarded school as a boring,

restrictive, unprofitable experience. It is revealing to hear his remarks:

"Surviving school is a matter of luck and a strong stomach."

"I find it necessary to educate myself between sessions of

homework."

"Superior students should never equate schooling with edu-

cation."

"College is better than Viet Nam. The deadening process is

not so permanent."

The easiest reaction to the attitudes above is to regard them as in-

valid and cranky. But it should be remembered that they were formulated

throughout sixteen years' experience in school. It is difficult to cal-
culate the cost to this student of failing to respond to his unique edu-

cational needs, since there is no way to determine how he might have

developed intellectually and affectively under more fortunate school con-

ditions. It is not difficult to imagine, however, that in later years,

when he will probably occupy a position of influence in his community

or society, he will probably also be one of the school's most severe

critics.
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Schools can adjust to high levels of development even though they
may not have advanced courses to offer: Interested teachers can easily
spot advanced students, and a flexible faculty can easily provide for
them. Following are two illustrative cases:

Even before entering high school, Jim had a consuming in-
terest in geology. He had collected and classified specimens
from many parts of the United States, and he had read dozens of
books on geology. By the time he was a ninth grader he had fo-
cused on paleontology as his major current interest and career
goal. He frequented the school biology laboratory during off-
class hours and after school. The biology teacher became ac-
quainted with his projects, one of which was to isolate fossil
microorganisms from rocks and identify them. The teacher made
special arrangements for Jim to have access to school laboratory
equipmentincluding an expensive microscopeduring vacations
and summer months.

Through the guidance office Jim was referred to .a world-
reknowned paleontologist at a state university. This man evalu-
ated and criticized Jim's work and gave him assignments, one of
which was connected with an on-going university research program.

Throughout high school Jim's teachers and counselors were
concerned that his concentration on geology took time he might
better spend learning in other areas. His written communication
and background in reading (other than science books) were under-
developed. The school encouraged Jim to improve in these areas,
but only after facilitating his work in geology. Jim's test scores
and verbal performances showed steady improvement each year.
By the time he was a senior, his verbal performances exceeded
those of most superior students.

As a senior, Jim planned to attend a large university where
he would major in geology at the undergraduate level and special-
ize in paleontology as a graduate student. "Man always wants
to know more about his environment," he said. "By studying
life of the past, I hope to satisfy some of the questions we have
and open new questions which others may solve. These are eco-
nomic values connected with paleontology, but application of the
present to the past, and the past to the present, is interesting
work in itself."

Johnny was a chemist. When he was in junior high school
his parents allowed him to take over a corner of the basement to
make his own laboratory. There he spent many hours in systematic
learning and study. By the time he was in high school he was
advanced beyond the content of the chemistry course offered.
John's biology teacher had recognized his interest in chemistry.
During ninth grade biology, he had given John a number of special
assignments involving chemistry. On field trips, for instance, he
assigned John the task of collecting water samples for later
chemical analysis. The teacher became convinced that John
would need special attention in next year's chemistry course.
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The work John had done was reviewed. The texts he had
read and his current level of understanding of chemistry were
assessed by means of conferences with him. He was told to visit
a college bookstore and select text materials he needed to carry
on his learning. John did this and brought back two textbooks in

organic - hemistry for his teacher to evaluate. The teacher ap-
proved, and John was permitted to register for independent study
in chemistry in place of the course offered by the school. He
continued his work at home in evenings and off-hours and con-
sulted regularly with his teacher concerning problems and prog-

ress. At the end of the year he received credit for chemistry.

It should be noted that in neither of the cases cited above did special

allowances for the student take undue time on the part of the teachers.

In each case, the students were primarily responsible for setting their

goals and designing specific activities and "lessons." The teachers

served as consultants and evaluators, but the students required only

minimal amounts of their time.
Discussions in sections 1, 5, 11, 14 and 15 contain other ideas for

implementing advanced study.

3. Students use facilities outside of school during school time when

their class work is satisfactory.

The word facilities in this statement may be defined very broadly,

even to the point of including visits to persons who may assist students

in choices of careers and places of training, or in assessing their creative

efforts. Ordinarily, however, the reference is to the use of such facil-
ities as libraries, museums, studios, laboratories (other than those in

the school), factories, offices. Occasional field trips by classes are

not considered in this category. The intent here is to suggest that the

student does not need to spend every hour of every school day within the

confines of the building. Absence from the building to use outside facil-

ities may vary from an occasional period to days or even weeks at a

time.
The size of the community in which the school is located, although

a limiting factor, does not prohibit the occasional use of outside facil-

ities. A student who plans to enter engineering might profit from spend-

ing time in the drafting room or even in the workroom of a small machine

shop. The agriculture enthusiast might learn much from spending time

in the local creamery or condensery, and the budding historian might

work with a local pensioner on documents he has accumulated over a
period of years. An aspiring art student may work with an artist, an en-

thusiast for biology could spend some time in local conservation head-

quarters, a future zoologist at the nearest fish hatchery, and the budding

meteorologist at the weather bureau. Junior journalists may work in a

newspaper office and aspiring veterinarians in an animal clinic.
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It is frequently suggested that use of such facilities should be done
on the student's own time rather than during school hours, but many re-

source agencies operate on similar time schedules as the school, and

unless school time is provided, the opportunity cannot be utilized. Many

students do use such facilities as noted above after school, on weekends,

and during vacation periods, but there are times when their utilization
should not be delayed.

4. Students participate in symposia, workshops, institutes, and other

short-term (less than one semester) programs designed to introduce
topics not ordinarily covered in course work, or to explore in greater
depth topics which are introduced in classes.

In one high school, science and social seminars are held on alternate
weeks. The seminars are sponsored by the school and led by teachers,
but they are supplemented by persons in the community. They meet in

the evening for approximately two hours. No grades are given and stu-
dents are encouraged to present their findings and opinions in non-
threatening situations. Although no evidence other than student satis-
faction has been presented to show that they are highly effective, it
seems that schools might try such seminars on a limited scale so that
really superior students can go beyond curriculum requirements in breadth

and depth.
"Perspectives on Professional Careers" is the name of a continuing

seminar in another school. Senior students who plan to go on to college

and are considering occupations which will require many years of edu-

cation invite a representative of a profession to meet with them during
the evening to discuss preparation for the profession and advantages and
disadvantages of employment in it. Local professional men and others

in neighboring communities participate in the sessions which last for
approximately two hours. The size of the group, the fact that the stu-
dents are genuinely interested in the subject, and the interest of pro-
fessional men in bright students offers an on-going opportunity for su-

perior students to learn about occupations which the usual one-shot
career day cannot provide.

5. Students enroll in semester or year-long seminars which encourage
greater depth, scope, and originality in subject matter lines.

In a seminar the instructor attempts to shift primary responsibility

for course content onto the students. He may present them with a list

of general goals, problems to be solved, or topics to be discussed; and

he may solicit additional suggestions from them concerning areas to be

covered. He may also provide information about resource materials,

persons, and agencies which students can use in their work; and he
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himself serves as a resource, critic, and moderator throughout the term.

But he leaves to students the major responsibility for investigation and

discussion.
In a seminar, originality is fostered. Focus is on questions and

issues rather than on predetermined answers or facts; and heavy em-

phasis is given to developing new points of view and synthesizing ex-

periences of the students rather than to patterns of ideas prescribed by

others. It is not possible to offer the same seminar year after year be-

cause the course content will change with changes in enrollment. With

minimal direction from the teacher and maximum possible responsibility

on their own shoulders, students will provide each other with learning

experiences unlikely to be duplicated in any other class.

Since much of their past school experience has been didactic, many

high school students may not initially know how to be effective seminar

participants. Beginners may not cover as much defined subject matter

in a seminar as they might in a didactic class. A high school seminar,

however, should be designed at least in part to help students learn the

process of education involved. For superior students, most of whom go

on through at least four years of higher education, this process is as im-

portant to learn as any subject matter content. When students learn it

they have made a giant step forward in educational maturity.

A seminar should not be scheduled to meet five regular class periods

per week. In order to foster independent work of the students, and in

order to follow through with teports and discussions of some substance,

it is better to arrange for larger blocks of time fewer days per week.

There are several options for providing such time blocks in the regular

school schedule or during off-school hours:

1. Meet from 7:00-9:00 P.M. one evening per week.

2. Use an "early bird" schedule, where students arrive about one hour

before school and meet through the first class period one day per

week.

3. When the school has a "staggered" lunch hour, students can schedule

a study hall and lunch period together. Then on seminar days they

can bring sack lunches and meet through the two-period session.

4. Some students need not attend all classes all days. (See Section 9.)

It may be possible to arrange for students to attend a class four

days per week and a related seminar one day. This arrangement can

be done in conjunction with another class, a study hall, a lunch hour,

or a period at either end of the school day.

Variations such as the above have been tried with success in a

number of Wisconsin high schools, both large and small. One school
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found it profitable to plan a variable meeting schedule so that resource
persons from outside the school could conveniently attend.

Superior students who have graduated from high school and gone on
to college consistently report that the type of study involved in a semi-
narindependent work and long-range planning and follow throughwas
not required of them in high school as much as it should have been.
Reports from Wisconsin high schools indicate that fewer than 15 percent
have offered seminars, and nearly all such programs have been in larger
schools. But wherever five of six top students can be encouraged to
participate, a seminar can provide a worthy new educational experience
for them and their teacher. There are five or six qualified students in
even the small high school.

6. Tryout vocational experiences are arranged for superior students
interested in particular occupational fields.

Because of their multipotentiality, superior students may have more
difficulties than most students in choosing careers. Many of them are
capable of high accomplishments in any of several occupations; and
although they may postpone final choices for several years, they need
to start the winnowing process while still in high school. Even those
who name a choice early and persist in it through their high school
years need to consider other occupations lest they overlook good possi-
bilities unknown to them.

It has been found that superior students do not place high value on
pamphlets about occupations, although they seem to give them some con-
sideration. Conferences with counselors about careers seem to be fairly
effective in some cases, and discussions with persons employed in vari-
ous areas appear of considerable help to students. All the common
methods, however, seem to the superior student to be lacking in some-
thing which might be described as "reality." "Words," they say, "but
what is behind them?"

Some schools have tried to get students to look at careers more
realistically by arranging tryout experiences in particular fields. One
school, for example, encourages students who indicate interest in teach-
ing to spend a week with an elementary school teacher during which they
try many of the classroom activities. A student who said he was in-
terested in forestry as a career gave up the idea after spending a few
days on the job with a forester. A girl in a small community who was
interested in fashion merchandising spent a week at a department store
in a neighboring city and found the work so interesting that she is now
pursuing a university course in preparation for a career in that field.

Any procedure is likely to fall short of the ideal for getting enough
information about careers to superior students so that they may choose
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wisely from a variety of alternatives. Tryout experiences, however, do

add a dimension of realism to the usual verbal approaches employed in

providing vocational information, and since they can be arranged by a

counselor with little loss and much promise of gain to the student, the

practice should be utilized more frequently.
There is no suggestion in the above that the student should be pres-

sured into making an early choice. There is however, the implication

that the process of getting information to facilitate better choice later

should be begun during the early high school years, and that the choice

of career is likely to be a better one if it includes some realistic tryout

experiences.

7. Summer comes or other activities are offered by the local schools

specifically for enrichment.

In secondary schools, summer classes are often organized to provide

instruction in skills such as typing or driver education and to meet needs

of individuals who failed or missed essential course work during the

school year. In only about one-third of all Wisconsin high schools (in

almost none of the smaller ones) has a summer program been utilized to

enrich and enhance educational experiences for students who do ex-

ceptionally well in the winter time and who show exceptional interest

and motivation in school. It is generally the case that if a summer
academic program is offered at all, it is likely to consist of good pro-

visions for the poor students and poor provisions for the good ones.

Summer institutes such as those sponsored by the National Science
Foundation (see the following section) have provided evidence to show

that top high school students will respond in large numbers to chal-

lenging summer educational opportunities. Applications for institute

participation far exceed the number of opportunities available, and prob-

ably many more young people would apply if they and their parents felt

they could afford the cost of the institutes.
But rewarding summer study need not be limited to the few who get

chosen for institute participation and who have the financial wherewithal

to attend. Exemplary schools have demonstrated that summer classes

for superior students will draw attendance in sufficient numbers and

provide educational experience of enough quality to warrant expenditures

involved. Reports from several Wisconsin high schools indicate that

when high-caliber courses are offered, from five to ten percent of the

student population will enroll. This percentage amounts to a very signifi-

cant proportion of the top students, and it probably equals or exceeds

the percentage who attend summer school for make-up purposes. One

school, for example, offers summer enrichment classes including reading

and study skills, advanced biology and chemistry, field science, higher



mathematics, and courses and laboratories in art, music, and creative

writing. Between 75 and 100 high-quality students annually sign up for

these courses from among the total enrollment of 1,400. The school

faculty feels that the summer classes provide greater opportunity for
individual help (the teacher-pupil ratio is seldom greater than 1:15),

more chance for large blocks of time for laboratories and field excursions,

better opportunities for students to concentrate in their specific fields of
interest, and greater flexibility of scheduling for the entire school year.
Teachers report advantages of summer weather for field work in such

courses as biology and earth science. Students show high investment

in the courses and feel that their interests, talents, and motives are
better recognized when less attention is focused on general school

activities and requirements.
An important school advantage is that a summer program for superior

students can afford outstanding teachers the opportunity to practice their
chosen profession, for pay, all year long. In the summer program gifted

teachers can have free reign to develop novel approaches to both new

and old topics, to keep up with latest developments in their fields, and

to explore with their students some related areas not ordinarily included

in the high school curriculum. There is an atmosphere of interest and

purpose in a summer class for superior students. It can be an extra-
ordinarily pleasant, refreshing, exciting job to teach such a class. The
rewards for the teacher, the progress he makes, and the new ideas he

develops may easily carry over into the school year to the benefit of
other students. Thus the school may be able to attract and hold better

teachers by offering better jobs.
There are many advantages which accrue for the students. Summer

ciasses can afford greater freedom of movement, more seminar-type dis-

cussions, easier access to instructional materials centers and labora-

tories, more opportunities for open-end investigation and independent

study, a more relaxed schedule of classes and activities with more free-
dom to concentrate on subject matter, and greater opportunity to get
what they want from school offerings within the four-year high school

period. In this age when good work opportunities for adolescents are
limited, the summer high school program provides daily constructive
and meaningful activity for youngsters who are too mature to be satis-

fied with less.
Although basically a group approach, the summer program can provide

flexibility the school must have if it is to meet more adequately the

individual needs of superior students. Below are several actual case
examples to show various outcomes Wisconsin students have experi-
enced.
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General Enrichment
-

From the time he was in grade nine, Gerald knew he wanted a
career in engineering or some related field of science or tech-
nology. He planned to use his high school years to get all the
science and mathematics courses he could, while at the same
time enjoying a broad and liberal pattern of courses to satisfy his
many interests. He was determined to secure entrance and to
succeed in one of the most selective universities in the country.

Gerald took a heavy course load during each school year,
attended summer classes, and took part in a variety of nonclass
activities. Listed below are courses and activities he com-
pleted before graduation:

Language Arts
English I (Grammar and Composition)
English II (World Literature)*
Journalism I
Journalism II
Senior Honors Literature

Social Studies
Civics
Debate
World History
U. S. History

Mathematics
Algebra I*
Algebra II
Solid Geometry & Trigonometry
Advanced Mathematical Analysis

Science
Biology I
Biology II*
Chemistry I
Chemistry II*
Physics

Foreign Language
German I, II, III, IV

Other
Band (3 years)
Physical Education
Driver Education
Typing*

Gerald received "A" grades in all the above subjects except
typing. In addition to the course work, he participated every
high school year in basketball, track, debate, student government,
science club, and social activities. In his junior and senior

*Courses taken during summer.
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years he worked on the school newspaper and took part in dra-
matics productions. Thus he completed 23 units of academic
credit, with heavy emphasis on mathematics and science but with
very adequate coverage in other fields. His background of course
work represents the equivalent of about one full year of high
school work in excess of what most college-bound students are
able to attain. Qualitatively his advantage may even be greater,
since the summer courses were taken under desirable conditions
mentioned above.

Advanced Work in a Special Field

"Biology occupies my thoughts most of the time," commented
Karen in her tenth year of school. "It is my strong area, and I
enjoy it tremendously. I'd like to learn all I canthen try to help
others discover what I have learned." Karen's aim was to do
zoological research and teaching in a collegc or university. She
enrolled in summer school to get advanced laboratory courses in
biology and chemistry. The extra time with laboratory facilities
at her disposal, the added contact with good teachers and stu-
dents, and the freedom to do independent projects were stimu-
lating and valuable experiences. Karen's work showed the validity
of her interests and goals. When she was a senior in high school,
she attracted statewide attention for a biochemical research
project she completed. This project also helped her obtain badly
needed scholarship aid to college.

Acceleration

Although she did not plan it at the time she began attending
summer classes, Sharon was to complete high school and begin
college a year ahead of schedule.

Sharon was an exceptionally mature girl for her agethe eldest
of five children in a family whose income was barely adequate to
meet basic needs. It was necessary for every able member of the
family to contribute to the family support. When Sharon was
young, she took great responsibility for care of her brothers and
sisters while her mother worked. By the time she was in high
school she was earning her own money for clothes and other
necessities in addition to sharing family duties. During winters,
Sharon took over operation of a small family business in late
afternoons and evenings. During summers she operated the busi-

ness from noon until 9:00 P.M. These experiences helped her

develop rapidly toward an adult level of maturity.
Sharon was a happy girl in school and an excellent student,

but her interests in high school were limited mainly to her studies.
She was not particularly interested in the activities and social
events most high school students enjoy. By the time she was a
junior she had saved enough money to buy her own car, and she

enjoyed giving other students rides to and from school; but she
came and left in businesslike manner, solely to attend classes.

During the summer seasons she enrolled in academics the

school offered for advanced students. By the time she completed



her eleventh grade year she had a balanced program of 20 credits

in academic courses, and she had all the requirements for gradu-

ation and entrance to college. In her senior year she planned to

take a beginning course in psychology, 4th-year mathematics, an

advanced course in literature, a second year of chemistry, and

typing. She was wondering what to do with the other class period.

While visiting with a counselor about her plans, it was determined

that the subject matter she intended to study would be available

for college freshman credit at a nearby extension center. The

school, the parents, and Sharon discussed this situation and

agreed that it would be to Sharon's advantage to receive college

credit for her year's work. She was released from high school

classes to attend the college center during her senior year. Sharon

felt this development was a delightful surprise and a great ad-

vantage for her. Her parents agreed that it would ease the strain

on their finances three years hence when the next child would

be ready for college.

Dec eleration

For Marilyn, an opportunity to study in the summer was prob-

ably the only feasible way to attain the demanding goals she set

for herself. Marilyn was a superior student mainly because of

hard work and high motivation. Throughout her schooling she

spent many hours of extra study to maintain her high class stand-

ing.
By her own description, Marilyn was "anxious, dependable,

sort of slow." Her teachers felt she was a perfectionist who

drove herself too hard in school. Her parents reported that she spent

from 4 to 6 hours per day on homework. They frequently had to

command her late at night to stop working and go to bed. Marilyn

even as early as grade ninewas worried about how "to finance

college. Besides having an intrinsic value that required her to

be at the top of her class, Marilyn wanted to be sure that her high

school record would warrant scholarship aid to college. "My

limitations may slow me down," she said, "but only a catas-
trophe could prevent me from completing college with a good

record."
In addition to her strong academic motivation, Marilyn was

concerned about her social position with her fellow students.

Because she was considered a "brain" she felt she had to go an

extra mile to become involved with age mates in nonclass activ-

ities. She became a working participant in a variety of school

organizations which took many hours of her time. No one con-

vinced her that she was taking on too much, and because of her

dependability she was in demand for many jobs. By the time she

was half way through the tenth grade her parents and teachers

were concerned about her health. They did not see how she

could continue at her current pace, but they were aware of her

determination to attain a broad experience of classes and activ-

ities.
A partial solution was for Marilyn to take courses in the sum-

mertime. She agreed to do this in summers preceding grade 11
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and grade 12, and to reduce her wintertime course load propor-
tionately. By this means she was able to "slow down" and still
feel that she was reaching her own goals. One of the courses
she took during the summer was a speed reading class not avail-
able during the school year. This course cut the time Marilyn

took to do school assignments.
Marilyn graduated with an outstanding record and a rich back-

ground of courses and activities. When she was in college she
reported that the load was difficult (her grades averaged about

C+) but that her high school background gave her an advantage

over many students of comparable ability. She did not engage in

so many activities in college, but she felt her high school activ-

ities had been invaluable in helping her gain confidence she
needed to participate in quiz sections and seminar-type discus-

sions in her college courses.

Problems of staffing, budget, and small student populations may

preclude summer school in smaller communities. Where this is the case,

school staff members may wish to explore possibilities for cooperation

with other nearby school districts. Several small schools, working to-

gether, may be able to provide a quality summer program by sharing

staff, facilities and costs, and by. pooling students. Schools may wish

also to investigate possibilities for extramural support for summer pro-

grams. At least one Wisconsin school has received federal aid for its

summer program.

8. Students attend college summer academic institutes.

Summer vacations are often unsatisfactory experiences for superior

students. Frequently their age prevants them from getting satisfactory

employment. Reading can fill only part of the time and even the usual

summer sports and activities can become boring when they are too often

repeated. The family trip may consume part of the time but when the

student returns, the school library, laboratories, and shops are closed

and time can hang heavy.
Fortunately at a very limited expense (and in most cases scholarship

support can be obtained for those who need it) many colleges and uni-

versities offer institutes or workshops in which a student can join with

others to get instruction in depth in one or more subjects. In some insti-

tutes the student becomes, in effect, a junior member of a team actively

engaged in research under the direction of a professor; and in still others,

the student may work on a project of his own choice. Many of the work-

shops give preference to students from small high schools where offer-

ings are limited. Some of the newer institutes offer excellent possi-

bilities for exploration of careers.
A sample of the institutes offered in 1967 follows:
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Special Summer Programs For
High Ability Students

Science Training Programs (132 colleges and universities)
National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550

Communications Arts & Science Institute
De Pauw University, Greencastle, Indiana 46135

Junior Dentists Institute
University of Oregon Dental School, Portland, Oregon 97025

Institute Computer Application
New York University, New York, N. Y. 10003

Junior Executives Institute
University of Oregon, Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Junior Lawyers Institute
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210

Northwestern University Institute (Business, Education, English, Journal-

ism, & Speech)
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

Junior Engineers and Scientists Institutes

Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina

Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado

De Pauw University
Greencastle, Indiana

Florida Institute of Technology
Melbourne, Florida

Lamar State College of Technology
Beaumont, Texas

New Mexico State University
University Park, New Mexico

Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon

Union College
Schenectady, New York

University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Willamette University
Salem, Oregon
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The University of Wisconsin
Madison, Milwaukee, and the Centers

Music Clinics
High School Speech Clinic
Journalism Institute
Library Science Workshop
Dance Workshop
Art

State Universities In Wisconsin

Various institutes such as the above and also creative proirams are
offered.

9. Students enroll in two full-credit classes which meet at the same
time, and attend alternately or as affanged with instructors.

Reports from schools which have tried this action suggest two con-
ditions important to its success. First, the student who does it must
be selected on the basis of individual characteristics, needs, and goals
which support the probability that he will succeed. Second, faculty
members involved must agree that the student in question does not need
to attend all classes all days. When these conditions are met, the pro-
gram may be used to advantage for the superior student who shows one
or more of the following:

1. Needs or wants two courses which meet at the same hour of the
school day.

2. Can profitably enroll for more courses and activities than there are
class periods in the school day.

3. Already knows material presented in class or learns it so readily
that he obviously need not attend all sessions.

4. Needs opportunity to do more independent work in connection with
class attendance.
Enrollment in simultaneous courses has been tried in about 25 Wis-

consin high schools with about 90 superior students, in recent years.
In nearly all cases schools have reported that the action was success-
ful in- terms of student achievement and faculty attitudes. Below is a
brief description of one actual case involving use of the procedure:
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David was an eleventh-grade student in a small high school.
When he was registering for his senior year, he discovered that
the school's only classes in physics and third-year German were
to be offered at the same hour. Since he planned to major in
science and to do graduate level college work, both physics and
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German were important to him. David's test performances and
previous school work indicated that he could learn readily and
that he would probably respond well to an opportunity to do more
indenendent work. He was permitted to register for both courses
and to attend on alternate days, using the extra class period
gained for study.

This decision did not result in undue teacher time demands
for a single student. Other than the change in attendance re-
quirements, no special provisions were made for David. He used
the same texts and materials, did the same assignments, took the
same tests, and otherwise met the same expectations as other
students in the two courses. He received high marks and showed
strong achievement in both courses.

When he graduated from high school David won a substantial
scholarship to college. He completed a bachelor's degree with
a physics major and nearly a "straight A" grade average. At
the time of this writing he was a graduate student and teaching
assistant in the physics department of a major university. His
main criticism of his high school experience was that he did not
start earlier on an enriched program.

A procedure such as the one described above could be an important
step in the direction of adequate independent study for many superior
students. The section which follows is concerned with independent
study programs in which the student enrolls for credit but attends no
classes at all. For many students who have not yet learned to do this
type of work, simultaneous enrollment could furnish a needed inter-
mediate experience.

10. A student who has a study hall and another activity (such as physi-
cal education or drivers' education) on alternate days audits a class
instead of going to a study hall.

Class and activity schedules of superior students are often heavy.
Many times they cannot enroll in courses they would like to take be-
cause of scheduling problems or course-load limitations. In such cases
some schools have provided special opportunities by permitting students
to audit classes in the subject. Although the student receives no credit
for an audit, he does receive an opportunity to get acquainted with an
area in which he would not otherwise have familiarity.

In a recent survey of 312 Wisconsin secondary schools only 15 per-
cent indicated that they had provisions for auditing classes. The prac-
tice was most frequent among large schools, which offered this oppor-
tunity more than twice as often, proportionately, as did small schools.
This difference might be due to the fact that large schools usually have

more diverse offeringsand hence more course opportunities that su-
perior students might wantthan do the smaller schools. Reports from
schools of all sizes, however, indicated that auditing had been tried
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with superior students interested in beginning or advanced experiences
in a variety of areas. Most frequently the students sought part-time ex-
periences in fine arts, music, industrial arts, speech, debate, dramatics,
and typing. The plan has been tried also for students wishing to pursue

either beginning or advanced laboratory experiences in chemistry, phys-
ics, biology, and foreign languages. Reports of audit experiences in
English, literature, and social studies were conspicuously infrequent.

Among those who reported that they permitted students to audit
courses, about two-thirds gave positive evaluations. "Particularly
valuable," said one principal, "for those students scheduled for five
academic subjects to enrich their programs in the arts." "This is a
practice that is very worthwhile," said another with respect to an auditing

program in physics and chemistry laboratories, "but it is necessary to
be very selective when granting permission to audit." "This is a prac-
tice that has been expanded during the past four years," said a third
principal, "and which should be expanded more." "Though art is not a
special interest or challenge to him," remarked a principal concerning
a particular outstanding junior boy, "he feels that he has a broader ex-
perience now." Several principals commented on the need to consider

each case on its individual merit and to be reasonably selective in this

practice. "School management and the matter of where to draw the line

need to be considered," said one.

11. Students enroll in classes which go beyond usual high school course

offerings.

Many schools offer courses which are either at advanced levels or in
subject areas not typical of high school curricula. Such courses are
most frequently found in the larger high schools, but even among small
schools, in total, there is a long list of special course offerings. In

mathematics and science these courses are usually of an advanced
nature, although in a few cases offerings are available in applied sub-
jects such as statistics. In the language arts the courses are usually

in advanced composition or creative writing. In the social sciences
they seem more frequently to involve "enrichment" work in areas such
as sociology, psychology, economics, or current world affairs. There is

little in the way of vertical development offered in the social sciences,
and there is little in horizontal development offered in natural sciences

and mathematict,.
Whether classes of this sort are offered, and what specific topics

are covered, seems to depend on budgetary considerations, capabilities
and preferences of faculty members, and needs of studentsin about
that order of importance. A few of the largest schools with the most
adequate funding and diverse staff offer rich varieties of electives for



superior students. The general pattern, however, is to find a course here
and a course there, the specific nature of which probably depends heavily
in each case on interests, abilities, and goals of a single dedicated
teacher.

It is not feasible for some schools to offer large selections of elec-
tive courses each year; but by providing different special opportunities
from year to year most schools could give superior students reasonable
patterns of choices over their four-year stay in high school. It is not
necessary that once a course is offered it need be repeated again and
again, either in consecutive or in alternate years. A special course
may be offered only once. If the resources are available and the student
need and interest sufficient, then there is reason enough to offer it even
though it may never be done again. Below are several brief reports of
how special courses were started even when problems of budget and
staff seemed to preclude them:

A high school principal who enjoyed teaching decided to offer
a course in economics for honors students in social studies.
Even though his contract did not call for classroom teaching, he
had the offering included in the schedule on alternate years.

A biology teacher wanted to offer a field course for interested
students who had taken his class. He decided to concentrate on
uses of biological science in conservation work. He located a
landowner who agreed to let the class use a nearby acreage as
their "laboratory." The class studied the land, made a proposal
for its reclamation to a source outside the school, and received
financial support to carry through a comprehensive project to im-
prove and conserve the land and the life thereon. This course
was offered only once in the school.

An English teacher did a follow-up study of college students
for his master's thesis. As a result of the study he became con-
vinced that the school needed to offer work in advanced com-
position for college-bound students. He proposed such a course
but was discouraged by the administration on the ground that
staff load and school budget would not permit adding another
class. The teacher then offered to give up his preparation hour
if the school would buy the texts and offer the class. To this
the administration agreed. Three years later the teacher followed
up students who had attended the course and compared their col-
lege performances with students who had not taken the course in
high school. Results of this study convinced the administration
of the usefulness of the course, and the following year appropriate
staff and budget provic-inns were made to include it as a regular
part of the curriculum.

As the examples above indicate, it is sometimes necessary for a
faculty member to go "an extra mile" to accomplish a special class for
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superior students. There are persons willing to do this in nearly any
school.

12. Students participate in the Advanced Placement Program of the col-
lege entrance examination board.

The following paragraphs are taken from the free bulletin, A Guide
to the Advanced Placement Program, 1966-67, (College Entrance Ex-
amination Board, Publications Order Office, Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey).

WHAT IS ADVANCED PLACEMENT?

Advanced placement is based on the fact that many students
can complete college-level courses while still in secondary
school and on the desire of participating colleges to encourage
and recognize this achievement. The program does three things:
It helps schools to establish college-level courses for their
stronger students, and provides course descriptions and pro-
fessional consultation. It sets, administers, and grades examina-
tions based upon these courses. And it sends the examination
grades, together with supporting materials, to the students' col-
leges, thus enabling the college to giant appropriate placement
and credit.

James B. Conant has said that the College Board's Advanced
Placement Program is "one of the most encouraging signs of
real improvement in our educational system." He has also said
that "every school ought to strive to provide the opportunity for
advanced placement in at least one subject, no matter how few
candidates there may be."

The Advanced Placement Program usually provides for the offering
of college-level work in small classes staffed by able and ambitious
teachers, but, if there are not enough students for a class, the student
may be prepared to take the examinations through planned tutorial work,
extra reading, and careful direction. It is suggested that the student be
selected carefully for advanced placement work on the basis of his
interest, willingness to extend himself, good previous academic record,
recommendations of former teachers, parent approval, acceptability to
the teacher, and 'such other factors as health and emotional stability.
Usually students do not take more than one or two courses a year. Most
are offered for seniors but preparation for them in such cumulative sub-
jects as mathematics and languages can begin in grouped classes in
the ninth and tenth grades. Consultants from the Advanced Placement
Program advise schools in the establishment of local programs at no
expense to the school.

When the student completes an AP course he takes a three-hour
examination which is graded by a committee of readers composed of
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teachers from schools and colleges throughout the country. Examination
grades ranging from 5 (extremely well qualified) to 1 (no recommendation)
are sent to the college the student enters in September and the essay
booklets written by the student are returned to the school at which the
student was prepared.

College and even college department policies on the awarding of
credit for AP courses vary from those which award credits for examina-
tion grades of 3, 4, and 5, to those which grant placement only to the
relatively few and some which grant neither placement nor credit. (A
bulletin entitled College Policies on Advanced Placement may be ob-
tained free from the address given above.) In general it is said that
those colleges that have had the most experience with the program are
the most explicit and liberal in awarding credit on the basis of the ex-
aminations. Reports indicate that AP students usually do well in their
academic work while they maintain an above-average level of extra-
curricular activities in high school and college.

The expense to the student for each examination taken is less than
the cost of a good pair of football shoes.

The Advanced Placement Program permits the student to take col-
lege-level work without leaving his home, his school and his community.
For some students it seems to be the best method of enrichment and

challenge. Some 38,000 students throughout the country took 50,000

examinations during the past year and the results were sent on to some
1,110 colleges. The numbers increase each year but the totals suggest
that school personnel do not believe that the AP program can provide
for other than their top academic and highly motivated students. As

noted throughout this pamphlet there are many ways to provide for them.

Each should be considered in the light of the characteristics of the

student and the opportunities (correspondence courses, part-time at-
tendance at a neighboring college, acceleration, etc.) available. Among
all opportunities, the advantages of Advanced Placement even for a
single student in a small school or a few in a larger school should not
be overlooked.

13. Students take high school or college-level courses by correspond-
ence.

Correspondence study is being utilized in high schools of all sizes.
Some examples of their use follow.

A boy in a large school became deeply interested in a field
(anthropology) in which there were no high school courses. He
wanted to delve deeply into the subject and, when he demon-
strated to a department at a college that he had prepared himself
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by reading and could get the endorsement of a teacher about his
readiness for that level of work he enrolled in a college-level
course.

A number of students wanted some work in a foreign language
and the school, despite its efforts to do so, could not secure a
teacher in the area. Students enrolled in a course by correspond-
ence, worked on their lessons individually, and were encouraged
by scheduled visits of a university instructor who met the group
of enrollees.

One student took all the school's offering in regular class
work but wanted a third year of a subject. Few students wanted
it as a class. The student took it by correspondence and when
he needed help turned to the teacher who offered the first two
years of the subject.

A student who had completed all the school requirements in
seven semesters did not want to accelerate and could not attend
a neighboring college. College-level work by correspondence
met his needs.

A boy whose parents wanted him to accompany them on a
half-year visit to a foreign country kept up his school work by
enrolling in correspondence courses covering the subjects he
would have taken had he remained at home.

A student who had a serious illness which required a long
period of convalescence carried by correspondence study the
courses he would have been taking at school.

A student who wanted to complete her high school education
in the usual time but who was required to take certain specified
subjects in order to meet graduation requirements did so by cor-
respondence study.

One student who had omitted the usual required units for col-
lege admission in his first two years of high school because he
thought he would not go to college changed his mind and de-
cided that he would continue his education. Schedule conflicts
prevented him from taking the courses he had omitted but election
of correspondence courses provided the opportunity to get them.

A student who had gone as far as the school music teacher
could take him in band and orchestra enriched his work in this
field by enrolling in a correspondence course in music appreciation
especially designed for high school students.

The samples given above, and others that might have been presented,
show how correspondence courses provided opportunities for enrichment
in fields offered in the school or advancement beyond those commonly
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provided. They have offered the opportunity to make up work missed
because of illness, conflicts of schedule or other unavoidable absences.
They have aiso provided a kind of individualized instruction that the
student could get at only the very expensive private schools, and have
permitted advancement at a pace best suited for him. They have allowed
flexibility in the completion times so that the very busy superior stu-
dent coulo work them into h:s schedule.

Instruction fees for high school courses taken by Wiscnnsin students
have been paid for by local Wisconsin boards of education through a
cooperative arrangement with University Extension under the authoriza-
tion of Wisconsin Statutes 40.89 (3) entitled "Other Tuition." The high
school courses have been accepted for full credit by institutions ac-
credited by the North Central Association of Secondary Schools and
Colleges.

In general, large high schools have made little use of correspondence
study because it has been assumed that they could provide enough en-
richment by offering advanced courses. For very bright students, how-
ever, further advancement and the opportunity to explore areas in which
even large schools do not offer instruction has been provided.

14. Students take college courses at a college while still in high school.

Superior high school students are, or have been enrolled part-time
in nearly every public and private college and University Center in
Wisconsin. Any high school located near enough to a college to permit
commuting has an excellent resource for enriched and advanced course
selections for top students. At a college, superior students can often
find courses at levels they are ready for, or in fields not offered by the
high school, which will provide the challenges they need in their high
school years. Students who show advanced development in one or more
areas, and those who have special interests whia -zo beyond the high
school curriculum may be good candidates for coitege-level courses.

Although the high school student who takes college courses may
spend four years in high school, this program nevertheless may be thought
of as accelerated. Since he will probably receive college credit for the
courses he takes at the college, he may find that he has less time to
spend in college later. Many superior students choose vocations which
require more than four years of college, so any time advantage gained by
getting an early start on college work is valuable later on.

A study recently completed at the Research and Guidance Laboratory
yielded follow-up information on 79 young people who took college
courses while still in high school. Reports from them, their parents,
their schools, and the professors who had them in college classes were
obtained. The general findings were that the high school students did
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above-average work in the college classes (their grade average was
above "B"), that they experienced no social difficulties, and that they

were highly satisfied with the experience. For the most part their class-

mates were not aware that they were not college students. Many of

their professors expressed surprise at discovering the students were of

high school age.
Any school within commuting distance of a college can make special

arrangements for superior students to attend classes there. One large

high school in Wisconsin, where many top students attend and where a
large variety of honors-level class work is offered, has an on-going
agreement with a nearby private college. The school pays an annual
fee to the college, in return for which it can send qualified students to
the college for part-time class work. The high school runs bus service

to and from the college, and a number of students attend each semester.
Even though the high school program is rich, they find numbers of top
students who can benefit from taking some college classes. This pro-

gram is a very attractive alternative for students who are advanced
academically but who nevertheless need or want certain classes, ac-
tivities, and associations at the high school level.

15. Students enter college under early admissions plans.

In a preview bulletin of The University of Wisconsin the following

paragraph appears.

Some students who are outstanding scholastically may be ad-
mitted as freshmen before they finish high school. Selection
for early admission is on the basis of scholarly promise and other
factors which indicate benefit by this accelerationsocial and
physical maturity; educational plans; rank in the top one-tenth
of high school class scores on the American College Test or
College Entrance Examination Board; and in general, the ap-
propriateness of this plan for you. Major consideration is given
to the recommendations of your high school; you should be com-
pleting at least the 10th grade and preferably the 11th. In general,
early admission is granted to those candidates who qualify and

who in the judgment of their high school have exhausted course
offerings.

An eastern college of very high standing publishes the following

statement under the heading "Junior Year Admission" in its catalog.

A small number of exceptionally able students will be per-
mitted to enter the college without completing four years of secon-
dary school work. This program permits students to enter di-
rectly from the junior year in secondary school. To be considered
for junior year admission applicants must have superior school
records and a very high degree of innate abiiity; and they mr-,
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in every way, be ready to meet the demands of a university en-
vironment.

The two statements above are typical of those one finds in the cata-
logs of almost all high-ranking colleges and universities. They indicate
willingness of higher education to accept students who have not met the
usual requirements for a high school diploma but have demonstrated
readiness to undertake college work. The chief difference between ac-
celeration and early admission plans, in most cases, is simply the fact
that accelerates complete enough work in less than the usual time to
get their diplomas while early admission students may have not com-
pleted the requirements.

In some Wisconsin schools the early admission student is granted
his high school diploma after he completes a year of satisfactory college
work.

Priscilla, who attended a high school of 750, had exhausted
the school offerings including some independent study in physics
at the end of her junior year and, at the same time, she had car-
ried a full program of extracurricular activities and read widely.
In her first year at the University under the early admission plan
she achieved a 3.48 grade-point average and the local school
awarded her the high school diploma. At the time of graduation
from the University she wrote, "I'm very glad that I came to col-
lege a year early. It had no ill effects and i now feel much hap-
pier about the prospect of four years ahead." Six years after
leaving high school at the age of 23 Priscilla married a fellow
medical student and they entered the third year of medical school
together.

It is not likely that any school would have a large number of stu-
dents interested in the early admission plan. It has been found that
most students prefer for various reasons to remain with their classmates
for four years of high school. It does seem desirable, however, for the
school to permit those students who meet the qualifications described
in the college catalogs, and who really want to take advantage of early
admissions programs, to do so.

16. Students complete four years of high school in three years or less,
and receive their high school diplomas.

Students do not usually want to complete their high school program
in less than four years, their parents seldom encourage them to do so,
and school personnel do not ordinarily support this practice. It is em-
ployed for a very few students for whom a combination of school situa-
tions and personal circumstances suggest that the procedure would best
fit their needs. Sueann is a case in point.
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Sueann entered the state university after three years of high

school, compiled an impressive record in academics and service

to the university community, spent her junior year abroad, gradu-

ated with honors and, at the age of 24 will receive her Ph.D. in

psychology from a leading university. During her college career

she has indicated that being a year younger than most of her

classmates has not bothered her. "No one ever asks me how old

I am and I can't see why it makes any difference."

The small high school (enrollment about 250) which Sueann

attended provided few facilities and no advanced courses. She

had read "all the books in the library," and all that her parents

could provide. She took three correspondence courses from the

state university in subjects not offered in her high school and

she carried on numerous projects designed to enrich the work in

her classes. She participated in forensics, library club, church

choir, student councils, and organized a community Young Demo-

crats club. Her activities included hikes and staying overnight

at her friends' homes. As a high school freshman she estimated

that she was "one of five or six most popular" girls in her school.

Sueann's aspirations for high achievement were modeled after

the very successful performances of her father and grandfather

who held high positions in government. Her mother encouraged

her to set and to reach her own goals but both parents encouraged

her to do whatever she undertook at a high level. They recognized

that the school was not providing sufficient challenge for her

very superior mind and, with encouragement from the school coun-

selor and some of her teachers, gave serious consideration to

early graduation.
When the parents discussed Sueann's acceleration with school

officials they were reluctant to approve it lest it set a dangerous

precedent. After much consideration of the general principles in-

volved and study of Sueann's performances the Board of Education

approved the following statement of general policy on acceleration.

Acceleration of Superior Students at
High School.

1. The faculty and Board members of
High School,

wishing to acknowledge the superior intellect of certain and rare

students and in the interest of best serving the intellectual develop-

ment of these students hereby sets forth these policies regarding

acceleration of superior students:

2. Requirements for graduation - 16 academic credits.

Maximum subjects to be taken by all students:
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Grade 9 4
Grade 10 5

Grade 11 5

Grade 12 5

Extra sub. ts required to make up minimum credit requirements to

be taken from an approved university correspondence course approved

by Principal and Superintendent. Cost of fee, and books, and sup-



plies to be paid by the parents. Upon satisfactory completion of the
course the District will reimburse student and parent for fees only
(not books or supplies). If student fails to complete course with a
passing grade there will be no reimbursement.

3. That acceleration, within the above 16 academic credits, be con-
sidered by Superintendent upon presentation of written recommenda-
tions of the High School Principal or of teachers (approved by the
Principal), such recommendations to include consideration and state-
ment of the student's grades, IQ scores, achievement test scores,
drive of the student, health and physical development of the student,
age whether or not the fourth year of high school would academically

studerty..M .finally, the wis!rs of the parent

4. Since students in accelerated program will not have attended high
school for the full four-year period, and since they will not have
been graded by local teachers in all subjects which make up their
16 academic credits for graduation (subjects taken by correspondence

1;!iir3:741,e;.7.,.*Vtf..t.institution from which taken)

it is deTerminfeerie frk t'AFiZiAttiV:g'11iVenisins , ac-
celerated students will NOT be considered for valedictorian or salu-
tatorian honors of the class with which they graduate.

5. In all cases the initial process towRrd acceleration must come from

the student and the parent.

Approved by Board of Education, June 6, 19
District Superintendent of Schools

Members of the Board of Education and some school personnel thought
that Sueann's acceleration would result in numerous requests by other
students to complete high school in less than the usual time, but this
did not happen. The Board had made it clear in the third paragraph
that acceleration was to be considered on an individual basis.

Sueann's honors performance in academics at the university indi-
cated that she had been ready for the work. Her extracurricular record

was equally impressive. She participated in a language club, Young
Democrats, mock senate, legislative research bureau and a church choir.
Her offices included vice-president, recording secretary, delegation
chairman and assistant delegation chairman at a state convention. And

she has had fun throughout it all. Nothing in her high school or post-
high school record suggests that she had lost significantly by omitting
one year of high school. Her achievements and her enthusiasm for
serving suggest that she will continue to perform at a high level in the
future. And by acceleration she has an extra year to do so.

The following statements about Joan when she was a tenth grade
student indicate the manner in which a counselor encouraged consid-
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eration of acceleration by a high school faculty.
In reporting to the faculty of a high school of some 1050 students a

counselor made the following suggestion.

Serious consideration should be given to the matter of ac-
celeration for Joan.

Although most persons object to this manner of meeting stu-
dents' needs, and although it is not generally approved, it ap-
pears that acceleration is the only possible way to provide for an
occasional student. Joan may fall into the category because of
her drive, her learning skills, her physical appearance and that
vague attribute that can be described as exceptional maturity
for her age. She gets along well with her peers but also seeks
out older students as friends. She writes as well as many high
school seniors, analyzes problems with a high degtee of skill,
verhzes effectively, sc^72E at, a high level on tests, and really
-Veems to want to 'team. Her parents approve of acceleration
aftzz giving much thought to the matter. It seems likely that she
will undertake a long program of post-high school training and
could probably profit from the saving of a year at this time. She
has carried a full load of subjects and says she is willing to
undertake additional work by correspondence courses during the
s urme--. S aXof.11:.,"; tlijlpm re qu i re -

ménts for graduatioii.iii three years.

The suggestion was offered for consideration in a school that does
provide advanced courses in several fields, and offers enrichment and
challenges that are sufficient for all students except Joan. She worked
out a plan whereby she could get all the required courses and several
additional ones by taking two correspondence courses each of the sum-
mers following her sophomore and junior years so that she could get
her diploma at the end of the summer following the eleventh grade. The
school approved of the plan.

ACCELERATION OF LESS THAN A FULL YEAR

In a few cases schools have approved plans whereby a student can
complete the high school work by the end of the first semester of the
senior year and enter college at the beginning of the second semester.
If there is a college-level institution in or near the place of residence
the student takes full-time work there. He may continue his work at
that institution or transfer at the beginning of the next semester.

Many universities are now encouraging students to begin their post-
high school education during the summer following their senior year
and in a few cases this form of acceleration seems tv be effective.
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SAMPLES OF STUDENTS' REACTIONS
While a group of 42 students who had been accelerated in high school

were attending universities they were asked to indicate their reaction
to acceleration. Some of their responses follow:

I strongly recommend that the possibilities for early graduation
be made accessible to the ambitious student and that, at the col-
lege level, early admission of highly qualified students be facili-tated.

I hope other students can be allowed to participate in some
such program if qualified and the old standard of four years com-
pulsory high school be modified to fit the needs of the pupils,
not custom.

The loss of a year of one's "carefree youth" is easily worththe gain of a more intellectually and socially stimulating at-
mosphere.

At present, I believe early entrance is the best alternative
for the individual student who finds his high school lacking in
education at his level of interest and motivation.

I am so thankful for my opportunity.

I'm so happy I'm here at college now with only a year and a
half to go.

If it hadn't been for the encouragement of the guidance pro-
gram, I could never have graduated early. The community and en-
tire school system were against it.

SAMPLES OF PARENTS' REACTIONS

Parents of the students who had responded to a questionnaire on the
value of acceleration were asked to answer the following question:
"Looking over the experience would you, as a parent, recommend early
college entrance to other parents of similar performers?" "Why or Why
Not?"

At the time I did not consider my son ready for college. He
seemed immature, would not talk to me for days, had fits of tem-
per and we just did not communicate. As I look back it all seems
to have been complete frustration. It took time for him to mature
because he kept seeking a real challenge. Apparently, he has
found it, for he has matured into a delightful, loving young man.
I would recommend early college entrance to other parents of
similar abilities, but I will say that I took a chance, due to our
lack of communication.

It was a challenge to Mary. She is a true student, wants tolearn all she can. She wants to see the world, wants to know
the where, the why, and how the things, and she can't wait until
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it comes to her, she seeks it out. She is a musician, played and
sang all the way through high school and college. Made lots of
wonderful friends, both the intelligent ones, and the ones who
tried, and keeps her friends. Don't I sound like a proud Mother?
I am.

Obviously this depends upon the individual circumstances,
but given the ability, the interest, a dull and unimaginative high
school program without much opportunity for either social or
intellectual growth, and the desire of the student himself, we
would certainly recommend it to other high school students. One
reason quite apart from the benefit to the individual is that he
will have two more productive years in his life and his parents
and the taxpayer were spared needless expense for years of vege-
tation. Our son had iearned habits of laziness and inattention
in the lower grades, because of lack of challenge. A wonderful
ninth grade experience changed all this, and we feel he would
have been greatly harmed had he then returned to the old pattern.
Instead he was awarded an NDEA fellowship for graduate study,
on completion of bachelor's degree in 1963. Now he has the M.A.
and has passed the prelims for the Ph.D. and is working on his
dissertation. Above all, I think he has learned to live life more
fully than most people ever do. Recently, while "cramming" for
his Masters' prelims, he entertained himself by writing two short
stories for fun and one scholarly article, which has been pub-
lished. He is concerned with world affairs, with racial justice,
speaks several languages, is a Latin American Area specialist,
but he also finds time to enjoy almost everything: skiing, skin
diving, shell collecting, singing, dancing, etc. He has worked
in his summers at a responsible job as summer study tour director
in Mexico, and assumes responsibility well. He is 22 years old,
and I don't think the time will ever come when he will experience
boredom. I believe his accelerated program has also made it
possible for him to use his life more effectively for the creation'
of a better world.

Very definitely. Especially when they are prepared as Fresh-
men under your program. I only wish my son had been as fortunate.
However, perhaps some day the high schools will be able to up-
grade the Senior year enough to take care of the dedicated student.
Some already do. We can't thank you enough for all your efforts
on her behalf. She is loving her junior year abroad and is squeez-
ing every last drop of education and fun out of her opportunity.
I am sure she would not have even tried for this if you hadn't pre-
pared her for it and suggested it her freshman year in high school.

IV
OTHER MEANS OF PROVIDING ENRICHMENT

FOR SUPERIOR STUDENTS

In the sections immediately preceding this one some procedures'for
enriching school experiences and providing challenges for superior stu-
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dents have been presented in some detail. Less space is given to theitems listed and described below, but the brevity should not be inter-
preted as indicating that they are of less importance. They are appli-
cable in all sizes and kinds of schools.

Book Clubs
As superior students advance through high school their activities

and requirements tend to take up so many hours that there is little time
left for reading. Some schools have recognized this situation and have
tried to provide for it by organizing book clubs. Sponsored usually by
English teachers and librarians, individually and in teams, or by other
interested teachers, the club members meet during the lunch hour at
school, during evening hours and, in at least one case, on Friday after-
noon after school. Superior students are invited to join the club. They
select the books that all members read, and meetings are devoted to
diacussion of the reading. There is no duplication between the book
club endeavors and study in regular English classes.

Students who have participated in such clubs are high in their praise
of the activity and many have indicated that it was a very valuable
step in their preparation for college.

Student T utors

In some schools election to the National or Local Honor Scoiety
obligates the student to participate in a tutoring program. The honor
student assists students who are having difficulty with their studies,
who have been absent from school due to illness, and those who for
any reason need special help in the area in which the honor student
tutor has shown greatest competence. The value of feeling of service
to others, the tryout experience in teaching, and the additional confi-
dence that comes from knowing that one has mastered a subject well
enough to teach it are all outcomes that students who have done tutor-
ing say they have experienced.

Unsupervised Study Halls
In commenting upon the distinction between high school and college

many students say that the chief difference lies in the amount of free
time available during school days. And many say that having free un-
supervised time in college is such a new experience that they have dif-
ficulty in making the adjustment.

Some schools provkde in part for this problem of transition by per-
mitting honor students to use the time ordinarily spent in a supervised
study hall in any way they wish. Thus a student may work in a library
or laboratory, play chess in the commons, work on special projects in
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the art room, shop, radio room, or even carry on a planned activity out-
side of the school building. The privilege of the unsupervised honor
study hall may be withdrawn if the student abuses it, but such action is
s eldom required.

Honors Banquets

Some schools have tried to elevate the honors banquet to the level
of the corresponding athletic event. Annually in the spring honor stu-
dents and their parents are invited to a banquet at which awards are
presented, citations read, and a lecture heard. Some schools, even
though they offer an athletic banquet, are reluctant to have an academic
honors session because they fear it might damage the egos of nonrecip-
ients. That argument, if it is valid at all, should be equally valid for
nonacademic awards. Since it does not appear to have validity it is
suggested that an honors banquet might be held once each year in every
high school.

Project Work

The following report (edited to prevent identification) appeared in a
local Wisconsin newspaper.

When a counselor asked John, a senior, to design something,
he didn't expect an original mechanical assembly including the
drawings. His instructor in drafting thought that John could
tackle something difficult. He was right and his talented student
designed a assembly which developed
to the point where it would be ready for production and assembly
in the industry. The president of a local
machine production company provided some constructive criticism
and praised the work highly. John said that he used about 75
percent of his class time in the drafting course on the project
and the rest was done on his own time.

John is an honor student, a member of the French club, vice
president of a hobby club and is a member of the tennis team.
He plans to study engineering.

All projects do not, of course, turn out as well as this one. Indeed
many never get finished. And too many academically superior students
seldom get near a drafting or industrial arts class. The illustration
above suggests, however, as one teacher put it, "You never can tell
what these students can do with projects till you give them the chance."

Much has been written about project work and it is unnecessary to
repeat the statements here, but experience in many schools with project
work by students within and across subject fields has been highly pro-
ductive. For some superior students project work can offer a stimulus to
production that can be provided in no other way.
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V

WORKING WITH PARENTS OF SUPERIOR STUDENTS

During the past ten years counselors of the staff of the Research
and Guidance Laboratory for Superior Students have interviewed some
7500 parents of the subjects who have been sent to the laboratory. In

some cases mothers and fathers were seen separately at the school and
then brought together for a session with a counselor, but usually both
parents were present at the interview. The findings of the studies in
which analysis of the sessions were made are too lengthy to present
here but some general conclusions and their implications are presented
below.

One general finding that has much significance in the education and
counseling of superior students is the fact that there are often very real
differences in opinions among parents and their sons or daughters con-
cerning the desirability of courses of action such as carrying additional
academic work, participation in activities, holding a part-time job, ac-
celeration, working on projects, or even going to college. In view of
such differences of opinion it seems essential that both parents be con-
sulted before any major decisions about such matters are made. And

where the differences seem to be crucial, conferences with both parents
and student seem to be essential.

Follow-up studies of action taken by parents after counselor-parent
conferences indicated that when the discussions were focused on per-
tinent issues and the counselor had specific recommendations to be
considered by parents, action was more likely to follow.

The form below has been used by counselors to call attention to the
need for consideration of certain areas. After the counselor has seen
the student, he fills out the items on the left side of the sheet, and
after meeting the parents he fills out the right side. In this manner he
reminds himself that certain topics should be considered with the par-
ents, and he has a record of their reactions to his suggestions.
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PARENT-COUNSELOR FORM

Name of student John

Date of student interview Date of parent interview

Counselor Smith

Attended parent conference: Mother only ( ) Father only ( ) Both (x) Other ( )

Grade 1/

If other than parents, explain:

The following topics are often covered in parent interviews. Any one may or
may not be considered at any session, and others may be added:

1. Work and study habits
2. Choico of subjects
3. School activities
4. Community and church activities
5. Use of leisure time
6. Occupational choice

Counselor's recommendation for dis-
cussion with parents.

1. Consider choice of college. This
may be determined by occupational
choice. If he decided to go into
architecture he will probably go out
of state. If engineering, will go to
U. of Wis. Inform parents of ele-
ments involved in each choice.

2. If John will assemble his work in
drawing and architectural drawing
it can be submitted to an expert in
this field to get his judgment and
suggestions.

3. John seems to be an excellent
selection to be first student in
this school to do an independent
study project. Would parents sup-
port idea? Explain to parents what
is involved.

4. In view of father's recent illness
is there special need for financial
assistance? In any case inform
parents of steps necessary to seek
scholarship support, and loans if
necessary.

5. Suggest that John consider joining
book club. He tends to narrow
down his reading to science and
may need to explore other areas.

7. Choice of post-high school
education

8. Financing college
9. Reading practices

10. Test interpretation
11. Nature of the Labotatory Program
12. Part-time employment

l'arent's remarks and reactions.

1. Was topic discussed? (x) Yes
( ) No Much discussion of this
matter. Parents took notes and
said they would discuss it fully
with John.

2. Was topic discussed? (x) Yes
( ) No Specific plans were made
for a date on which they would en-
courage John to assernble his
work. It was then promised that
the counselor would help him to
arrange a time for a conference
with an architect. This had been
discussed with John and he agreed
to do so.

3. Was topic discussed? (x) Yes
( ) No Parents had some doubts
about whether John would have
time but it was suggested that the
independent study would be sub-
stituted for, not added to, his
regular work. They said they
would discuss it with John.

4. Was topic discussed? (x) Yes
( ) No They will fill out financial
aid forms.

5. Was topic discussed? (x) Yes
( ) No They thought this was a
fine idea. Have many books at
home but John is very selective in
choice. They were concerned that
he was narrowing his reading too
much and would encourage him to
try the book club for at least one
semester.

Additional counselor comments: (Note particularly if parents promised to
take any action on any area so that a check can be made the following year.)

Parents vitally interested. Seemed to be in agreement on all matters con-
sidered but mother is somewhat concerned about John's tendency to get involved
in too many activities.



Conferences with parents may be held any time that they seem ap-
propriate rather than on parent conference days when a rigid schedule
prevents full consideration of all issues involved in decision making.
It has been found that interviews with both mothers and fathers can be
held at any time of the school day if, at the first conference, the father
felt the session was worth taking time off from work to attend. The
father is not likely to come a second time if the counselor seems not to
know the student well or if he does not offer specific suggestions for
consideration. /-

Parent conferences with superior students who are doing well in
school can do much to negate the common idea that parents don't come
to the school unless their child is in trouble. And showing genuine con-
cern for the children of parents who are often vitally interested in public
education can do much to improve public relations of the szhool.

There appears to be no foundation to the belief that superior students
do not want their parents to come to the school to discuss their per-
formances and plans. In general they seem to recognize the desirability,
even the necessity, of parental involvement.

APPENDIX A
(A Case Study)

JOANNE

Whether in choice of dress, expressiveness of interest, or activity, Joanne
stood out as a real individual. Through the course of four years in high school,
her range of activities was considerable. When Joanne was a freshman in high
school she participated in such school activities as band, chorus and science
club. She liked to read books that ranged from mysteries, adventures, non-
fiction, plays, historical novels to the classics, with the emphasis on non-
fiction. She liked to paint pictures, draw maps, make items out of clay, and
carve wood. Joanne was the recipient of an honorable mention in the local art
show during her freshman year. She collected rocks, postcards and coins. Her
interests in sports varied from swimming, ice skating, roller skating, social
dancing, playing Ping-Pong, shooting a rifle, bowling, working with horses and
golfing. Her other activities included taking music lessons, listening to the
radio, working crossword puzzles, serving as an officer of the bowling club,
watching television, taking pictures and making a telescope.

During the ensuing.years Joanne participated in many additional ar..tivities
as tennis and curling. Her work in music included the playing of various in-
struments such as the piano, flute, piccolo and a "few others." During school

member of the National Honor Society and the Honors Reading Group during her

hours, Joanne became involved in the student council and school annual staffs.
She also belonged to such organizations as the Future Teachers of America,
Girl's Athletic Association and the chess and Latin clubs. She was also a

last three years in high school. She also, in her spare time, attempted to trans-
late the Bible from English into Latin. She worked at a riding stable and held a
baby-sitting job for several years.
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While participating in these many activities, Joanne found time enough to
maintain an "A" average throt,ghout her high school career.

During the summers between high school years, Joanne participated in many

activities. Before her senior year, she and a few of her friends attempted to
perform an experiment in placing an artificial heart in a rabbit. A preliminary

experiment was done in order to find out how much anesthetic it would take to

anesthetize it. All that was learned from that phase of the experiment was that
"rabbits would not eat phenobarbital, would kick when restrained, and do not
like to have injections of sodium pentathol in their ear veins." After having

found out that ether amsthetized the rabbit, they attempted to probe the inner

workings of his chest cavity. The rabbit survived for an hour under surgery.
Upon the expiration of the rabbit, Joanne fashioned herself a hat from the skin.

She participated during the summer in various events in the community, such

as competing in the local art show and receiving the "Best of Show" award.
Joanne was still able to participate in most of her favorite sports during this

same period of time. She competed in a local golf tournament and placed second.

From the experience of winning the "Best of Show" award, Joanne received

offers to do pictures of homes and animt:ls for other individuals on a paying

basis. She had been doing layouts, cartooning, and maps for local businessmen

previously. She belonged to a club at her church which she attended regularly.
During her senior year in high school, she participated in such activities

as debate, forensics, and band. During this last year in high school she also
became a teaching assistant to the biology instructor.

When commenting on her activities, Joanne said that she wished she had

time for more activities, but she said, "There are only twenty-four hours in a

day."
Joanne's activities during her first semester at the state university were

still numerous. She read more than most students. She reported that she had

read 17 books. Among them were Canterbury Tales in Middle English; The

Maze by Candoz; Foundations of Modern Art by Ozenfant; Ape and Essence by
Huxley; The Genius of the Early English Theater; and The Tropic of Cancer.

She also read regularly the following magazines: Time, Newsweek, Life, Har-

pers and the New Yorker. Mad Magazine was a regular feature in her reading

diet. She continued her musical activities by playing several musical instru-

ments, singing in a group, and belonging to a music club. She also painted,

joined a film society, and a folk arts group. She attended concerts, art ex-

hibits, plays and parties.
Joanne's family situation was encouraging and stimulating. They wanted

her to venture forth in search of new and exciting paths which she had not ex-

plored before. The only disagreement which her parents had over her college

education was that her mother thought that Joanne could get her education at

less cost by attending the state university than at a private college. Joanne
did receive a high school honor scholarship from the university which covered

tuition for a period of one year.
Joanne said that she had only two or three "close" friends, but she kept

their friendship for a period of two or three years during high school. At times

during the course of her high school career, Joanne felt that some of her friends

were jealous of her, and that she had to be careful of what she did. She felt

that opinions of this kind did not disturb her, but she expressed concern over

what her age-mates thought about her. They had, on occasion, criticized her

hairdo and commented on her attire which did not follow the usual patterns.

Upon being asked to appraise herself, Joanne seemed impressed with her cap-
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abilities, and felt that she was more adult in her viewpoints and interests than
her friends. She stated that they did not talk of things of importance when they
did have discussions, and that she sometimes failed in her communication with
them due to her advanced vocabulary.

Her writing and speaking reflected a very expressive individual. She verb-
alized her thoughts with a facility unusual for a girl of her age. A tenth grade
theme on "What Kind of a Person Am I and What Do I Hope to Become" pro-
vided her with an opportunity for introspection and self-appraisal. Joanne's
own words perhaps give some insight into her goals and behavior at the age of
fifteen:

I'm not satisfied with being just fifteen. I rather think it's because
I'm all of a sudden awfully self-conscious, not so much with people I
know or people of my own age, but with adults I don't knew. I guess I
realized finally how much of an "edge" they have, being older and having
lived longer, and knowing so much more about life.

I've always been inteiested in music, not for a career...but as a
hobby. It seems to satisfy me and is a good outlet for emotions I used
to keep bottled up inside. Remembering last year, I can't help but think
how little i even considered others at all....

I feel I'm gaining headway, going at life from almost the right angle.
Thinking back, I've improved...but I still have a long way to go.

It isn't with books that I have trouble...it's people. I'm finally be-
ginning to realize and appreciate how much has been done for meto
keep me busy in school, to find things of interest to me, and people
putting up with the way I've acted. Now I'm trying to be grateful, but
I really don't know how. I try to be humble and not boast, but it's diffi-
cult. I guess that meeting people and seeing places have changed my
views on life.

Joanne's test scores on various tests such as the Sequential Test of Edu-
cational Progress, Differential Aptitude Test, School and College Abilities
Test, Davis Reading Test, Terman Concept Mastery Test, and the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal were all above the 90th percentile with the
majority of them placing her in the upper one percent of students of her age.

She had considered several occupations during high school, but gave reasons
for eliminating most of them. ger choices had included such occupations as
mathematics teacher (this was rejected because she felt she did not have the
social aspects necessary to establish good human relations), psychiatrist (too
long to become established), horse breeder and trainer (too much money in-
volved), and archaeology. By the time she had reached her third year in high
school, Joanne had also considered such occupations as engineering and medi-
cine. Medicine was a less likely prospect since the thought of seven or more
years of training did not look inviting to her. She expressed at this time that
she would not like to become a teacher because of the repetition of the same
general thing, day in and day out, and too much regulation.

Joanne had not, until her senior year in high school, given the area of art
much consideration as an occupation. Upon receiving the "Best of Show"
award during the summer, and upon receiving commissions to do painting for
the people in the community, she began to consider art as an occupation. Her
experience in art had now led her to consider the possibility of art as a career
choice rather than a matter of personal pleasure. Some occupations had been
rejected by Joanne because of the lack of creativity permitted in those fields.
In the area of art, she felt that she could get that opportunity.

Joanne finally made the teaching of art her choice. She said, "I feel that
my best chance to be useful and happy is in the field of art. I am good at it,
and don't lose interest in it." In choosing the field of teaching, Joanne stated,
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--

"I will try to bring out the creativeness in people, encourage them to do and

to think for themselves. As a teacher, I will try to guide them, to set an ex-

ample."
Joanne kept up a highly satisfactory grade-point average of 3.6 throughout

her university years while participating in a religious club, singing group,

various music and art committees, and an honorary sorority. She also served as

art editor of the dormitory newspaper and as Vice-President of ,the section in

which she lived. During this period, she also worked 14 hours per week. She

graduated in the usual time and is now an intern in the teacher preparation

sequence.

APPENDIX B

ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS USED TO EVALUATE
WRITING OF SUPERIOR STUDENTS-

Ninth Grade

You will be given this hour to write an essay about yourself entitled, "The

Dominant Forces That Have Directed My Life." Perhaps it would help if you
keep the following questions in mind while you write.

1. In what ways have certain persons influenced my life most?
2. What other factors have caused me to be the person I am?
3. How will the above two factors aid or hinder me in attaining what I hope

to become?

Tenth Grade

The purpose of this assignment is to make you aware of the variety of things

that influence us in our "growing up" and in developing plans for our future.

Besides being an assignment in writing about a very interesting person, YOU,

the autobiography will help you decide "What kind of person am I?" "How
did I get that way?" and "What do I hope to become?" Keep these three ques-

tions in mind and write freely about yourself. Include anything that you feel

helped make you what you are. You will have about an hour to write.

Eleventh Grade

Do you think you should be permitted to make more decisions?

Twelfth G rade

THE FUTURE AS I SEE IT AND MY PLACE IN THAT FUTURE

APPENDIX C

EXERCISES IN RELATIONSHIPS

Most tests use multiple choice questions. Some of them are valuable in

revealing how well the student recalls and recognizes what he has learned,

and some may even reveal a little evidence of critical thinking. It seems de-

sirable to know, however, if the student can produce as well as recall. The

following directions for an exercise in producing relationships indicate to the

student the task that he is to do. A few sample items are also given to show

the kinds of items that may be used. Note that this should be an exercise

rather than a test. It may provide some observational data on how well the
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student can go beyond the recognition and recall level. You might try to make

up some items similar to the samples given.

Each anaology is comprised of two phrases. For example:

CLOTHING is to SUITCASE as MONEY is to PURSE.

At least one relationship exists between the two phrases in the statement

above. One relationship is that of the contained to the container. A SUIT-

CASE can contain CLOTHING just as a PURSE can contain MONEY.

Your task in each of the following problems is to construct another analogy

statement comparable to the one given. An example of an acceptable analogy

to the one given above might be:

MILK is to GLASS as PICTURE is to FRAME.

Thus, to complete the sample problem, you would fill in the blank spaces as

follows:

Your comparable analogy.

is to as is to

There is not necessarily one and only one correct answer to any of the follow-

ing items. You may be able to identify two or three relationships. Your problem

is to construct the best analogy that you can in the spaces provided. In con-

structing your analogy do NOT use any of the words given in the original. There

are no tricky items having to do with spelling of words or matching of letters.

Some Sample Items:

1. TREE is to DOOR as ORE is to SKILLET.
Your comparable analogy.

is to as is to

2. SQUEAK is to HINGE as BARK is to DOG.

Your comparable analogy.

is to as is to

3. SIGH is to RELIEF as MOAN is to PAIN.
Your comparable analogy.

is to as

4. WORK is to FATIGUE as REST is to RECOVERY.
Your comparable analogy.

is to

is to as is to

5. MAN is to BREAD as MOTORCYCLE is to GASOLINE.

Your comparable analogy.

is to as is to
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APPENDIX D

ORAL PROBLEM SOLVING

The following exercises may be used in an informal manner to provide the
counselor with further evidence of the effectiveness in thinking of students
who have been nominated as superior students by their teachers. Each exer-
cise can be typed on a separate card and the student is handed the card and
given three minutes to solve each problem. After he has given his answer, the
counselor may ask the student to-tell how he went about getting it. He may
want to note the student's performance in breaking the problem into parts, re-
jecting unpromising leads or persisting in inappropriate methods, avoiding out-
side distractors, noting key words or figures, using approximations when suit-
able, and avoiding wild guesses. This exercise is not a test. It is simply a
guide in the observation of how a student goes about solving problems. The
problems below are listed in order of difficulty for ninth graders, as established
at the Laboratory.

1. What relation to an individual is his sister's grandfather's only child's
wife?

2. One day last week a man went to town with only five dollars in his pocket,
but returned with fifteen. He bought a pair of shoes and some meat in the
market. He also had his eyes examined. It so happens that the man gets
paid every Thursday by checicand the banks in this town are open to cash
checks on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday. only. The eye doctor is not in
office on Saturday and there is no market on Thursday and Friday. What
day did the man go to town?

3. A wedding produced the following results. The father of a young woman
became her husband's brother-in-law, and her husband's sister became her
stepmother. How could this happen?

4. Four white cows and three red cows gave as much milk in five days as
three white cows and four red cows gave in four days. Do white or red
cows give the most milk?

5. In the Robinson family, each daughter has the same number of brothers as
she has sisters, and each son has two more sisters than he has brothers.
What is the least number of children in the family?

6. A truck starts out for the city dump, 10 miles away, going at a speed of 5
miles an hour. At the same time a horsefly that can fly 20 miles an hour
leaves the truck and flies to the dump, immediately turns around and re-
turns to the truck, and keeps shuttling back and forth this way until the
truck arrives at the dump. How far does the fly travel all together?

7. There are 6 white socks and 6 black socks in a drawer. If one reaches into
the drawer in the dark, so that he is unable to see them, how many socks
must be removed to make sure he has a pair of matching socks?

8. When driving some cows, a boy was asked how many cows he had. He re-
plied, "When they are in a line there are 2 cows ahead of a cow, 2 cows
behind a cow, and one cow in the middle." What is the least number he
could have had?

9. A prince is being pursued by robbers. Upon reaching the castle, he finds
the drawbridge up and no one attending it. The castle is surrounded by a
square moat 3 feet from the castle and 8 feet in width. It is filled with
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dangerous reptiles. The prince finds two boards, each of which is 7 feet
8 inches long. How can he cross the moat?

10. A railroad line runs from Pine to Oak. Elm is on this line just half the way

between Pine and Oak. Maple is just as far from Pine as it is from Elm

and Elm is as far from Maple as it is from Oak. If it is 20 miles from Pine

to Maple, how far is Maple from Oak?

APPENDIX E

CHECK YOUR SCHOOL AGAINST
THIS LIST OF

PROVISIONS FOR SUPERIOR STUDENTS
IN SOME WISCONSIN HIGH SCHOOLS

7, . Advanced sections in courses are provided and
advanced courses are offered.

2. Some students do advanced work in college texts.

3. Students are permitted to take more than the usual
course load.

4. Independent study programs are arranged. Teachers
arrange consultation periods for students working
on special projects.

5. College-type seminars designed to introduce

topics not ordinarily covered in course work, or
to explore course topics in greater length are
offered.

6. Participation in Advanced Placement Program is
encouraged.

7. High school or college level correspondence
courses are taken for enrichment.

8. College courses are taken at a college while
students are still in high school.

9. Enrollment in two classes meeting at same hour
is permitted for enrichment or when there are
schedule difficulties.

10. Auditing of classes is substituted for study halls.

11. Book clubs are organized.

12. Honor study halls (unsupervised) are provided.

13. Students act as tutors in fields of special com-
petency.

14. Classes for enrichment are offered locally during
the summer.

15. Encouragement to attend summer institutes is

given.

Check those that are
done in your school
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16. Students are encouraged to participate in many
contests, science talent searches, and scholar-
ship competitions.

17. Specialists in the community supplement regular
programs, work with students on special projects,
or evaluate students' work.

18. Tryout vocational experiences are arranged.

19. Early admission to college is arranged for a few
selected students.

20. An honors banquet for high achieving students
crid their parents is held annually.

21. Graduates in college return to the school to tell
students about experiences in college.

22. Schools publish products of students' in special
annual.

23. Follow-up records of graduates are kept.

\ 24. Conferences with both parents are held at least
once a year.



APPENDIX F

SCHOOLS WHICH HAVE PARTICIPATED AT VARIOUS TIMES IN THE

RESEARCH AND CUIDANCE LABORATORY FOR SUPERIOR STUDENTS

Abbottsford
Albany
Almond
Amherst
Antigo
Ashland
Athens
Baraboo
Beaver Dam
Belmont
Black River Falls
Bonduel
Brodhead
Burlington
Butternut
Cedarburg
Clintonville
Colby
Cumberland
Delavan-Darien
De Pere
Edgar
Edgerton
Fall River
Fort Atkinson
Fredonia
Gays Mills (North Crawford)
Glenwood City
Green Lake
Greenwood
Gresham
Hammond
Hartland
Hayward
Hortonv il le
Iola-Scandinavia
Ladysmith
Lancaster
Madison
Madison (Edgewood)
Manawa
Manitowoc
Marinette
Marion
Marshfield
Medford
Merrill

Middleton
Milwaukee (Custer)
Monona Grove
Mosinee
New Berlin
New Holstein
New London
Oak Creek
Oconomowoc
Oconto Falls
Oostburg
Oshkosh
Plymouth
Port Washington
Random Lake
Rhinelander
Sauk-Prairie
Schofield
Shawano
Sheboygan
Sheboygan Falls
Shiocton
Spencer
Spooner
St. Croix Falls
Stevens Point
Stoughton
Sturgeon Bay
Thorp
Three Lakes
Tony
Verona
Viroqua
Waterloo
Waukesha
Waupaca
Wausau
Wauwatosa
West Allis
Weyauwega
Whitefish Bay
Winneconne
Wisconsin Dells
Wisconsin High (Madison)
Wisconsin Rapids
Wittenberg
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APPENDIX I

List of Workshop Participants



MAILING LIST OF WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

Edward Acciardi
Hackensack High School
1st and Beech Streets
Hackensack, New Jersey

Ron Adkins
623 E. Mulvane
Mulvane, Kansas 67110

Edgar I. Ailor, Jr.
Superviso; Guidance Services
State Dept. of Edu. (kb.)
Jefferson Bldg.
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Alexander Aki
117-A Kimo Place
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Alder Allbaryl
619 Park Road
Newton, Kansas 67114

Laverne G. Allen
Head Counselor
Pleasant Valley Senior High
Pleasant Valley, N.Y.

Charles L. Ailing
Director of Instructional Services
Shasta Union High School Dist.
Shasta, Calif. 96087

Dr. S.S. Anant
University of Lethbridge
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada

Dr. Lawrence H. Anderson
Asst. Supt. of Schools
Arlington Public Schools
Arlington, Mass.

Robert D. Anderson
Counselor
Aca lanes Union High School
Orinda, Calif. 94563

Mrs. Masye Ando
Academically Talented Program
276 Anela St.
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Aooedeedge
School Psychologist
Edmonton Public Schools
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Louise Ashton, Supervisor
Bureau of Field Services
314 Main Street
Oakville, Conn

Ronald Ausdeasoore
School Psychologist
Dept. of Public Instruction
Special Education
Raleigh, LC. 27602

Robert H. Bahnsen, Consultant
Brograms for the Gifted
San Francisco IJW fled School Dist.
San Francisco, Calif. 94100

Mary Bahr
Andale High School
Anda le, Kansas 67001

Maurice Balsam, Counselor .

Durham Unified School Dist.
Durham, Calif. 95938

Dr. Robert Ballantyne
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Education
Duke University
Durham, N.C. 27706

Thomas G. Banville
Guidance Counselor
Roseville Joint Union High School.
Roseville, Calif. 95678

Richmond Barbon
Asst. Supt., Student Services
San Diego, Calif.

Corwin E. Bare
8102 Peach Tree

Wichita, Kansas 67207

Mrs. Gladys Barnes
Wilson Junior High
Taiga, Florida 33609



Barbara Bath
5232 So. Seneca #19
Wichita, Kansas 67217

Clarice Beaver
2724 North Dellrose
Wichita, Kansas 67220

Walter N. Benoit
Guidance Counselor
Sharon Junior High School

Sharon, Mass.

Ruth K. Bernstein
10104 W. Lincoln
Huntington Woods, Michigan 48070

Mary H. Berwick
16241 Darcia Pl.
Encino, Calf.

Howard Bethel
Weedsport Central

Weedsport,

Anthony Bisaccia, ilounselor

Wethersfielc: High School

Wethersfield, Conn

Dr. Harold Bixler
Dept. of Psychology 6: Edu.

Western Carolina College

Cullowhee, N.C. 28723

Katherine E. Bombara
Director of Widance
Stisbury PUblic Schools
Simsbury, Conn. 06070

Mrs. Liberta M. Booker

B. T. Washington Jr. High

Tampa, Florida 33605

W. K. Bott
University of Florida

Tampa, Florida

Mrs. Grace Bouden
Nathan P. Young Jr. High

Tampa, Florida

Elizabeth B. Boulen, Counselor

Jonesboro Senior High
Jonesboro, Georgia

Homer H. Bowman
Southwest MO. State Co. 1

Springfield, Mo. 65802

Mrs. Pat Bradley
4945 Mirella Avenue
North Hollywood, Calif.

James Brennan
Oswego Catholic High

Oswego, N.Y.

William Britson
1602 South 2nd Avenue
Marshalltown, Iowa 50158

Mrs. Douglas Brown
Lakeland Jr. High
Lakeland, Florida

Irwin Brown
Rome Free Academy
Rome, N.Y.

Mts. Ann Budge
20449 Aetna St.
West Hollywood, Calif.

Phyllis Burgess
2636 N. Dellrose
Wichita, Kansas 67220

Dr. Gene Burnette, Director

Section for the Education of

Exceptionally Talented Children

State Dept. of Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

John C. Burrington
Richfield Springs
Richfield, N.Y.

Helen Buser, Counselor
Cary High School
Cary, Illinois

Charles E. Button
Niskayuna Public Schools

Niskayuna, N.Y.

Mks. Eloise Cabrers
Howard W. Blake High
Tampa, florid& 33607



Edson Caldwell
Professor of Education

Sacramento State College

Sacramento, Calif.

Margaret M. Callahan
Educational Specialist
Research &Evaluation
Office of Program Development

Boston PUblic Schools

Boston, Mass

Mrs. Ellen Carroll

Assistant Superintendent

Greenville City Schools

Greenville, N.C. 27828

William Carse, Assoc. Professor

Counseling and Guidance

University of Kentucky

Lexington, Kentucky 40504

Douglas Carter
Director of Education

Box 2513
Winston-Salem/Forsyth Schools

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27102

Robert Casey
Director of Pupil Personnel Services

Greenfield Public Schools

Greenfield, Mass.

Joe Cashwell, Supervisor

Supervision and Curriculum

State Dept. of Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

John H. Casley

511 East Ellsworth

Salina, Kansas 67401

Miss Marilyn Casstevens
Program Specialist - Counseling

San Juan Utified School Dist.

Carmichael, Calif. 95608

Mrs. Mildred Chamberlain

Valley Center

Kansas 67147

George H. Charlesworth

Director of Guidance

Stratford Public Schools

Board of Education
North Main St.
Stratford, Conn

JOhn B. Chase
Office of the Provost

University of North Carolina

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

Bill Clark
318 Ave. R-6

Palmdale, Calif.

Dr. Francis Clark

Dept. of Educational Psychology

University of Hawaii

Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Aleise Cline
Director of Guidance

Abilene Public Schools

Box 981
Abilene, Texas 79604

Stephen Coco
State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

W. T. Cole
1300 N. Plum
Hmtchinson, Kansas 67501

Dorothy Colley
Mental Health Consultant

San Francisco Unif. School Dist.

San Francisco, Calif.

Robert Collier
Director of Guidance, Researeh

and Student Persoanel Services

Belmont Public Schools

Belmont, Mass.

Mike Collins
Interlocken Arts Academy

Interlocken, Michigan

Robert Collins
Van Buren Jr. High

Tampa, Florida 33604

Rose A. Conway, Counselor

Danbury High School

Danbury, Conn. 06810

Richard C. Cooks
Lakeland Jr. High

Lakeland, Florida



Jim Copeland
1906 Jamaica
El Dorado, Kansas 67042

Mrs. Grace Coppedge
Director of Instruction

Yadkin County Schools

Yadkinville, N.C. 27055

Lacey O. Corbett
Assistant Professor of Psydhology

Providence College
Providence, Rhode Island

Kendall Craiger, Counselor

Lafayette High School

101 E. Baseline Rd.

Lafayette, Colorado

Gene Criley
Shawnee Mission East

7500 Mission Road

Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66208

Don Crowell
425 Mary Etta
Derby. Kansas 67037

Robert C. Crull

State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

Charles L. Culbertson

Dean Guidance Director

Willaws Unified District

Willows, Calif. 95988

Ted Cunio
8769 War-Bonnet
Union Lake, Michigan 48085

Mrs. Alice Curtis

707 N. Kenneth Rd.

Burbank, Calif.

Mrs. Ray Curtis
16328 Halsey St.

Granada Hills, Calif.

Mrs. Nancy Dale

Box 14 Box Canyon Rd.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Dr. Paul J. Danielson

College of Education

University of Arizona 85721

Allan S. Datz

Baldwinsville Central

Baldwinsville, N.Y.

Clifford A. Davis

Roosevelt High
Lake Wales, Florida 33853

Jack Davis, Asst. Supt.

P.O. Box 575
Lexington City Schools

Lexington, N.C. 27292

Howard Delp, Vice Principal

Woodland Huh School

Woodland, Calif. 95695

Dorothy Dillemuth
Grand Island High

Grand Island, N.Y.

Dominic Diiorio
Shore Junior High School

5670 Hopkins Road

Mentor, Ohio 44060

Martin Dishart
Bureau of Educational Research

College of Education

University of Maryland

Dean Dixon, Counselor

Chico Unified School Dist.

Chico, Calif. 95926

James Dorsey
Director of Pupil Personnel Serv.

Shrewsbury Public Schools

Shrewsbury, Mass

Jerry Downing
Director of Guidance

Yuba City Unified School Dist.

Yuba City, Calif. 95991

Marian E. Drake

18001 Osborn
Northridge, Calif

Donald A. Dukinson

Tioga Central
Tioga, N.Y.

Georgia H. Dunterman

Guidance Director
E.O. Smith High School

Storrs, Conn



Bruce Durbin, Counselor

Cherokee County Rural High School

Columbus, Kansas

Leonard G. Earle

Hannibal Central
Hannibal, N.Y.

Kenneth Edson
Associate - Dean of Students

Chico State College

Chico, Calif.

Pat Elliott
5145 Barnard St.

Sta Susana, Calif.

Don Emerson
Director of Guidance

East Longmeadow High School

East Longmeadow, Mass

Mks. Margaret Epps

2515 Maryland
Topekm, Kansas 66605

Thomas G. Estes

Royal Oak Schools

4000 Crooks Rd.

Royal Oak, Eichigau 48073

Mrs. Winifred Evans

Ft. Meade High

Ft. Meade, Florida 33841

Elizabeth J. Ewell

State Dept. Education

Bureau of Guidance

Albany, N.Y.

George Feiker
Director of Guidance

Williamsburg High School

Williamsburg, Mass

Bernard Feldman
5357 Ellenvale

West Hollywood, Calif.

Eleanor Fillmore

Director of Guidance

Amherst Regional High School

Amherst, Eass.

Garland Fitzpatrick, Consultant

Conn. State Dept. of Education

Box 2219
Hartford, Conn.

Jack L. Fitzpatrick, Principal

Downey Street School

Westwood, Mass.

Erwin Flacks
18620 Knapp St.

Northridge, Calif.

Horton Flaming
2005 Cron
Augusta, Kansas 67010

Ray Flasher
250 E. 111 St.

Chicago, Illinois 60628

Ronald Fredrickson
School of Education

University of Hass.

Amherst, Mass

Hks. Lstty S. Fry

1315 Baum St.

Vicksburg, Miss. 39180

Clement T. Fujimoto

Leilehua High School

1515 California Ave.

Wahiawa, Hawaii 96786

Jerome P. Gaa

Dept. of Instruction

Barton, Florida

Ken Gabrielson
#122 2206 W. Marthur
Wichita, Kansas 67217

Dr. James J. Gallagher

Visiting Adjunct Professor

Education Improvement Program

Duke University
Durham, N.C. 27706

Yoland Garavaglia

Guidance Coordinator

Conrad High School

West Hartford, Conn.

Jan Garton
859 Whittier Road

Wighita, Kansas 67207

john Gaskins, Supervisor

Massillon City High School

122 South Avenue, S.E.

Massillon, Ohio 44646



James Gazzanigo
Acting Director of Guidance

Mt. Greylock Regional High School

Williamstown, Mass

Mrs. Elizabeth E. Gee

Waimea High School

85-251 Farrington High Way

Waianae, Hawaii 96792

Jane Gibbons, Instructor

Penney High School

East Hartford, Conn.

Miss Mary Ellen Gibbs, Supervisor

Winston-Salem/Forsyth
Schools

Box 2513
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27102

Mrs. Lorena W. Gill

Principal - Director of Guidance

Anderson Union High School

Anderson, Calif. 96007

Mr. G. Gillette
Port Washington, New York

Margaret P. Godfrey, Principal

Noah Webster School

5 Cone Street
Hartford, Conn.

Milton Goering
1036 Lawrence Court

Wichita, Kansas 67206

Alice Goertzinger
4606 Abargo Rd.

Wood, H., Calif.

Arthur Goldberg, Principal

E.O. Smith High School

Storrs, Conn.

Bert Goldman
Prof. of Education

University of North Carolina

at Greensboro

Greensboro, N.C. 27400

D.E. Goodwin, Principal

Braeburn School

West Hartford, Conn.

Frances R. Gordon, Counselor

East Hartford High School

East Hartford, Conn.

John Gowan, Professor

Dept. of Education

San Fernando Valley State College

Northridge, Calif.

Gertrude Grapman
Thomas Jefferson Jr. High School

Fair Lawn, New Jersey

Robert Greene
State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

George L. Grounds

Box 997
Crane, Texas 79731

Ralph Grueber
Interlochen Arts Academy

Interlochen, Michigan 49643

Album M. Gustafson, Director

Pupil Personnel Services

Tucson Public Schools Dist. #1

1010 East 10th Street

Tucson, Arizona 85719

William Hacker, Counselor

Staples High School

Westport, Conn.

Paul C. Hager
Berea College

Berea, Kentucky

Wei. Joan Hanlon

C. Dowen High School

Svannonea, N.C.

Marie Heron, Counselor

Bushwick High School

400 Irving Ave.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Helene Hasey
Ogletown Jr. High School

Chestnut Hill Rd.

Newark, Delaware

Lance Hauer
Assistant - Dean of Students

Chico State College

Chico, Calif.

Lewis Heavner, Guidance Supv.

Lincoln County Schools

Lincolnton, N.C. 28092



Gunther W. Heller
17610-W Elmwood
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151.

Philip Helner
138 Tannehill
Dearborn, Michigan 48124

Ann Henderson
Assistant Principal - Guidance

Dade County Schools
Miami, Florida

Fred Hilliard
Kahuku Schools
Hakuku, Hawaii 96731

Arthur Hillis, Counselor
Brien McMahon High School

Highland Ave.
Norwalk, Conn.

Vinson G. Holbrook
Read Counselor
Chico Unified School Dist.

Chico, Calif.

Robert Hopkins
Guidance Counselor
Latin High School
Boston, Mass

Dr. George W. Hossack, Director

Pupil Personnel Services

Laramie Public Schools

9th and Washington
Laramie, Wyoming, 82070

William L. Howard

Butler University
Indiananolis, Indiana

Mt. J.K. Hulcher
Psychometrist & Chairman of

Guidance Personnel
Education Center
6th & Fondulac
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401

Julius A. Humana, Director

Guidance & Special Education

Lincoln Public Schools

Box 200
Lincoln, Nebraska

Nile Hunt, Director
Division of Instructional Serv.

State Dept. Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

Hazel F. Huston
School Psychologist
Long Beach Unified School Dist.

4544 E. Broadway
Long Beach, Calif. 90803

Lawrence S. Hutnick, Counselor

Wethersfield High School

Wethersfield, Conn.

William Igoe
Director of Guidance

Andover Public Schools

Andover, Mass.

Walter E. Jackson
Guidance Coordinator
Grant Joint Union High School

Mary W. Jacobs, Counselor

Hackensack. High School

lst and Beech St.

Hackensack, New Jersey

Robert J. Jeffries
Director of Pupil Personnel Serv.

Red Bluff High School Dist.

Red Bluff, Calif. 96080

Walter R. Jacobs, Jr.

Consultant
Research in Testing
Section for the Education of

Exceptionally Talented Children

State Dept. Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

James Jenkins
Supervisor
Early Childhood Education

State Dept. Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

E.C. Jernigan, Supervisor

Carteret County Schools

Beaufort, N.C. 28516

John W. Jessel, Asst. Professor

Department of Education

Indiana State University

Terre Haute, Indiana



Claradine Johnson
208 N. Parkwood Lane
Wichita, Kansas 67208

Don Johnson
10927 Gloria Avenue

Granada Hills, Calif.

Ulysses J. Johnson
Rochelle Jr. Sr. High

Lakeland, Florida 33801

Dr. Victor B. Johnson

State Dept. of Education

Tallahasese, Florida

Doug Jones
Dean
School of Education

East Carolina College

Greenville, N.C. 27834

Kenneth G. Jones

State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

Lyman L. Jones

O
Director of Testing &Guidance

Southeastern Louisiana College

Hanmond, Louisiana

William Jones
Oneida City School Dist.

Oneida, N.Y.

Sister Josephina
School of Education

Boston College
Boston, Mass.

Marsha Julian, Counselor

Warrensville Heights High School

4270 Northfield Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44028

Delores gable
Ridgewood High School

7500 Montrose
Norridge, Ill. 60634

Paul Kay
Iolani School
563 Kamoku St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Ben Keeler
9311 Louise
Northridge, Calif.

Mts. Edna Kilby

H B Plant High

Tampa, Florida 33609

Eileen Kimball
Madeira Beach Jr. High

Madeira Beach, Florida

Gary L. Kistler
Krieg Hall
Heidelberg College
Tiffin, Ohio 44883

Margaret Knight
706 S. Bel Aire Ave.

Burbank, Calif.

Mts. Hazel Koehler

Director of Counseling &

Guidance -

Colusa High School

Colusa, Calif. 95932

Frances S. Koenigsberg

State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

Mary W. Kosey
Derby Sr. High
801 E. Madison
Derby, Kansas 67037

Mks. Ruth Kranhouse

9434 Gregory Way
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Bart Krecorian
16808 Gladhill
Sepulveda, Calif.

Mts. Edith Kunkel

Head Counselor
Oroville Union High School Dist.

Tracy Rae Lavin
Kailua High School

451 Ulumanu St.

Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii 96734

Billie Louise Lee

Teacher-Counselor
Brinkley Senior High School

3655 Livingston Road

Jackson, Miss.

Wah Jim Lee, Dept. of Education

P.O. Box 2360
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804



Allan Lehmann
Castle High School
1129 A. Koohoo Pl.

Kailua, Hawaii 96734

Mks. Solveg Leslie
6825 Ethel Ave. .

North Hollywood, Calif.

Bruce G. Lester
State University College
Oswego, N.Y.

Marty Levine
5303 Lere.iey St.

Tarzana, Calif.

Mrs. Doris Levy
Washingcn intermediate School

1633 South King St.

Honolulu, Hawaii 96816

Helen Loring
H.B. Thompson Jr. High School

Syosset, New York

Ruby Lornell
Assistant Principal
Wamogo Regional High School

Litchfield, Conn.

Jim Lott
9033 E. Ave.

Box 22
Littlerock, Calif.

Boyd W. Lucas Jr.
Director of Guidance

Los Gatos High School

Los Gatos, Calif. 95030

John R. Luposello
Kathleen Jr. High

Kathleen, Florida

Helen A. Lynn
Acting Guidance Director

Wayland High School

Wayland, Mass.

Don MacDiarmid
Director of Guidance

Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School

Hamilton, Mass

Clarence Mahler, Chairman

Dept. of Psychology
Chico State College

Chico, Calif.

Harry Maidment
Guidance Counselor
Manchester High School

Manchester, Conn.

Jack H. Majors, Counselor

Southern Hills Jr. High School

1500 Knox Drive
Boulder, Colorado

Ethel Mary Mallau
Cabrini High School
15305 Wick Road
Allan Park, Michigan 48101

Evelyn Maroon
Asst. Director of Guidance

Cleveland Public Schools

Cleveland, Ohio

George Marshall
Counselor-Mentally Gifted

Sacramento-City_Unified Schools

Sacramento, Calif. -95801

Dr. Gordan &Andrew
Assistant Director
Learning Institute of N. Carolina

Quail Roost Conference Center

Rougemont, N.C. 27572

Edd McBride, Consultant
Section for the Education of

Exceptionally Talented Children

State Dept. Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

William &Cony
State Untversity College

Oswego, N.Y.

William &Garvey
State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

Mrs. Cordelia McIlwainy

Buchanan Jr. High

Tampa, Florida 33612



Mrs. Mary J. McLeod
Kathleen Jr. High
Kathleen, Florida

Miss Elizabeth &Mammy
169 Beersden Road
Athol, Mass.

Mary B. McNabb
Dunedin Highland Jr. High
Dunedin, Florida

Mel Mednicoff
Guidance Counselor
Boston Latin School
Boston, Mass.

Mary A. Meehan
North East High
St. Petersburg, Florida

Ezra Melrose, Principal
Weaver High School
Hartford, Conn.

Thomas Michael, Principal
Kosciuszko Jr. High School
Thompsonville, Conn.

F. Carl Miller
Leto Comprehensive High
Tampa, Florida

Charles Milligan
Pulaski, Academy and Central
Pulaski, N. Y.

Mts. D. Mitchel
Director of Guidance
Hellsbourough County
Court House
Tampa, Florida

Mary Mitchell
13903k Burbank Blvd.
Burbank, Calif.

Mrs. Doris R. Miller
West Tampa Jr, High
Tampa, Florida 33607

Mrs. Dorothea Mitchell
1037 S. Beretania St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Mr. Isamu Miyoshi
Kauai High School
Box 511
Lihue, Kavai, Hawaii 96766

Miss Dei Moehere
Honllulu District Office
1037 S. Beretania St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Romeo Morin
Admissions Officer
Chico State College
Chico, Calif.

G. .B. Mbrris

Coordinator of
Lubbock Public
1715 26th St.
Lubbock, Texas

.GUidance

Schools

79411

Gerald H. Morrison
1320 Lydia
Wichita, Kansas 67213

Jessie Morrison, Counselor
Crossland High School
Camp Springs, Maryland 20022

Charles Murphy
Director of Guidance
Pittsfield Public Schools
Pittsfield, Mass.

Nacq Naidis
10847 Canby
Northridge, Calif.

H. D. Narron, Principal
Candor School
Candor, N.C. 27229

Jean T. Nelson
Director of Guidance
Concord Public Schools
Concord, Mass

Randolph J. Nelson
Dept. of Education
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado

Dr. Randolph J. Nelson
Asst. Prof. Counselor Edu.
University of Connecticut
School of Education
Storrs, Conn. 06268



William Nelson
English Department
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas 67208

Kenneth Nickel
Professor of Education
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas 67208

Dr. F. A. Nizami
559 Jarvis St.
Tm. 330
Toronto 5, Canada

Sister Mary Norbert
8606 E. Central
Wichita, Kansas 67206

Mts. Kathryn Noyes
Editorial Director
Learning Institute of N. Carolina

Quail Roost Conference Center

Rougemont, N.C. 27572

Richard E. Nunes, Coordinator

Guidtnce and Testing
Department of Education
Contra Costa County

Mts. Margaret T. Ohara

Niu Valley Intermediate School

310 Halemau Mau St.

Honolulu, Hawaii 96821

Ralph O'Hara
Aiea High School
98-1276 Ulune St.

Aiea, Hawaii

H. Richard O'Neal

Guidance Director
Scottsbluff Sr. High School

313 East 27th St.
Scottsbluff, Nebraska 69361

Mts. Yaeko M. Ono
Waipahu High School
94-455 Farrington Hwy.

Waipahu, Hawaii 96797

Elizabeth M. Otis

Oswego High

C.)
Oswego, N.Y.

Mrs. Margaret L. Ottmann

Dept. of Education
Box 305
Kahukis, Maui, Hawaii 96735

Mts. Mary Owens
Elementary Supervisor
Kinston City School

307 W. Atlantic Ave.

Kinston, N.C. 28501

William Packowski
Union Springs High
Union Springs, N.Y.

Marian Pasternack
Head Counselor
20601 Kingsbury
Chatsworth, Calif.

Cliff Patton
10339 Zelzah
Northridge, Calif.

John L. Penney
1601 Highland Drive
Augusta, Kansas 67010

Edward Pepyne
Director of Guidance
Chicopee Public Schools
Chicopee, Mass

Richard L. Percy
Tappan Zec High
Orangeburg, N.Y.

Judie Perman
5440 Quakertown
Wood. H., Calif.

Kay Petersen
572 Spring Creek Drive

Derby, Kansas 67037

Mrs. Gertrude K. Peterson

Dean of Girls
Carey Jr. High School
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Mts. Mignon G. Petty
Guidance Counselor
Pine Bluff High School

10th and Laurel St.

Pine Bluff, Arkansas



Mks. Modena Pitman
1459 Community Drive
Derby, Kansas 67037

Joseph F. Plouffe
Director of Special Education
Brockton Public Schools
Brockton, Mass

Dr. Paul Plowman, Consultant

State Dept. of Education

California

Alfred Pompeo, Director
Guidance & Placement Services

Newton Rd.
Medford, Mass.

William A. Pope
Director of Guidance
Rockville High School

Box 270
Rockville, Conn.

Eugene W. Powell
1502 Aurora Drive
Hutchinson, Kansas 67501

Thomas E. Prugh
Hannibal Central

Hannibal, N.Y.

K. Richard Pyle
Resident Adviser
Northern Illinois University
Lincoln Hall
DeKalb, Illinois

Mrs. Margaret Ramos
Guidance Counselor
Classical High School
Springfield, Mass

Frances B. Rawls
University of Virginia
Arlington, Virginia

Miss Eunice E. Reader, Director

Pupil Personnel Services
Tamalpais Union High School Dist.

Larkspur, Calif, 94939

Lyle C. Rehman
Dept. of Education
Wichita State University

Wichita, Kansas 67208

Robert Reilly
State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

Clifford Reinhard, Director
Pupil Personnel Services
South Lewis Central Schools

Turin, New York

Dr. Joseph Renzulli
Asst. Prof. of Edu. Psych.

University of Connecticut

School of Education
Storrs, Conn. 06268

Mks. Ruth Rhodes
11655 Hayvenhurst
Granada Hills, Calif.

Swanson Richards
Asst. Supt. of Schools

Dobson, N.C. 27017

Lester Ridenhour, Director

Secondary Education
Burlington City Schools

Burlington, N.C. 27215

Connie Riesman
2976 Deacon St.
Simi, Calif.

Gerald Riley
2151 S. Estelle
Wichita, Kansas 67211

Paula Rizzo
State University College

Oneonta, N.Y.

William N. Roberts
Guidance Consultant
Plumes Unified School Dist.

Plumes, Calif.

Donald Robison, Counselor
Marysville Unified School Dist.

Marysville, Calif. 95901

Carole Robryner
Mineola High School
Mineola, L.I., N.Y.

Kathleen Rockwell, Counselor

Druid Hills High School

Atlanta, Georgia



Mts. James Rolfs
Box 710
Tucson, Arizona 85702

Dr. J.W. Rolling*, Consultant

Division of Guidance Services

Colorado Dept. of Education

1390 Logan St. Room 202

Denver, Colorado 80203

J. Tice Rollins, Coordinator

Guidance & Counseling

Schools of Springfield R-12

940 N. Jefferson
Springfield, Miss. 65802

Charles Rook
Evanston Tawnihip, Illinois

Lisle F. Roth
Pulaski, Academy and Central

Pulaski, N.Y.

Dr. J.W.M. Rothney

Prof. Counseling & Guidance

University of Wisconsin

1922 University Ave.

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Charles Rueh, Counselor

Evanston Township High School

1600 Dodge St.
Evanston, Illinois

Mrs. Maihe Rudman

Instructor
School of Education
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Mass.

Sr. Harriet Sanborn

Director
Secondary Teacher Education

Aquinas College
1697 Robinson Rd., S.E.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Dr. Marshall P. Sanborn

Prof. Counseling &Guidance

University of Wisconsin

1922 UniversityAve.
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Ets. Mary Sanchez

10354 Calvert St.

Van Nuys, Calif.

Irvin K. Sasaki, Principal

Hale Kula School

Waianae &Ayres Ave.

Schofield Barracks
Wahiawa, Oahu, Italian 96786

Frank Saunders, Supervisor

Greensboro City Schools

Greensboro, N.C. 27400

Miss Hortense Schaller

6717 Walrond
Kansas City, Miss. 64110

Nicholas Scaraville
State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

Jean Scarborough
938 E. Ave. Q-12

Palmdale, Calif.

Lewis H. Schoemull

Director of Guidance

Winona, Minn.

Neal L. Schoenhals

Asst. Director
Campus School

Western Michigan Univ.

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Esther Schultheis

6721 Louise
Van Nuys, Calif.

Glen Schulthess
Box 382
Haven, Kansas 67543

Roger Schurrer, Supervisor

Secondary Education
Dept. of Public Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

Miss Merle Scott, Supervisor

Lenoir County Schools

Kinston, N.C. 28501

Ronald Service
Phoenix Central
Phoenix, N.Y.

Lenard Sevdy
Asst. Director of Nor-Cal.

P.A.C.E. Center

Chico State College

Chico, Calif.



Mrs. Louis S. Seyler
Pierson Jr. High
1800 S55 St.
Kansas City, Kansas 66106

Bill W. Shafer
3130 W. Beauregard #11
San Angolo, Texas

Mts. Charu Shah, Principal
211 Kuilei Gardens
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

Dorothy Sharpleus
Director of Gifted Program
Secondary Schools
Winthrope, Mass.

Merville Shaw
Professor
Dept. of Psychology
Chico State College
Chico, Calif.

Dorothy Sherman
Dept. of Education
Wichita, Kansas 67208

Mrs. Jean Shigemura
Counselor
McKinley High School
1039 S. King St.
Honoleu, Hawaii 96814

Mrs. Linda Silverman
14808 Blythe St.
Pan City, Calif.

Mts. Linda Silvey
20350 Soledad Cyn. Rd.

Saugus, Calif.

Dwight C. Smith

Polk BPI
Barton, Florida

Gary Sneed
2101 Ttrrace Dr.
Newton, Kansas 67114

Allan Sostek
Dept. of Special Education

Northeastern University
Boston, Mass

Joseph F. Spada
Guidance Counselor
Bloomfield Sr. High School

Bloomfield, Conn.

Matthew Sportelli
Enrichment Program
Board of Education
Box 1601
Bristol, Conn.

Edward J. Stack
East Bay High School

Riverview, Florida

Mrs. Janet Stebart
Cahokia School Dist.
Cahokia, Illinois

Clarence Steinberger

Consultant
Conn. State Dept. of Edu.

Box 2219
Hartford, Conn.

Mrs. Florence Stephens

802 South A Street
Arkansas City, Kansas 67005

Elizabeth Steward
Educational Consultant
Box 707
El Cerrito, Calif.

Mrs. Coleen Story
Univ. of South Florida

Tampa, Florida

Hts. Betty Stovall, Director

Special Abilities &Talents

Charlotte-Macklenburg Schools

Charlotte, N.C. 28200

Bill Stroup
Supplementary Services Center

318 W. 7th Ave.
Gastonia, N.C. 28052

Dean R. Stuety
Wichita PUblic Schools
428 South Broadway
Wichita, Kansas 67202

Dr. D.F. Sullivan
Niles Township High School

Skokie, Illinois 60016



Edith M. Sweete
Shorewood High School
1701 E. Capitol Drive
Shorewood, Wisc. 53211

Dr. Irwin Tanaka
State Dept. of Education
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

Seiso Taniguchi
Kaimuki High School
2705 Kaimuki Ave.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816

Harris Tanner
Guidance Director
West Springfield High School

West Springfield, Mass.

Geraldine C. Taylor
Liverpool Senior High
Liverpool, N.Y.

Woodrow Taylor
Superintendent
Hamlet, N.C. 28345

Fred Tedrick, Counselor
Yuba Gardens School
Yuba, Calif. 95991

C. Burnett Terman
Chairman of Counselors
Senior High
2124 N. Lafayette Ave.
Grand Island, Nebraska 68801

Charles Thompson
2532 Borton Drive
S. Barbara, Calif.

Charles Thomson
Director of Guidance
Itinnechaug Regional High School

Wilbraham, Mass

Mrs. J.W. Thornton
Ernest E. Just Jr. High
Tampa, Florida 33607

William J. Toaspern, Head Counselor

Clayton Valley High School
Concord, Calif. 94520

Mrs. Mildred Turlington, Supervisor

Sampson County Board of Education

Clinton, N.C. 28328

Marie E. Tutton
Port Byron Central
Port Byron, N.Y.

Ester C. Uolan
Radford High School
4631 Salt Lake Blvd.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96818

David Van Antwerp
Gillette jr. High
North Syracuse, N.Y.

Herbert Van Schanck
State University College

Oswego, N.Y.

William G. Vassar, Consultant

Gifted 6:Talented Programs
State of Connecticut
State Dept. of Education

Box 2219
Hartford, Conn.

Bill Waldron
Ed. Dept.
Sam Houston State College

Huntsville, Texas 77340

Mrs. Maurice Ward
2314 E. 20th
Wichita, Kansas 67214

Willis Ward
Director of Guidance & Counseling

Paradise High School
Paradise, Calif. 95969

Catherine W. Warren

Head Counselor
Kosciuszko Junior High School

147 Elm St.
Thompsonville, Conn.

Mks. Shelby Wegner
Aliiolani School
3220 Waialae
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816

Dr. Henry Weitz
Associate Professor
Director - Counseling Center

309 rowers
Duke University
Durham, N.C. 27706



Mrs. Freida Wheeler
Adams Jr. High
Tampa, Florida 33612

Francis A. Whittle
Chairman - Science Dept.
Braeburn School
West Hartford, Conn.

Mary Jean Wilkins
Counselor
Julius West Jr. High School

Rockville, Maryland

Olivia N. Williams

Rt. 1
Box 304A
Vicksburg, Miss. 39180

David Williamson
Guidance Counselor
Wayland High School

Wayland, Mass.

Victor Milmoth
1310 W. 30th Street South

Wichita, Kansas 67217

Mrs. Helen G. Wilson

Middleton High
Tampa, Florida 33610

Minor Wilson
Henderson County Schools

Box 1700
Hendersonville, N.C.

Lucy Wing
State University College

Oswego, Ma,

Ard Wolfgang
Chairman Guidance Dept.

Kelly Walsh High School

3500 East 12th
Casper, Wyoming 82601

William T.S. Wong
Roosevelt High School

1120 Hehoa St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Roger Woodbury, Consultant

Section for the Education of

Exceptionally Talented Children

State Dept. PUblic Instruction

Raleigh, N.C. 27602

Dorothy Woodward
984/9 Quartz
Chatsworth, Calif.

Nts. June Yamashita

Kailua High School

451 Ulumanu Drive

Kailua, Hawaii 96734

Ken H. Yoon
Special Services
Leeward Oahu School Dist.

Waipahu, Hawaii 96797

Frances M. Young
Board of Education
Marion, N.Y.

Robert Young
Counselor
Alicia School
California

Henry A. Younge Jr.

Campbell ugh School

91-782-B Makule Rd.

Ewa Beach
Oahu, Hawaii

Amthony J. Zarella

Senior Supervisor of Guidance

State Dept. of Education

200 Newbury St.
Boston, Mass.


